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Samenvatting

In het toekomstige Breedband ISDN zullen veel verschillende diensten in ~n net g~i'ntegreerd
worden. Het netweIk zal dus zeer jlexibel en snel moeten zijn. ATM is een nieuw schakel-,
transmissie- en multiplextechniek die aan die eisen tegemoet kan komen. ATM staat voor
'Asynchronous Transfer Mode' en de term asynchroon slaat op het feit dat er geen verband
bestaat tussen de snelheid waarmee de gebruikers met elkaar communiceren en de snelheid
waarmee die informatie door het netwerk getransporteerd wordt. Gebruikersinformatie wordt
verstuurd in pakketten van vaste lengte cel/en genaamd. Omdat cellen niet geldentificeerd
kunnen worden aan de hand van een tijdmechanisme, bezitten de cellen een header voor
identificatie.

In ATM bestaat een verbinding uit een aaneenschakeling van vinuele mnalen. Aan de hand
van de cel-identificatie in de header van de cel en informatie in de knooppunten kunnen
cellen in de schakelcentrales van de ingang naar de juiste uitgang geschakeld worden.

Er zal dus geschakeld moeten worden in een ATM netweIk. In de literatuur zijn al diverse
ontwerpen voor ATM schakelaars gepubliceerd. Deze zijn terug te brengen tot vier
basisarchitecturen: Bus-, Ring-, 'Common Memory'- en interconnectie architeeturen.

Dit afstudeerrapport behandelt het gebruik van interconnectie architecturen in ATM schakel
netweIken. Daarvoor is na een korte introduetie over Breedband ISDN en ATM gekeken naar
criteria en eisen die aan ATM schakelaars gesteld kunnen worden. Vervolgens wordt een
overzicht gegeven van de verschillende vormen van intercormectie netwerken met hun
eigenschappen. Daama worden een aantal interconneetie netweIken behandelt die als
bouwstenen kunnen dienen voor een ATM schakelaar. Tenslotte wordt aandacht besteed hoe
interconneetie netwerken te gebruiken zijn voor het verzorgen van broadcast en multicast
diensten.

Vanwege de blokkeringsvrije en zelfrouterende eigenschappen is het Batcher Banyan netwerk
eruit gelicht voor verder onderzoek. Ben aantal Batcher Banyan netwerken worden besproken
aan de hand van de plaats van de buffers in het schakelnetwerk. Zo kunnen de buffers aan
de ingangen geplaatst worden, aan de uitgangen of door middel van een 'shared' buffer
halveIWege de schakelaar. Ook combinaties van buffers zijn mogelijk.

Om een vergelijking te kunnen maken tussen de diverse Batcher Banyan netwerken zijn
simulaties verricht. Het doel van deze simulaties is om bij een bepaalde servicekwaliteit de
hoeveelheid routeringshardware en het aantal bufferplaatsen voor ieder schakelnetwerk te
bepalen. Het blijkt dat de keuze van het schakelnetwerk neerkomt op een afweging tussen
veel routeringshardware en weinig buffers in geval van een Batcher Banyan netwerk met een
shared buffer tegen veel minder routeringshardware maar met meer buffers in het geval van
een Batcher Banyan netweIk met output buffers. Door een combinatie van een shared buffer
met output buffers te gebruiken kan nog een winst op de routeringshardware behaald worden
tegen een kleine toename van het aantal buffers.
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Abstract

In the future Broadband ISDN a large number of different services will be integrated into one
network. Therefore the network has to be very flexible andfast. ATM is a new transmission,
switching and multiplex technique which meets these demands. ATM stands for
'Asynchronous Transfer Mode' and the term asynchronous means that there is no relation
between the speed at which the users communicate with each other and the speed the user
information is transported through the network. User information is sent in packets of fIXed
length called cells. Because cells can not be identified by means of a time mechanism, the
cells contain a header for identification.

In ATM a connection is established by a concatenation of virtual channels. By means of the
cell identification in the header and information in the nodes, cells can be routed from the
inlets to the proper outlets of the switching fabrics.

Therefore switching is necessary in an A1M network. A number of ATM switches have been
proposed in the literature. These designs can be classified into one of the four basis
architectures: Bus, Ring, Common Memory and Interconnection architectures.

This graduation report deals with the use of interconnection architectures in ATM switching
networks. After a short introduction to Broadband ISDN and ATM several criteria and
demands for ATM switches are discussed. Next an overview is given of the different
implementations and properties of interconnection architectures. Then a number of
interconnection architectures are discussed which can be used as building blocks for an ATM
switch. Finally the use of interconnection networks is examined for broadcast and multi-cast
services.

Due to its the non-blocking and self-routing properties, the Batcher Banyan network has been
selected for further investigation. A number of Batcher Banyan networks are discussed based
on the position of the buffers in the switching network. Buffers can be placed either at the
inputs or at the outputs or a shared buffer halfway the switch can be used. Combinations of
buffers are also possible.

Simulations have been performed in order to compare the various Batcher Banyan networks.
The purpose of the simulations is to determine for a certain Quality of Service the necessary
amount of routing hardware and the number of buffers for each type of switching network.
It appears that the choice of the switch is a trade-off between more routing hardware and less
buffers in a shared buffered Batcher Banyan network against less routing hardware and more
buffers in case of an output buffered Batcher Banyan network. By combining output buffers
with a shared buffer the amount of routing hardware can be further reduced at the cost of a
slight increase in the number of buffers.
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Parameters

8
b
bs
d
d'
K

k

M

r
R
0

S
X
X,

The Butterfly pennutation
The average number of cells in a burst period
The size of the output buffer
The destination address of a cell
A from d different destination address of a cell
The Number of links in a Dilated Delta Network
The Number of layers in a Replicated or Parallel Delta Network
Number of cells arriving in the same time slot destined for the same output
link
M = N.m in an OB-BBN with one large NxM Routing network
M = N/m in an OB-BBN with m MxN Routing Networks parallel
Represents the k-th digit in the maximum address, 0 S k S S
The maximum number of cells with the same destination address which can
be routed by an OB-BBN or, equivalent, the number of parallel routing
networks in an OB-BBN
Represents the k-th digit in the minimum address, 0 S k S S
The number of inlets (outlets) of a switching network
Transition probability from the burst state to the burst state
Transition probability from the burst state to the silence state
Transition probability from the silence state to the burst state
Transition probability from the silence state to the silence state
The load on the input (output) links
The number of recirculation lines or, equivalent, the size of the shared buffer
R=N+r
The Perfect shuffle
S = log~, the number of stages in an NxN Delta network
Destination address where to a cell must be routed
The i-th digit in the destination address, 0 SiS S
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1 Introduction

The growing need for a netwoIk which is able to deal with a lot of different services like
voice, large amounts of data and video traffic leads to the development of a broadband
integrated services digital network. Because this new broadband network has to suppon
current and future services it must be flexible and fast

ATM, which stands for Asynchronous Transfer Mode, is a new switching, multiplexing and
transmission technique which meets the demands of speed and flexibility. In CCITf
Recommendation 1.121 ATM is designated as the target transfer mode solution for
implementing a B-ISDN.

In ATM user information is transponed through the network in small fIxed length units called
cells. The term 'asynchronous' in ATM means there is no relation between time and cells
belonging to the same connection. Cells have to be identifIed by a header containing
identifIcation and netwoIk information rather than on basis of time slots.

Cells are routed by switching fabrics through the network on basis of the identification in the
header. These ATM switches must be able to route the arriving cells at their inlets to the
proper outlets at very high speeds, typically 150 Mbps and up. Further demands include a low
delay, a low cell loss probability and possibilities to offer broadcast services.

A number of different ATM switches have been proposed in the literature like the Matrix of
Sloned Buses, the Prelude switch, the Knockout switch, the Starlite switch and the Sunshine
switch. These switches can be classifIed in one of the four basic architectures: Bus, Ring,
Common memory or Interconnection architecture.

ATM switches based on a multistage interconnection architecture consists of multiple stages
which are composed of small, typical 2x2, switching elements in stages which are
interconnected by links.

After an introduction about B-ISDN and ATM and considering some criteria for ATM
switches, this graduation repon gives an overview of multistage interconnection networks,
their properties and their use as building blocks for ATM switches. Then one class of
multistage interconnection networks called Batcher Banyan networks is selected because of
their non-blocking and self routing properties. First some different types of Batcher Banyan
networks will be discussed based on the position of the buffers in the switch. Then by means
of simulations the behaviour of Batcher Banyan networks is examined to obtain a relation
between the cell loss probability, routing hardware and buffer sizes. Finally a comparison of
the complexity of various Batcher Banyan networks is made under equal conditions.
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2 Broadband ISDN and ATM

2.1 Introduction

Nowadays there is an ever growing need to communicate and to exchange infonnation.
At the moment most communication takes place between people but there is a fast
increase in communications between people and machines and even machines amongst
themselves like computers, faxes, etc. without intervention of humans.. This and the
dropping prices for digital electronics leads to digitalizing of the current public telephone
network. In a digital network different information types like voice, text, data and images
can be transponed through one interface. In addition extra services can be offered which
are not possible in an analog network. The network presents itself to the user as an
integrated network offering a multitude of services. Such a network is known as an
Integrated Services Digital Network, known as ISDN.

2.2 Broadband ISDN

The current development in the public telephone network evolves to an integrated services
digital nerrvork (ISDN). 1bis means the current telephone network will be digitalized,
based on a circuit switched 64 kbps network. The speed of 64 kbps in ISDN is based on
uncompressed PCM for voice coding. The pwpose is that customers can obtain all kinds
of services through a limited set of ISDN interfaces. Private customers will get a basic
access of two 64 kbps channels for circuit switched voice and data information and one 16
kbps channel for signalling information and packetized data. Business users who need
more capacity will be offered a primary rate access consisting of a 1984 kbps channel. At
this speed voice, data and image transfer is possible, however broadcast without servers
and high speed file transfer and full motion video services are not possible in ISDN.

In order to meet these current and future services, it is necessary to develop a new
broadband network. This broadband network has to support multiple bit rates, different
Qualities of Service (QOS), variable and constant bit rate traffic and broadcast and multi
cast services. Because this broadband ISDN has to become an all-pwpose digital network
for long term use, it has to be very flexible. Examples of services which have to be
provided by a broadband ISDN are: video telephony, tele-shopping, video surveillance,
video conferencing, database facilities, homebanking, digital hifi audio, high speed fIle
transfer and radio and television. Some services such as extended and high definition
television are yet not well defined. To support those services a B-ISDN must include the
following capabilities [MIN89]:

• Multiple bit rates: In general, a B-ISDN must support all bit rates up to a maximum.
Ideally a customer must be able to allocate the average amount of bandwidth he needs
instead of the maximum bandwidth. Transmission speeds may vary from 64 kbps for
voice in telephony services, via 10 Mbps for high speed file transfer up to 150 Mbps in
case of transmission of HDTV signals.

3 2 Broadband ISDN and ATM



• Variable and constant bit rate traffic: Some services may need a constant bit rate (CBR)
connection to guarantee a certain amount of bandwidth such as leased lines and video
services. CBR services are services that generate packets at regular intervals. Other
services like data, and to a certain extent, voice are bursty in nature. It is assumed that
in the future variable bit rate (VBR) coding will be used for video. Because CBR traffic
requires a low variability in delay and a very low error probability because
retransmission is not possible it may need to have a higher priority than VBR traffic. A
B-ISDN should be capable to handle both types of traffic.

• Connection-oriented and connectionless services: Some services like voice are best
served by a connection-oriented service. Connection-oriented services exist of three
phases: a call set-up phase in which resources are allocated and a connection between
two end-point tenninals is established, an infonnation transfer phase, where customers
exchange data, and a disconnect phase where allocated resources are released.
Connectionless services do not have a call set-up phase and the sender does not know
whether or not his data has been received at its destination. An example of a
connectionless service is electronic mail.

• Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint services: Some services such as telephony require
point-to-point services. This means there is a connection from one customer to one other
customer. Other services require connections from one point to multiple users such as
database facilities, or even multiple connections between multiple users, like in case of
video conferencing.

• Broadcast services: The network should provide broadcast capabilities for hifi audio,
video, data and peIhaps even HDTV.

2.3 ATM in B-ISDN

Voice communications require a low delay, but may accept a certain amount of errors. In
data communications a certain delay or variation in delay is acceptable, but no errors may
occur. Video services require a large bandwidth, a high speed transmission and a low
variation in delay. Since a B-ISDN has to support all these services, it must have a
transmission technique which is flexible, has a low error rate, has a low delay and
variation in delay and above all, it must be very fast. A typical transmission speed for a
B-ISDN is 150 Mbps and up. Two existing transmission techniques, circuit switching and
packet switching, have been examined for use in a B-ISDN.

Circuit switching, used in our current telephone network, is based on a fIXed bandwidth
allocation during the call. During the infonnation transfer phase there is a physical
connection between the end-to-end users. This means there is a low delay and no variation
in delay. Using fibre optics high speed transfer is possible at low error rate. But flXed
allocation of bandwidth means no flexibility. When a larger capacity is needed than the
channel offers, multiple channels have to be used in parallel. Bandwidth allocation must
be based on the peak bit rate during the call. This means an inefficient use of the

2 Broadband ISDN and ATM 4



bandwidth is made in case of bursty traffic, for example in data communications where
short bursts with infonnation are interspersed with long periods of silence. Therefore
circuit switching does not satisfy the requirements for a flexible broadband network.

Packet switching is currently used in data communication networks. Data is sent as
packets from one tennina! through the network to another tennina!. Since packets are
generated only when there is infonnation to send, packet switching makes an efficient use
of the bandwidth capacity. However in current packet switched networks routing and error
handling is done on a link-by-link basis which means packets can be routed over different
paths and are retransmitted between links if errors occur. This makes p8cket switching
slow and large variations in delay may occur. Thus packet switching as currently used in
data netwoIks is not a good candidate for a fast broadband network with low end-to-end
delays.

It appears that circuit switching has been optimised for voice transmission and packet
switching for data transmission. Both transmission techniques be suitable for the type of
communication used, but they are not capable to meet the requirements for an integrated
broadband network. Therefore new transmission-, switching- and multiplexing techniques
have been investigated which comprises the advantages of both packet switching and
circuit switching. The most promising transfer mode sofar seems to be ATM, which stands
for Asynchronous Transfer Mode, and has been proposed as a basic technique for a B
ISON [BAI89]. In CCITT Recommendation 1.121 ATM is designated as the "target
transfer mode solution for implementing a B-ISON".

As mentioned above, ATM is a combination of packet switching and circuit switching. In
ATM all information is transferred in packets of fixed length called cells. Each cell is
composed of an infonnation field and a header by which the cell is identified. The term
'asynchronous' means that cells belonging to a specific connection are irregularly
transmitted and can not be identified by a time mechanism. Cells are only generated when
needed and are stochastic multiplexed with cells from other connections, thus making
efficient use of bandwidth. Stochastic multiplexing implies the need of buffers in the
network. By sending cells as they are filled with data, any bit rate can be achieved. 1bis is
well known from the packet transfer modes. ATM is connection-oriented so it has a call
set-up phase where a cenain amount of bandwidth is allocated and a specific path through
the network is established between the end-to-end users. Furthermore, to improve delay
performance, no link-by-link error control is done but is left to the end users. These
aspects are common to circuit transfer modes.

The strength of ATM lies in the fact that it is very flexible concerning bandwidth usage
with high transmission speeds and a low error probability. This is because bandwidth
allocation in ATM can be based on the average bit rate, whereas other transfer modes,
such as STM, which stands for Synchronous Transfer Mode, are based on the peak bit
rate. In fact ATM delivers better performance when services are bursty and the burstiness
is known at call set-up. Cells will be delivered even if the peak cell rate is significantly
higher than the average cell rate due to the necessary buffers in the network. However if
all services were constant bit rate oriented, STM would have a better performance. But in
ATM constant bit rate services are very well possible and even guarantee an acceptable
performance.
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2.4 The ATM cell structure

As mentioned above, a cell consists of a header field and an information field. The header
field is used to transport user information contained in the information field through the
network. There has been major discussions about the size of the information field
[}&N89]. Current technology does not allow much time spending to fill a cell for voice
communications. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) proposed a
cell size of 32 octets. In that case it would take approximately 44 ms to fill a cell based
on 125 f.I.S voice protocols like PCM. The main problem for longer delays is the delayed
echo at the sending side. Larger infonnation fields would require echo cancellers for voice
communications, which are not desired for data communications. A solution could be the
usage of partially filled cells, but then one is making inefficient use of the bandwidth. The
United States has stricter standards, so echo cancellers would be needed even if
information fields were only 16 octets large. Therefore they proposed a large information
field, typically 64 octets, to have a lower overhead per cell and switches do have more
time for processing the header of a cell. The CCITI' has made a compromise and agreed
upon an infonnation field size of 48 octets.

The CCITT has decided to make the size of the header 5 octets long. A major part of the
header is used for the identification of cells belonging to the same connection. In addition
there are fields for the Header Error Control, the Generic Flow Control, the Payload Type
Identifier and a Reserved bit [WIL89]. A Cell Loss Priority bit is added to the header in
the CCITf Rec. 1.361 in May 1990.

To understand the use of Virtual Channel Identifiers (VCI) and Virtual Path Identifiers
(WI), one must know how a connection is established at the call set-up phase. A
connection is a concatenation of virtual channels by nodes, see Figure 2.1. At call set-up a

Figure 2.1: A connection established by virtual channels.
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connection is established through the network where every link in the connection gets its
own Virtual Channel Identifier. In the nodes are lookup tables present to convert the vcr
of a cell on an incoming link to the va for the cell for the next link. Cells belonging to
the same connection have on the same link the same VCI. Different connections using the
same link have different va's on that link. This means there are many virtual channels
possible on the same physical link between nodes.

Another way to set up a connection is to make use of virtual paths. A virtual path can be
seen as a transfer pipe over multiple nodes through the network containing a number of
virtual channels. Since connections established by means of a virtual path have the same
VPI and va on that virtual path, vcr and VPI conversion is only necessary at the end
nodes of the virtual path. This reduces processing in the intennediate nodes and thus
speeding up the call set-up and performs better network management. Virtual paths are
semi-permanent which means they can be changed by the network operator according to
the communication demands.

Because a one bit error in the header is enough to cause the loss of the entire cell or may
cause that the cell will be inserted into another virtual channel and so in another
connection, the header is protected by a Header Error Control (HEC) field. The HEC
field provides a one bit error correction and multiple bit error detection by means of a
polynomial, x'+r+x+l. In general it is assumed that in the transmission media used, such
as optical fibres, a very low error probability occurs, typically <10-10

• For this reason and
for the sake of high speed and low delay no error control on the infonnation field is
perfonned. This is left to the users.

Then there are two bits reserved for the Payload Type Identifier (PTI) which identifies the
type of information in the information field, user information or network infonnation. One

UNI
GFC VPI

VPI VPINCI

VCI

VCI PTI IRes!CLP

HEC

NNI
VPI

VPI I VCI

VCI

VCI I PTI ~.slcLP

HEC

Figure 2.2: Structure of the ATM cell headers, one for the User
Network interface and one for the Network Node Interface.
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bit is used explicit for Cell Loss Priority (CLP). Cells with a lower CLP are discarded
prior to cells with a higher CLP. One bit is reserved for later use. This completes the
header used in cells between nodes. These cells belong to the Network Node Interface
(NNI). Cells which are sent between an end node and a user are belong to the User
Network Interface (UNI) and contains an extra field, the Generic Flow Control (OFe).
The OFC assists in the traffic flow control in providing various QOS in the customer
premises network.

2.5 Unsolved issues in ATM

2.5.1 Expected traffic in a B-ISDN
Because cells are statistically multiplexed, buffers are needed to store cells in the network.
In overload situations this means cells can get lost due to buffer overflow. Because cells
are sent when they are filled with data the traffic load can vary in time and therefore the
probability that buffer overflow occurs is always present. The question is how much
buffering is needed to keep the cell loss probability below an agreed value and to
guarantee a certain Quality of Service. It appears that less buffers are needed in a
synchronous than in an asynchronous network [OEC89]. Furthermore it is not sufficient to
know the average load in a network but also the distribution of the traffic should be
known. Non-uniform traffic requires more buffers than uniform traffic. The traffic
distribution is for many services not known. For example it is not known how the
probability distribution of creditcard checks and television broadcast looks like. Much
study is done on the behaviour of a B-ISDN under different kinds of traffic.

2.5.2 Charging
In ATM there are many parameters involved for charging. A customer may request a
desired amount of bandwidth, average bit rate, peak bit rate, time, etc [OEC89]. The
question is how to charge for the usage of the resources in an ATM network. Should a
customer who sends a data file at a higher speed and thus in less time be charged more or
less than a customer who sends the same file at lower speed and thus during a longer
period of time? Should a customer who reserves a cenain amount of bandwidth but uses it
only at large time intervals, be charged for the whole connection time or only for the time
he actually makes use of the allocated bandwidth?

One solution is to charge for the number of cells sent. But the main disadvantage is that
counting cells increases the processing complexity in the network significantly and may
cause a slow-down on the overall network speed. The problem is that most charging
schemes are based on cell counting. Charging on basis of the peak cell rate makes cell
counting superfluous but the customer will be charged for the peak bit rate even if he does
not use the maximum bit rate during the connection. Therefore customers want to reduce
the burstiness of their traffic and thus the advantages of ATM are reduced compared to
STM. A third charging scheme could be based on the allocated average bandwidth. The
customer may exceed the agreed average bandwidth but a policing function takes care this
happens only for small amounts of time.
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2.5.3 The evolution from ISDN towards broadband ISDN
A B-ISDN does not show up from nowhere. The naITowband ISDN should slowly develop
to a broadband ISDN. During this conversion hybrid solutions are needed [GEC89]. It is
not known how these hybrid transfer modes will look like.

The bit rates used in an ATM network are still under consideration. Two transmission
speeds have been proposed. The first around ISO Mbps, the other four times as much
around 600 Mbps. Therefore fibre optics are necessary to meet the large bandwidth
needed. Furthermore fast switches have to be developed, capable of routing cells at these
high speeds. Different kinds of switching structures are still under study.

2.6 (Dis)Advantages of ATM

In previous sections a number of properties of a B-ISDN based on ATM have been
described. In short the advantages and disadvantages of such a network will be
summarized.

Advantages:
• Because of the flexibility of the network a suitable number of (future) services can be

offered.
• Because cells are generated on demand, any bit rate can be achieved, up to a maximum.
• Due to statistical multiplexing the available capacity can be used more efficiently, since

bandwidth allocation is based on the average bit rate instead of the peak bit rate.
• Use of fIbre optics guarantee a very low error probability, so end-to-end error handling

is used instead of link-by-link error handling. This means less delay for cells to reach
their destination.

• Because at call set-up a specifIc path is established through the network, cells will
arrive in the same order as they are sent. This means there is no windowing protocol
necessary.

• ATM is connection-oriented, so the header size can be kept small.
• Suitable for multi-east and broadcast services

Disadvantages:
• Because ATM works best in a bursty environment, large buffers are needed to store

cells during busy periods.
• Due to one bit error in the header a complete cell can be lost. It is possible that because

of bit errors a cell is inserted in another connection.
• The stochastic behaviour of an ATM network causes cell loss due to buffer overflow.
• Characteristics of (future) services are hard to predict or not known.
• A fair charging scheme is difficult to derme.
• Current technology limits the technical feasibility.
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3 Criteria for ATM switches

3.1 Introduction

In an integrated broadband network a large number of existing and new services should be
able to be offered to the customers. This requests a flexible network where infonnation travels
at high speeds with low delays between the users. This poses high requirements to the ATM
switches. Besides performance there are demands about fault-tolerance, complexity,
maintenance and costs. This chapter deals with demands and desires when an ATM switch
is designed. Furthennore some other aspects concerning ATM switches are discussed.

3.2 Demands on ATM switches

3.2.1 Throughput and cell loss probability
One of the most important requirements is the throughput. The literature gives several
definitions for the term throughput [BRA88, US89]. In this paper throughput is defined as
follows:

Throughput (TP) is defined as the average number of cells
that leaves a switching network per output link and per
time slot.

Besides throughput also a normalized throughput (NTP) can be defined.

The normalized throughput (NTP) is defined as the average
number of cells that leave the switch divided by the
average number of cells that arrive at the switch.

Figure 3.1 shows how the TP and the NTP behave as function of the offered load to the
inputs of a typical ATM switching network. If the offered load is low, all cells arriving at the
switch can be routed and none will get lost due to congestion. The average number of cells
that leaves the switch is equal to the average number of cells that arrives at the switch. The
throughput is the same as the offered load and the NTP is equal to one. If the load exceeds
a critical value, the switch cannot cope any more and cells will get lost, for example due to
buffer overflow. The average number of cells leaving the switch will now become less than
the number of cells arriving at the switch. The NTP becomes less than one. At a load of
100% the NTP becomes equal to the TP, viz. the average number of cells that leaves the
switch.

H the NTP is less than one more cells arrive at the switch than the switch can manage, which
leads to cell loss in the switch. The load where the NTP is just yet one is called the critical
load. In normal operation the switch will be used below this critical load. However some
switches are based on the fact that in the network cells may get lost because of transmission
errors. These switching netwoIks claim a certain cell loss probability as long as the
probability the cell gets lost in the switch is in the same order of magnitude as the cell loss
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Figure 3.1: Throughput and nonnalized throughput as function of the load.

probability in the network. In this case the critical load is that load where the cell loss
probability exceeds the agreed value. An example of such a switch is the Knockout switch
[YEH87].

At the design of an A1M switch it is desirable that the critical load occurs for a as high as
possible offered load. In that case the switch can handle more cells without congestion.

3.2.2 (Variation in) Delay
Routing cells takes time. Some services such as voice and CBR services require a low end-to
end delay. Because a connection generally is set-up through several switching fabrics, it is
imponant to keep the delay in the switching fabrics as low as possible. Therefore the switch
has to route the arriving cells as quick as possible to their proper outgoing link.

Generally three types of delay can be distinguished: First the average delay. This is the mean
time a cell spends in the switch. Secondly the maximum delay. This is the maximum time a
cell can spend in the switch in a 'worst-case' situation. Finally the minimum delay, which is
the minimum time a cell has to spend in the switch. By adding the minimum delays of each
switching fabric in a connection, the lower boundary can be calculated.

An A1M switch should be designed to have an average delay which is as low as possible and
a very low probability of the 'worst-case' delay.

Besides delay variation in delay must also be considered. H a large variation in delay is likely
to occur large buffers are needed in the end-tenninals to smooth the cell arrival. Particular
variation in delay in CBR traffic is undesirable.
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3.2.3 Fault tolerance
A proper designed switch should not be sensitive to hardware failures. This means that if a
hardware breakdown occurs this affects only a small part of the switch and does not put the
complete switch out of operation. Hardware failures may occur at different places in the
switching netwOIk:

• Input Port Controllers
• Intennediate links
• Output Port Controllers
• Switching elements

3.2.4 Broadcast and multi-cast services
One of the extra services a BISON has to offer is the possibility of broadcast and multi-cast
services. To offer broadcast and multi-cast services, cells must be able to be sent to all or
several output links. Some switching architectures have this property of their own. Other
switching architectures need a special copy network to create a duplicate of the cell which
has to be distributed over more than one output link.

3.2.5 Modularity
Another important demand for a flexible ATM switch is that is should be modular designed.
This means that a large switch is composed of a number of smaller switches. This is
important if it is likely the switch will be expanded in the future to a larger number of inputs
and outputs. A switch which is easily expanded to a larger number of inputs and outputs is
preferred above switch which has to be replaced completely by a larger switch.

Another significant aspect is the step size by which a switch can grow. In some switching
architectures the only way to add more input (output) links is to double the number of inputs
(outputs), while in other switching architectures the number of inputs (outputs) can be
increased per link.

3.2.6 Complexity
Complexity can be defined in tenns of the size of the switching network, the number of input
links and output links, the overhead need for the routing control and status of the switch, the
amount of hardware, the number of different components, the number of buffer elements, the
ease of integration on an I.C., etc.

It is obvious that the switch should be kept as simple as possible while it still serves all the
demands as imposed by the designer. Switching architectures which have already one or more
functions by nature is preferred above switching architectures which need extra hardware to
realize the same function.

3.2.7 Maintenance
Another aspect which should be kept in mind when designing a switch is maintenance. It
should be possible to replace a broken part of the switch quickly without putting the complete
'switch out of order. In addition connections which would nonnally be routed by the broken
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part of the switch should now be routed via a different path in the switch. This means that
a hardware failure detection mechanism should be implemented to adapt the routing tables
in the switch so the cells bypass the malfunction.

3.2.8 Costs
Perhaps the most important aspect of a switch is the cost of the switch. Besides the basic
functions of the switch extra functions may be added at extra costs. There should be trade off
between implementing a large number of functions in the switch on one side and the financial
costs on the other side.

Furthennore it is not only important to look at the costs to design and to realize a switch, but
also the costs afterwards for maintenance and expansibility should be taken into account.

3.3 Other aspects of ATM switches

3.3.1 Behaviour under various traffic streams
It is vel)' difficult to predict how the traffic characteristics will be of current and future
services in a BISDN. Of many services it is not even known how the traffic characteristics
will be such as VBR coding of video signals.

Different traffic models have been considered to test the perfonnance of A1M switches.
Traffic models can be divided into two groups: unifonn traffic and non-unifonn traffic.
Traffic is said to be unifonn if the cells arrive independently from each other at the switch,
the load on all input links is the same and all cells have an equal probability to be directed
to an arbitrary output link [DIA8l, lEN83, PAT81]. All other types of traffic is said to be
non-unifonn. Some common non-unifonn traffic types are:

• Hot Spot traffic [PFI85]: A large number of customers try to communicate with the same
destination.

• Mixed Point-Point/unifonn traffic [WU85]: Point-point traffic occurs if at least one input
link sends all its cells to the same output link. This happens for e.g. in high speed file
transfer.

• Traffic where some lines are more heavily loaded than other lines [GAR88].

3.3.2 Priorities
Each class of service imposes different requirements on the network. Some services need a
low end-to-end delay while other services may need a vel)' low cell loss probability. Priorities
may be introduced in a switch to deal with these requirements. Two types of priorities can
be discerned: Priority with respect to cell delay and priority with regard to cell loss.

H in a switch an overload occurs and cells have to be discarded, cells with a lower cell loss
priority are abandoned first. There are several methods to distinguish cells with different
priorities in a switch. Cells with different priorities can be placed in different buffers with
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larger buffers for higher prioritized cells so the probability that cells with a high priority will
get lost due to buffer overflow will be smaller. Another possibility is to use special dedicated
links to route cells within the switch.

Cells with a higher priority with respect to delay will be routed prior to cells with a low
priority. If contention occurs within the switch the higher prioritized cells are routed while
the other cells are temporarily stored in a buffer.

However no preference may occur between cells with the same priority. Some switch
architectures tend to give cells priority based on the input link at which they arrive.

Thus on one side a switch must be capable to distinguish cells with different priorities and
treat them with higher privileges, on the other side cells with equal priorities should be treated
the same with no preference.

3.3.3 Trade-off between hardware and operation speed
Generally there are two ways to improve the perfonnance of a switch. The switch can be
operated at a higher speed so that in one time slot more than one cell can be routed, or the
hardware can be increased so cells can take different paths to be routed. Though in some
switching architectures only one of the two methods can be used, in other switching
architectures the two techniques can be exchanged or even combined.

Increasing the operation speed is limited to physical boundaries of the technology. Adding
extra hardware is more a cost factor. In designing a switch the optimal combination between
operation speed and hardware must be found to achieve the highest possible perfonnance
within the current technology and acceptable cost.

3.3.4 Routing technique
Two routing techniques can be identif'red: Preset-path routing and distributed routing. In case
of preset-path routing the switch has a special processor which knows at all times the status
of the switch and routes the cells accordingly. As soon as a new connection is established the
route of the cells belonging to this connection through the switch is set and kept in a look-up
table. In a switch with distributed routing the switching elements decide independently from
each other how the cells have to be routed. No special processor and look-up tables are
needed.

3.3.5 Synchronisation
Though cells are transmitted asynchronously through the network, most switching
architectures route the cells in a synchronous manner.

A synchronous switch has to buffer the cells before they are routed to align them among each
other.
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3.3.6 Technology
To use the switch it has to be realised in hardware. Therefore the switch must be based on
the current technology or the technology of the near future.

Technology imposes limits on the speed of the switch, the number of inputs and outputs and
the type of buffers used in the switch. For VLSI implementation limitations are the maximum
number of pins, the power consumption, the density of the available chip-area, etc.

3.4 Summary

A number of criteria and other aspects which have to be taken into account when designing
an A1M switch have been considered. It appears that most criteria are hard to combine. It is
not possible to build an A1M switch with a maximal throughput, low delay, low complexity,
small amount of buffers, low operation speed and fault tolerant at low cost. Compromises
have to be made. It is the job of the switch designer to seek the right balance between the
demands and desires.
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4 Multistage Interconnection Networks

4.1 Introduction

Interconnection networks were first proposed for use in telephone exchanges to allow
subscribers to be interconnected with each other. Later interconnection networks were
developed to be used in computers with parallel processors and parallel memory modules.
These interconnection networks were not suitable for telephone exchanges because the
interconnection netwOlXs used in computers were digital while telephone exchanges
worked primarily analog. But the current evolution from analog to digital exchanges
makes those digital interconnection netwoIks interesting to examine for use in future A1M
exchanges. Especially because of the favourable self-routing properties and the possibility
to build a complete optical switch based on interconnection networks.

4.2 Properties of the interconnection architecture

A switching network based on an interconnection architecture consists of multiple
switching stages composed of switching elements (SE) interconnected by links. Therefore
such a netwoIk is called a multistage interconnection network (MIN). The SEs are usually
small :~ingle stage crossbars with typical size 2x2. Nonnally a 2x2 SE can realize only two
switching states, 'straight-through' and 'crossed', see Figure 4.1. SEs are interconnected
by links in such manner that there exists exactly one path between each inlet-outlet pair.
1bis means there is a unique path between each inlet and outlet.

"Straight-through" "Croued"

Figure 4.1: The two states of an SE.

Because of this path uniqueness an interconnection network has a very important property
known as the bit controlled of self-routing property. Assume an interconnection network
with N inlets and N outlets and SEs of size 2x2. Since the number of stages is S = log~,

each output address can be coded in S binary digits. The interconnection network is
composed of S stages with ~ SEs per stage. In each stage the SEs examine the
corresponding digit of the destination address. If this digit is a '0' the SE routes the cell to
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the upper output of the SE. If the digit is a '1' the SE routes the cell to the lower output
of the SE. After the last stage the cell has arrived at the proper outgoing link.

An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 4.2. This intercolU1ection netwoIk has 8
inputs and 8 outputs. It has three stages and each stage is composed of 4 SEs. Suppose a
cell arriving on link 2 is destined for link 4 (1~). This means the cell takes the lower
output of the SE at the first stage and takes the upper output of the SEs at the next two
stages, thus arriving at link 4. This routing mechanism allows each outlet to be reached by
any inlet. In Figure 4.2 also a cOlU1ection between inlet 6 and outlet 4 has been established
using the same routing mechanism.

000 000

001 001

010 010

011 011

100 100

101 101

110 110

111 111

Figure 4.2: Self-routing property of a MIN.

This self-routing property is due to the path uniqueness of the network. This path
uniqueness is at the same time a big disadvantage for the network because it is the cause
of internal contention in the network. Cells, even destined for different outputs, may
collide in the network by ttying to make use of the same link at the same time. This
happens if two cells arrive at the same SE with both a '0' or a '1' in their corresponding
destination bit. This means both cells must be directed to the same upper or lower output
of the SE which is impossible. In Figure 4.3 a cell from inlet 0 directed to outlet 4 and a
cell from inlet 3 destined for outlet S collide in the second stage. A conflict resolution
scheme is necessary to handle these collisions.
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Figure 4.3: Contention in an interconnection network.

4.3 Overview of the multistage interconnection networks

A multistage interconnection network (MIN) can be divided into two large families:
single-path networks and multi-path networks, see Figure 4.4. In a single-path network
there is exactly one path between each inlet-outlet pair, while in a multi-path network
more than one path exists between each inlet-outlet pair.

Multistage Interoonneotion networks
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I
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I
Multi path

I

Permutation Network.

I I
Non-Blooking Rearrangeable Dilated Parallel Replioated

Delta Delta Delta
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I
n-Cube

Delta

I

I
Banyan

I
I
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Figure 4.4: Overview of different classes of MINs.
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Due to its path uniqueness the main advantage of a single-path network lies in its bit
controlled or self-routing property which means that no centralized routing mechanism is
necessary. However because of this path uniqueness, a single-path network has a relatively
poor performance concerning throughput and delay. This is because cells routed through
the MIN may need to use the same link at the same time which leads to internal
contention and may result in cell loss.

. Therefore multi-path networks have been investigated to reduce the internal congestion
and thus improving the throughput performance. The price paid for increasing throughput
is a greater hardware complexity and in most cases the sacrifice of the self-routing
property. It appears that if a very large number of stages is added, thus at expense of more
hardware and extra costs, a multi-path network can be made both self-routing and free of
internal congestion.

The next sections deal with the different classes. and various types of multistage inter
connection networks and their properties.

4.4 Single-path networks

The most general fonn of a single-path network is called a Banyan network. A Banyan
network is defmed as "a network with a unique path from each source node to each sink
node".

This definition implies that the set of paths leading from a node in the network forms a
tree and that the set of paths leading from a node also forms a tree. From now on the
terms nodes and paths will be used when the interconnection network is being looked
upon as a graph while a node will be called a switching element (SE) and a path a link
when the interconnection network will be looked upon as a switching fabric.

Because the defmition of a Banyan network is very general, SEs may have any size, they
even may have a different number of inputs and outputs and links may connect any
arbitrary pair of SEs. A subset of the Banyan networks are the Delta networks. A Delta
network is defmed as follows.

A Delta network is a Banyan network where all SEs have
the same size 2x2, SEs are placed in columns called
stages and links only interconnect adjacent stages.

These characteristics give the Delta network the bit controlled property: each 2x2 SE has
to examine only one bit of the destination address of the cell to route the cell to the proper
output. Thus the overall minimum switching delay equals one bit processing time
multiplied by the number of stages.

The stages of a Delta network can be interconnected by the links in very many ways. A
permutation maps the outputs of a stage to the inputs of the subsequent stage. A
pennutation prescribes how the intennediate links must connect the outputs of a stage to
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the inputs of the next stage. A Delta network can be realized based on different kinds of
pennutations. The three most important single-path Delta networks are the Omega
network, the indirect binary-;;-Cube netwoIk and the Baseline network. Other Delta
networks are directly related to these three networks: The Flip network can be seen as an
inverse Omega network; the Modified Data Manipulator, the generalized n-Cube, the SW
Banyan and the Bitonic Sorter are based on the same pennutations as the indirect binary
n-Cube network; and the inverse version of the Baseline network is simply known as the
reverse Baseline network.

A Delta netwoIk can be buffered or unbuffered. In an unbuffered Delta netWork none of
the SEs contain buffers. Therefore unbuffered Delta networks use circuit switching: a
complete connection is established between the inlet and the desired outlet. In single-path
networks it is not always possible to establish a .£Q.lUPJs;te connection between the inlet and
outlet for an incoming cell, so ~p¥tJ~~x:s are necessary to store cells which are waiting
to be routed.

Buffered Delta networks contain buffers in eac~ SE and use a packet switching technique.
Cells are routed stage by stage as links beco;,available. Internal contention occurs if two
cells arrive at the same time at the same SE and are destined for the same output of the
SE. One cell, randomly chosen, will be put forward while the other cell has to retain in its
buffer. The number of buffers in an SE is limited due to hardware cost and switching
delay.

Another approach of routing cells through the Delta network is a hybrid solution of
mixing circuit switching and packet switching known as the cut-through technique. As
long as no contention occurs and all intennediate links are free a complete connection
from inlet to outlet is created and the cell is routed using circuit switching. H the cell
encounters a busy link, the cell will be put forward as far as possible and be stored in a
buffer waiting until the link becomes free thus using packet switching.
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4.4.1 The Omega network
The Omega netwoIk has been proposed by Lawrie [LAW75]. The Omega network is
based on a pennutation known as the perfect shujJ1e. Suppose a network of size NxN with
SEs of size 2x2. Then. the perfect shuffle is defmed as:

where x is the index of a link. Another way of describing a perfect shuffle is to write x in
a binary representation x = [xs• xs-l• .... A2. Xl]' then the perfect shuffle is a left circular
shift of the binary digits:

In a similar manner the inverse shuffle is obtained by perfonning a right circular shift of
the binary digits of index x:

If the perfect shuffle is used to construct a Delta network the Omega netwoIk is obtained.
Take for example in Figure 4.5 the fifth output in an arbitrary stage. To find the
corresponding input of the next stage the perfect shuffle is applied. 5 decimal is 0I0I
binary. Applying the perfect shuffle (left circular rotation of the binary digits) results in
1010 binary. which is 10 decimal. So output 5 of a stage must be connected to input 10 of
the next stage by a link.

Figure 4.5: A 16xl6 Omega network.
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4.4.2 The Baseline network
Besides the perfect shuffle and the inverse shuffle we can also derme the K-th subshuffle,
which is a shuffle of the least significant K digits thus:

Then the inverse K-th subshuffle can be defined as an inverse shuffle over the least
significant K digits:

A Baseline network [WU80] is obtained if this inverse subshuffle is applied in such way
that the first and second stage are interconnected by a as·

1 subshuffle, the second and third
stage are interconnected by a as.I -

1 subshuffle and so forth until the last stage is
interconnected by a O2-

1 subshuffle. The Baseline network is shown in Figure 4.6.

An interesting propeny of the Baseline network is that it can be built in a recursive way.
A Baseline network of size NxN can be built of two Baseline networks of size 'r'JNx'r'JN and
one extra stage interconnected by an inverse shuffle. The Baseline network allows a
modular growth.

Figure 4.6: A 16x16 Baseline switch.
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4.4.3 The indirect binary n-Cube network
A different kind of pennutation is the butterfly permutation. In the K-th butteIfly
pennutation the first and the K-th digit of the index are interchanged:

An indirect binary n-Cube network [pEA77] is obtained by using a ~ pennutation
between the first and second stage, a 8:, pennutation between the second and third stage,
until finally a 8s is applied between the last and second last stage. Figure 4.7 shows an
indirect binary n-Cube network. Just like the Baseline network the indirect binary n-Cube
network allows a modular growth.

4.4.4 Topological equivalence
Though Delta networks can be implemented based on different permutations, it can be
shown that all Delta networks are functionally and topologically equivalent [pAR80,

/ WU80]. Functional eqUivalence means that all Delta networks realize the same set of
pennutations so that all Delta networks have the same throughput and delay performance
under the same conditions. Topological equivalence means that all Delta networks are
simply drawings of the~ network. This means all Delta networks can be convened to
each other just by reordening the SEs without disconnecting the links.

Figure 4.7: A 16xl6 n-Cube network.
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4.5 Multi-path interconnection networks

Single-path Delta networks have a relatively poor throughput perfonnance. Because cells
even destined for different outlets may have to make use of the same links at the same
time, internal contention occurs. Cells will be delayed and have to be stored in buffers. If
the load on the switch becomes too large, the buffers will overflow and cells will be lost.

To improve the throughput performance of an interconnection network, multi-path
networks have been investigated. In a multi-path interconnection network, more than one
path exists between each inlet-outlet pair. The costs for a higher throughput is an
increased hardware complexity and in most cases the loss of the self-routing property.

In single-path Delta networks cells belonging to same connection will leave the switch in
the same order as they arrive. Because there is only one path from the inlet to the des~d

outlet cells cannot bypass each other. However in a multi-path network a cell can be held
up due to contention, while the next cell belonging to the same connection uses a different
path and arrives at the output before the first cell. So multi-path networks should take care
that the cells leave the switch in the same order as they arrive.

Multi-path networks can be subdivided into two classes: pennutation networks and
modified Delta networks.

4.5.1 Permutation networks
A permutation network is a network which allows all the N! inlet-outlet pennutations. This
means a pennutation network can connect its inputs to its outputs in any arbitrary way as
long as two inputs do not want the same output.

A pennutation network is said to be rearrangeable if it is possible for such a network to
establish a new connection between an unused inlet-outlet pair by rearranging the existing
connections. A rearrangeable network needs centralized control to keep up the status of the
switch and to know how to change the connections if necessary. A classical rearrangeable
structure is known as the Benes network. The Benes network is essentially a Baseline
network followed by a reverse Baseline network, see Figure 4.8. The last stage of the
Baseline network is connected to the first stage of the reversed Baseline network. The
Benes network is composed of 21ogl1 - 1 stages, and offers ~ multiple paths between
each inlet-outlet pair. It can be shown that the Benes network has the smallest number of
stages for a rearrangeable network.

A network where an idle inlet-outlet pair can be connected without rearranging existing
connections is called a non-blocking network. Non-blocking networks eliminate internal
contention so that constant delay through the routing network can be guaranteed. The most
imponant example of a non-blocking network is the Cos network which is used in the
present digital exchanges. Usually a elos network consists of three stages. The first and
last stage consists of a nxm SEs, while the middle stage has b axa SEs. The Cos
networks offers b paths between an inlet-outlet pair and is strictly non-blocking if~-l,
while the minimum number of cross-points is achieved when n = ..IN. Just like the Benes
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Figure 4.8: An 8x8 rearrangeable Benes network.

network the elos network needs centralized routing control to detennine how connections
have to be established.

An example of a non-blocking self-routing network is the Batcher network, also known as
the Sorting network.. Each SE in the Batcher network routes cells by comparing their
entire destination addresses so no centralized control unit is necessary. The prize paid for
this distributed control is a very large number of stages. An NxN Batcher network. is
composed of ~o82NOog~ + 1) stages composed of 2x2 SEs. This network will be
discussed in further detail in section 4.6.2.

4.5.2 Modified Delta networks
Modified Delta networks are based on single-path Delta networks but contain extra links
and/or stages so that multiple paths between an inlet-outlet pair are possible. This way
throughput is improved and the fault tolerance is increased. Three strategies have been
examined:

• Dilation of the links
• Replication of identical Delta networks
• Addition of extra stages

The cause of contention in a Delta network is that cells may need to share the same link
to reach their destination. A solution is to replace each link by a bundle of links. These
networks are called dilated Delta networks, see Figure 4.9. A dilated Delta network with S
stages using K links provides ~1 different paths between each inlet and outlet. K cells
entering simultaneously an SE and destined for the same outlet can be forwarded without
contention.
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Figure 4.9: An 8x8 2-Dilated Delta netwoIk.

A dilated Delta network requires SEs with greater hardware complexity compared to SEs
in single-path Delta networks but the number of SEs are the same. Expanding the number
of intemal links requires a complete new switch.

A less modular but more economical solution is to build a dilated Delta netwoIk with two
links per connection between the first and second stage, four links per connection between
the second and third stage, then eight links etc. resulting in N links per outlet. 1bis way
the switch is completely non-blocking. If it is assumed that the Delta netwoIk never will
route cells directed to the same outlet two links per connection are necessary after the first
and in front of the last stage. The number of links per connection will each time be
doubled from the first stage to the centre stage and from the last stage to the centre stage.
The centre stage has the most links per connection viz. 'P12J•

A second strategy is to use K copies (called layers) of a basic Delta netwoIk. Each inlet is
connected to every layer and each layer is connected to all outlets. These networks are
called replicated Delta networks, see Figure 4.10. A replicated Delta network offers K
paths between each inlet-outlet pair. A cell entering the switch may either choose
randomly by which Delta network it will be routed or may be routed by a specific Delta
network selected by a centralized routing control unit. If an unbuffered replicated Delta
network has K > 21S/2J layers, the netwoIk is non-blocking and a centralized routing
control unit can route cells through the routing netwoIk without contention.
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Figure 4.10: A 8x8 2-Replicated Delta network.

Concentrators

A replicated Delta network is built of the same simple 2x2 SEs as used in the basic Delta
networks but needs K times as many SEs excluding the expander and concentrator stage.
In case of expansion of the number of inlets and outlets a complete new switch is required
because all K layers and the expander and concentrator have to 'be replaced. Expanding the
number of paths between each inlet-outlet pair requires a new expander and concentrator
plus the extra layers but the old layers remain the same.

The third strategy uses extra stages in front of the Delta network to create extra paths. IT i
stages are added, the network has 2; extra paths for each inlet-outlet pair. The parallel
Delta networks (PDN) combine this strategy with the strategy of using multiple Delta
networks in parallel, see Figure 4.11. A Parallel Delta network is composed of i) K layers
of basic Delta networks, ii) an additional stage, called the distribution stage, which is
composed of 2x2 SEs and iii) two complementary stages, an expander and concentrator,
just after and before the inlets and outlets respectively. A PDN provides 2K different paths
for each inlet-outlet pair and is non-blocking if the number of layers is greater than or
equal to i S121 •1•
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Figure 4.11: Basic scheme of a Parallel Delta network.

4.6 Building blocks based on MINs

4.6.1 The Routing network

4.6.1.1 The identity permutation
A Delta network is said to allow an identity permutation if at the same time connections
from input 0 to output 0, input I to output I, etc. to input N-I to output N-I can be
established. Any Delta network can be made to allow an identity permutation by simply
reordering the inputs. The procedure is as follows: Put all the SEs of the Delta network in
the state "straight-through". Take output i of the Delta network and trace it back to its
corresponding input. Label this input with the number i of the output. Do this for all
inputs. Now, reorder the inputs in such fashion that the numbers are in a sorted order
again. The Delta network now allows an identity permutation. The Omega network shown
in Figure 4.5 allows an identity permutation, whereas the Baseline and the indirect binary
n-Cube network shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 respectively do not. However, if the Baseline
network which is based on shuffles is preceded by a butterfly permutation then it allows
an identity permutation. H the indirect binary n-Cube network which is based on the
butterfly permutation is preceded by a perfect shuffle, it allows an identity permutation
too.
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4.6.1.2 The non-blocking routing property
An identity pennutation (IP) Delta netwoIk can be used as a non-blocking Routing
network, making use of the following property:

If to consecutive inputs of an IP Delta network
cells are offered in an ordered sequence and all
cells are destined for different outputs, then
these cells can be routed without contention.

1bis property of the Routing network can be proven as follows. Take an indirect binary n
Cube Delta network as shown in Figure 4.12. Assume that cells are being offered
consecutively and in an increasing order. H on the flJ'St input of an SE in the flJ'St stage a
cell anives with destination address d then, if a cell arrives at the second input, it must
have a destination address d' ~ d + Nfl. This guarantees that cells which anive at the
same SE in the first stage have a different MSB and therefore do not collide.

Due to the modularity of the network, in the second stage at each SE only cells can anive
whose MSBs are the same. This means that if the MSB of d is '0', then d' will be in the
range 0 S d' < Nfl. H the MSB of d is '1', then d' lies in the range Nfl S d' < N.
Funhennore the two following equations hold:

H d arrives at the upper input of the SE then d' ~ d + N/4
H d arrives at the lower input of the SE then d' S d - N/4

The range and equations enclose all possible output addresses for the cell which arrives on
the other input of the SE. Since the gap between the two output addresses of those cells is
at least N/4, the output addresses d and d' will differ in the second bit. Therefore no
contention occurs in the second stage when the SE routes both cells.

2 3 4

Figure 4.12: The non-blocking routing property of a Delta network.
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At an SE of the next stage only cells can arrive whose output addresses have the same
first two bits. Moreover the following two equations hold:

If d arrives at the upper input of the SE then d' ~ d + N/8
If d arrives at the lower input of the SE then d' S d - N/8

Because the gap of the two output addresses of cells arriving at the same SE is at least
N/8, it is guaranteed that d and d' differ in their third bit. The SE routes the cells without
contention.

This line of reasoning can be continued for all subsequent stages, until in the last stage
only cells may arrive at the same SE whose output addresses are the same except for the
LSB, which must be differ because all cells are destined for different outputs. Thus no
contention occurs when routing takes place.

Generally stated, in stage ; only cells can arrive at an SE whose first ;-1 bits of their
destination address are equal. TIlls follows directly from the modularity of the network,
see Figure 4.12. Secondly, the gap between the output addresses of the cells arriving at the
same SE in stage ; is at least N/2/. In particular:

If d arrives at the upper input of the SE then d' ~ d + Nri
If d arrives at the lower input of the SE then d' S d - N/2/

This guarantees that the ;-th bit of d and d' differs, and thus no contention occurs when
the cells are routed to the next stage.

Take for example a 16x16 indirect binary n-Cube Delta network, see Figure 4.13. Suppose
a cell directed for output 3 arrives on input 2. (This means input 0 and 1 contain cells for
outputs 0 and I, or 0 and 2, or 1 and 2.) The cell arrives at the upper input of SE (a). If a
cell arrives at the lower input of SE (a), it must have a destination address equal or larger
than d + N(2 =3 + 16(2 = 11. If all inputs contain cells which are directed for subsequent

.output links, then the cell with output address 11 will arrive at SE (a).

The cell will arrive at SE (b) in the second stage. Due to the modularity of the network,
only cells with an MSB '0' arrive at the upper four SEs. This narrows the range to cells
with output addresses 0 S d' < N(2. Since cell d arrives at the upper input, d' ~ d + N/4 =
3 + 16/4 =7. If a cell arrives at the lower input of SE (b), it can only be a cell directed to
output 7. Because d and d' differ in their second bit no contention occurs.

In the third stage the cell arrives at SE (c). The range of possible cells arriving at the two
upper SEs of the third stage is 0 S d' < N/4. Because d arrives at the lower input, d' S d 
N/8 =3 - 16/8 =1. The cell arriving at the upper output of SE (c) is directed either to
output 0 or to output 1. Again d and d' differ in their third bit, so they take a different
output of SE (c).
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Figure 4.13: Example of the routing property. Only minimum and
maximum values are shown.

In the last stage the cell arrives at SE (d). Obviously the only cell which may arrive on
the other input of the SE is directed to output 2. They differ in their LSB, and both cells
can be routed without contention.

The complete example is shown in Figure 4.13. Under these conditions the Routing
network is non-blocking, therefore no buffers are needed in the SEs, and cells can be
routed to their proper destinations in a circuit switched mode.

In some switching networks to be discussed later the Routing network needs N inputs and
M outputs, with M > N. Instead of building a complete MxM Routing network, an NxM
Routing network can be built using expanders. Expanders are SEs with only one input and
two outputs. An example of a 4x16 Routing network is shown in Figure 4.14. Notice the
self-routing property still holds for an NxM Routing network. Though an identity
permutation is not possible for this type of network, under the former mentioned
conditions the network is still non-blocking. The choice between an MxM Routing network
or an NxM Routing network is that between a more regular structure or less SEs.
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Figure 4.14: A 4x16 Routing network.

4.6.2 The Sorting network
Batcher [BAT68] has proposed a non-blocking, self-routing, multistage interconnection
sorting network, called Batcher network or simply Sorting network.

A Batcher netwoIk can be constructed in a recursive way using identity pennutation (JP)
Delta networks. An NxN Batcher netwoIk is composed of an NxN IP Delta network
preceded by two ~x~ IP Delta netwOlXs, see Figure 4.15. Each ~x~ IP Delta
network is preceded by two WVxWV IP Delta netwoJks and so on until the fust stage is a
2x2 IP Delta network, which is essentially a single SE. A disadvantage of the Sorting
network is the fast growth of the number of SEs and stages when the number of inputs is
increased. Table 4.1 shows the number of SEs and stages in a Batcher Sorting network for

Table 4.1: The number of SEs and stages used in an NxN Batcher netwoIk.

Size tSEs tStages

8x8 24 6
16x16 80 10
32x32 240 15
64x64 672 21

128x128 1792 28
256x256 4608 36
512x512 11520 45

1024x1024 28160 55
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Figure 4.15: Construction of a Batcher Sorting network.

different values of N. The number of stages in a Batcher network is ~og/l(log/l + 1),
and each stage consists of ~ SEs. The total number of SEs in a complete Batcher
network is 104N10g/l(log.JI + 1).

At each SE in each IP Delta network the complete destination addresses of the incoming
cells are examined and the highest address is routed to the output in the direction of the
arrow, while the other cell is routed to the other output. An example of cells being sorted
by the Batcher network is shown in Figure 4.16. The numbers at the links indicate a cell
with that number as the destination address. Switching in an SE can be done by a bit by
bit comparison of the header as the cells pass through the SE. As soon as a difference
between the header destination addresses is found, the SE is set and hold for the duration
of the cell.

The Batcher network is non-blocking, self-routing and requires no buffers in the SEs. The
network allows a modular growth, and thus can easily be expanded to a larger number of
inputs and outputs and implemented in VLSI. A disadvantage is the large number of
stages needed for even a small number of inputs and outputs. A solution would be to use a
number of Batcher networks parallel instead of one large Batcher network.

4.6.3 Trap elements
Because only cells with different destination addresses are allowed to be routed in one
time slot by a Routing network, Trap elements are necessary to detect cells with the same
destination address and take action upon them. If cells are offered to the Traps in an
ordered and continuous fashion, each Trap element has to examine the destination address
of the cell on its own link with the destination address of the cell on the previous link. H
the two destination addresses matches, the cell in the Trap element is not allowed to be
routed during this time slot. By sorting on priority, cells with a higher priority are routed.
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Figure 4.16: An 8x8 Batcher Sorting network.

Depending on the type of network actions taken by the Trap elements may vary from
recirculating the cell, appending an extension address to the cell to simply discarding the
cell. These actions will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

4.6.4 The Ram Down network
The pwpose of a Ram Down netwOIk is to separate the filled cells and the empty cells.
The filled cells are placed on contiguous links without disturbing the order of these cells.
A Ram Down network: is composed of a Running Adder netwoIk followed by a reversed
IP Delta netwoIk.

4.6.4.1 The ram down property of a reversed IP Delta network
In a reversed IP Delta network the least significant bit of the output address of the cell is
examined in the first stage and the most significant bit is examined in the last stage. A
reversed IP Delta netwoIk has the following property:

If to a reversed IP Delta network cells are offered
in a sorted order modulo N which are destined for
consecutive output addresses, then these cells are
routed without contention.

Proof of this property is as follows: Take a reversed indirect binary n-Cube Delta network,
Figure 4.17. Because cells must have addresses to consecutive output addresses, two cells
arriving at the inputs of a first SE are directed to adjacent output links. Therefore the
output addresses of these cells differ in their least significant bit. Thus the SEs in the first
stage can route these cells without contention.
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Figure 4.17: Proof of the ram down function in a reversed Delta
network.

For the second stage the following equations hold:
If d arrives at the upper input of the SE then d' S d + N/8
If d arrives at the lower input of the SE then d' ~ d - N/8

Because cells with an LSB '0' are directed to the upper SE and cells with an LSB 'I' are
routed to the lower SE, only cells with the same least significant bit can arrive at an SE in
the second stage. This means the cell which arrives at the same SE with the cell directed
for output d can have precisely~ value d', namely:

d' = d + N/8 if cell d arrives at the upper input of the SE
d' = d - N/8 if cell d arrives at the lower input of the SE
d and d' differ in their second bit, thus no contention occurs.

In the third stage the following equations hold:
If d arrives at the upper input of the SE then d' S d + N/4
If d arrives at the lower input of the SE then d' ~ d - N/4

Furthennore, only cells with the same two least significant bits may arrive at the same SE
in the third stage, see Figure 4.17. Combining these two restrictions gives that if a cell
arrives at the other input of the SE, the cell must have one of the following output
addresses:

d' =d +N/4 if cell d arrives at the upper input of the SE
d' = d - N/4 if cell d arrives at the lower input of the SE
d and d' differ in their third bit, thus no contention occurs.
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1bis line of reasoning can be extended to all subsequent stages. Generally stated, if a cell
arrives at an SE in stage i directed to output d, and if a cell arrives at the other input of
the SE, this cell is directed to output d' where

d' = d + NfTi'+1 if d arrives at the upper input of the SE
d' =d • NfTi'+1 if d arrives at the lower input of the SE
S = log/{ and denotes the number of stages in the Delta network.

An example is shown in Figure 4.18. At input link 5 a cell arrives directed for output link
7. Because all cells are directed to subsequent output addresses, if a cell arrives at input
link 4, it must be destined for output link 6. d and d' differ in their LSB, so routing
without contention occurs.

In the second stage the cell arrives at the upper input of SE (b). Due to the modular
structure of the network only cells with destination addresses d' S d + N18 may follow the
cell with destination address d within the boundaries of the modular structure. This leaves
only the cells directed for output 8 or 9. Because cell 8 would be routed to the upper SE,
only a cell directed for output 9 can arrive at the lower input of SE (b). From equation 2b
follows also d' =d + Nf)!-i+l =7 + 1618 =9. Thus, if a cell arrives, it must be directed to
output link 9.

The cell arrives at the lower input of SE (c). The only cells which may compete to arrive
at the upper input of the same SE must at least have a destination address d' ~ d • N/4.
1bis means an output address of 3 through 6. A cell directed to output 2 will never reach
SE (c) because it is out of range even if all links are filled with cells. All cells with even
output addresses will not arrive at SE (c) because their LSB differs from the LSB of the
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Figure 4.18: Example of the ram down property. Only minimum and
maximum values are shown.
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cell destined for output 7. This leaves only cells directed for output 3 and output 5.
However, the cell directed to output 5 differs in its second bit from the cell destined to
output 7. Only the cell with destination address 3 has the same two least significant bits as
the cell with output address 7. Thus, if a cell arrives at the other input of SE (c), it must
be directed to output 3. The theory also states d' = d - NrJ:""'1 = 7 - 16/4 = 3.

In the last stage the cell arrives at SE (d). It is obviously that only the cell with
destination address 15 may arrive, since SE (d) is directly connected to output links 15
and 7. It is seen that 15 and 7 have the same three least significant bits and differ in their
most significant bit, so no contention occurs. This agrees with the theory, which also
states d' = d + N/2Soi+I = 7 + 16/2 = 15.

4.6.4.2 The Running Adder network
The Ram Down network places all cells on consecutive output links starting at output link
owithout changing the order of the cells. A Running Adder network may be used to attach
routing tags of subsequent output addresses to the cells, see Figure 4.19. This can be done
in the following manner: The Running Adder starts with routing tag 0 at the first input
link. It checks if there is a filled cell at the first input link. If there is a cell present at this
link, the routing tag 0 is attached to this cell and the running sum increments the routing
tag for the next cell. If the link is empty, the Running Adder does not increment the
routing tag, but continues to the next input link.

The decision whether or not to increment the routing tag by the Running Adder and to
attach the routing tag to the cell can be done by examining the activity bit. If a '0' is used
for an empty cell and a '1' for a filled cell, the Running Adder simply has to add the
activity bit to the routing tag. If the activity bit is a '1' then the routing tag must be
attached to the cell. After the Running Adder network all filled cells have a new routing
tag which has consecutive output addresses for the Ram Down network.

111 0 1

1 1

101 0

111 2 1

101 2 0

0 2 0

I , I I
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•

Figure 4.19: An example of a Running Adder network.
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4.6.5 Benes: the Ram Down network and the Routing network combined
Generally the Routing network will immediately follow the Ram Down network as shown
in Figure 4.20. First of all it is seen that the shuffie of the Delta network cancels the
inverse-shuffie of the reversed Delta network. The output links of the Ram Down network
can directly be connected to the input links of the Routing network without any shuffles.
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Figure 4.20: A Ram Down network inunediately followed by a
Routing network.

Secondly, a reversed Delta network with the last stage connected to the first stage of a
Delta network looks like a Benes network. Only in a Benes network the last stage of the
reversed netwoIk and the first stage of the Delta network are merged together. The
question arises if a Benes network could be used instead of a separate Ram Down network
and a Routing network.

This appears to be true as will be shown now. H to the Routing network the preceding
shuffle is abandoned, then instead of offering the cells in a soned manner, the cells should
be offered interleaved (0, 4, I, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7), see Figure 4.20. This means that at the same
SE in the first stage of the Routing network only cells may arrive which have the same
bits in their destination address except for the MSB, which must be different.

Furthennore it is imponant to notice that it doesn't care which cell arrives at which input
of the SE, as long as the pairs do match. For N = 8 the pairs are (0, 4), 0, 5), (2, 6) and
(3, 7). Thus, it is not imponant on which input link of the Routing netwoIk arrives, as
long as the cells destined for 0 and 4 arrive at the first SE, the cells destined for I and 5
arrive at the second SE, the cells destined for 2 and 6 arrive at the third SE and the cells
destined for output 3 and 7 arrive at the last SEe
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The Ram Down network routes the first cell to output link 0, the second cell to output link
1, etc. Just before the last stage of the Ram Down network, the cells arrive at the SE
where the other cell has the same bits in the destination address except for the MSB. The
last stage switches the cells the output based on their MSB and after the shuffle the cells
arrive at their proper output link. The cell directed to output link 0 arrives at the flI'st SE,
the cell destined for output link 1 arrives at the next SE, etc. The cell destined to output
link 4 arrives at the other input of the flI'St SE. Thus, the cells arrive at the last stage of
the RAM Down netwOIk at the proper SEs needed for the Routing network to route the
cells. A Benes network can be used instead of a separate Ram Down network and Routing
network.

The connection between the input link of the Benes network and the input of the SE at the
centre stage at which the cell arrives will be discussed now. A cell which arrives at the
upper half of the input links of the Benes netwoIk will arrive at the upper input of the SE
at the centre stage. A cell which arrives at the lower half of the input links of the Benes
network will arrive at the lower input of the SE at the centre stage. Because there are Nfl
SEs in a stage which all have to accept one cell at the upper input, before the first SE
accepts its second cell arriving at the lower input. The address of this cell is d' =d + Nfl.

H the cell with destination address d arrives at the upper half of the input links of the
Benes netwoIk, a second cell with destination d' may exist, but appears at the lower half
of the input links, and therefore will arrive at the lower input of the SE. H a cell with
destination address d arrives at the lower half of the input links of the Benes network and
therefore is headed for the lower input of the SE at the centre stage, no other cell can
arrive at this SE because this cell would be Nfl links apan from the first cell and d' = d +
Nfl ~ N. Thus the cell would arrive at an input link beyond the number of input links
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Figure 4.21: A Benes netwoIk combining both ram down and routing
functions.
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available. Hereby is proven that no contention occurs at the centre stage of the Benes
network and from that stage the Benes network behaves as a non-blocking Routing
network.

Now it has been proven that a Benes network can be used instead of a separate Ram
Down network and a Routing network. Instead of using S bits for the Ram Down netwoIk,
5-1 bits are sufficient to route the cells to the right SE in the centre stage of the Benes
network. This means we can make a simplification to the Rwming Adder network. Instead
of adding to N, the Rwming Adder now may add modulo(N/2). It saves one bit in the cell
header and one stage in the network.

In an output buffered Batcher Banyan network nonnally a Routing network is used with
size NxM. Figure 4.22 shows how an NxN Ram Down network can be combined with an
NxM Routing network.

-r1:

I Ram Down I NxM Routing network

Figure 4.22: An NxN Ram Down network and an NxM Routing
network combined.

4.6.6 The Distributor network
A Distributor network is used to distribute the incoming cells in a cyclic fashion across
output buffers which are placed at the end of the output links, see Figure 4.23. As a result,
the number of cells in each output buffer of the distributor differs by at most one, thereby
using the buffer space efficiently.

The distributor is in fact a Ram Down network, only the value of the rwming sum
acquired at the last link is fed back to the first link delayed over one time slot. The
Running Adder network is a modulo N counter with N the number of inputs of the
reversed Delta network. Using the nmning sum as the routing tag, cells are directed to
subsequent output buffers.
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Figure 4.23: An 8x8 Distributor network.

4.7 Broadcast and multi-cast facilities

One extra class of services a Broadband ISDN has to support is broadcast and multi-cast
services. The structure of an MIN does not allow an easy facility for broadcast and multi
cast services. Special copy networks have been developed to copy incoming cells which
are routed to their proper destinations using a routing network. These copy netwoIks
contain SEs which allow in addition to the states 'straight-through' and 'crossed' a third
state which is called 'broadcast'. In this stage the cell arriving at an input of an SE is sent
to all outputs of the SEe Three copy netwoIks in order of growing complexity will be
discussed.

4.7.1 Turners Broadcast Packet Switch
The copy netwoIk used in the Broadcast Packet Switch designed by Turner [TUR86]
consists of a Delta netwoIk and a set of broadcast and group translators (BGTs), see
Figure 4.24. The header in each cell contains two fields, a copy number (CN) field to
indicate the number of copies requested and a broadcast channel number (BeN) field used
by the BGTs to detennine the final destination link for the copy cells.

The fan-out of a stage in a Delta netwoIk is defined as the number of output links to be
addressed if at this stage and all subsequent stages a cell is broadcasted to all outputs of
each SEse This means for a Delta network with 2x2 SEs that the fan-out at stage i is equal
to r+1

•
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Figure 4.24: Copy network of the Broadcast Packet switch.

Now copying of the cells is done in the following way. Each stage examines the CN field
of the header of the cell. IT the copy number is smaller than or equal to the fan-out of the
stage divided by two no copying is done and the cell is routed to the next stage in the
same way as in a nonnal Delta network. IT the copy number is larger than the half of the
fan-out of the stage it is necessary to route the cell to both outputs. The copy number is
divided by two and placed in the header of both cells. In case of an odd copy number the
copy number of one cell will be one larger than the copy number of the other cell, see
Figure 4.24.

After the last stage there are CN copies of the original cells. These arrive at the BGTs,
where the BCN is translated to the right outlet destination address, using lookup tables. A
routing network routes the cells to their proper destinations.

Because this copy network is relatively simple, it has some serious drawbacks. Because a
single-path Delta network is used, cell collisions cannot be avoided. This means the copy
network is blocking and requires buffers in each SE to store and forward cells. The carried
load of this network depends on the offered load and the number of copies requested. The
latter infonnation is unknown a priori to the network. Therefore the performance of the
network and internal buffer behaviour is difficult to predict and to control.

4.7.2 The Starlite Copy Network
The Starlite switch as proposed by Huang and Knaue~ [HUA84] contains a copy network
which is non-blocking. The Starlite copy network consists of a son-to-copy network and a
copy network, see Figure 4.25.

At the input of the son-to-copy network arrive original source cells from users and empty
copy cells coming from copy cell generators. These copy cell generators are controlled by
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Figure 4.25: Copy network used in the Starlite system.

senders which want to broadcast their cells or by receivers which are interested at getting
copies of cenain data (with permission of the sender).

The header of the original source cells contain their own address as the source address and
the address to which they are sent to as their destination address. The header of the empty
copy cells has the address of the receiver as the destination address and the address of the
sender as the source address. Furthermore, both headers contain an extra field, the copy bit
field, to identify the cell as an original source cell (copy bit is '0') or as an empty copy
cell (copy bit is '1 '). The son-to-copy network uses the source address plus the copy bit
as least significant bit to sort the cells, such that their source addresses increases from left
to right, see Figure 4.25. Each group of cells with the same source address starts with the
original source cell following by the right number of empty copy cells on the adjacent
lines.

The cells now enter an Mog/V element copy network which takes the information in the
data field of the original source cell and copies it in the subsequent empty copy cells until
the next original source cell is encountered. This routing is done by using the copy bit to
distinguish the original source cells from the empty cells. After this copy network each
cell contains the right data and can be routed to the proper outlet by using the destination
address in the header.

This copy network is more complex since it requires empty cell generators which are
controlled by users transmitting data which they want to broadcast or are initiated by
receivers who wish to get copies of the original cells.
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4.7.3 The non-blocking copy network of Lee
A non-blocking, self-routing copy network with constant latency is proposed by T. T. Lee
[LEE88]. Cell replication is done in two fundamental phases, an encoding phase and a
decoding phase. The structure of the copy network is shown in Figure 4.26.

The header of the cells contains two fields, a Broadcast Channel Number (BCN) field and
a Copy Number (eN) field. The BCN is used to identify the source address and the CN
field indicates the nwnber of copies requested. Encoding is carried out by a Running
Adder Network (RAN) and a set of Dummy Address Encoders (DABs). For each link the
RAN adds to the requested nwnber of copies for this link the nwnber of copies of all
previous links. The DAB transfonns the set of copy nwnbers to two new header fields, a
Dummy Address Interval field and a Index Reference (IR) field. The function of the IR
field will be discussed when it is used. The dummy address interval consists of two
boundary addresses where all intennediate addresses must contain the same copies of the
original cells. The bound3IY addresses called Min and Max are detennined by the DAB by
taking the running swn of the previous link as the Min address and the nmning sum of the
current link decremented by one as the Max address. The first link takes 0 as the Min
address.

Suppose link 0 has a CNo =2, link 1 has a CN. =3 and link 2 has a CN2 =1. The Min
address of link 0 is 0, and the Max address is CNo-l = 1. Link 1 has as Min address CNo
=2 and as Max address CNo+CN.-l =4. Link 2 has as Min address CNo+CN. =5 and as
Max address CNo+CN.+CN2-1 = 5. This means that at the end of the copy network, output
links 0 and 1 contains copies of the cell at input link 0, output links 2, 3 and 4 contains
copies of the cell at input link 1 and link 5 contains the cell coming from input link 2.
The copies of the original cells arrive at the output links as a contiguous block.
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Figure 4.26: The basic structure of a non-blocking copy network.
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After the DABs, the cells are offered to a broadcast Delta network which uses the Boolean
Interval Splitting Algorithm to replicate source cells by using the Min and Max addresses
in the dummy address interval field. In each stage the corresponding bits of the Min and
Max addresses are examined and the cells are routed accordingly to the following
algoritlun:

Suppose a cell arrives at stage " with a header containing a minimum and maximum
address detennined at stage k-I denoted as Min(k-I) = ms ... ml and Max(k-I) = Ms ... MI'

• If ml; = MI; = 0, then the cell is routed to output 0 of the SE.
• If ml; = MI; = I, then the cell is routed to output 1 of the SE.
• If ml; =0 and MI; =I, then the cell is replicated, the Min and Max addresses are
adjusted and one cell is routed to output 0 while the other cell is sent to output 1.

Note that the situation ml; = 1 and MI; = 0 may occur in the case the cell is empty. If link
contains an empty cell the CN is 0 (no copies) and the running sum of this link will be
equal to the running sum of the previous link. However, the Max address is the running
sum decremented by one and therefore the Max address will be smaller than the Min
address.

IT the cell has to be replicated the minimum and maximum addresses of both cells have to
be adjusted. The modification is simply splitting the original address interval into two sub
intervals, which can be expressed by the following recursion.

For the cell sent to output 0:
Min(k) = min(k-I) = ms ... m1

For the cell sent to output 1:
Min(k) = ms ... mk+lIO ...0

Max(k) = Ms ... Mk+IOl ... 1

Max(k) =max(k-l) =Ms ... M1
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Figure 27: Example of broadcasting input four to six outputs.
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After the last stage the Min and Max addresses are the same and the cells enter Trunk
Number Translators (TNTs). The TNTs make a Copy Index (CI) field by subtracting the
IR from the Min (or Max) address. This means the first copy of the cell has a CI 0, the
second copy has a CI 1, the third a CI 2 etc. The combination of the BCN and the CI is
unique for each cell and is used to detennine the destination link for the cell. If the cell
has to be replicated, the minimum and maximum addresses for both cells

Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show an example of the boolean interval splitting algorithm.
Suppose a cell arrives at link 4 and has to be copied 6 times. Due to the·Running Adders
and the Dummy Address Encoders the minimum address Min becomes 5 (010Ib) and the
maximum address Max becomes 10 (101~). At stage 1 the MSB of both addresses is
examined. They differ and therefore the cell is broadcasted to both outputs of the SB. The
cell taking the upper output gets the Min address 5 (010Ib) and a new Max address 7
(01l1b). the cell taking the lower output gets a new Min address 8 (1~) and the Max
address remains 10 (101~). In the second stage the second bit of the Min and Max
addresses is examined of both cells. For the upper cell both bits are a '1' so the cell is
routed to the lower output while for the lower cell both bits are a '0' so the cell is routed
to the upper output of the SE. Continuing this routing technique in all subsequent stages
results in a contiguous block from link 5 to link 10 where the original cell from link 4 has
arrived.

ooסס ~'t----~ "r-----r 'c----~ ooסס--,,
0001 .J---0001
0010 r-'''''"---_ 001 0
0011 ~--~ 0011
0100 ~~ ....C"-_01OO
0101 ~_~,....-..... ~.,..._0101

0110 --.................~......_0110
0111 \,,~ .)L--__"""""- ~--......J"'"~!l'--0111

1ooo'lv",~~" rA---...~__-,~....._1ooo
1001 10... ~.....,.~~~ ~__ 1oo1

1010 1010
1011 1011

1100 1100
1101 1101

1110 1110
1111 1111

Figure 28: Example of the boolean interval splitting algorithm of a 16x
16 Delta Network.
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4.8 Summary

A large number of multistage interconnection netwoIks with their properties have been
discussed. Because interconnection networks consists of small 2x2 switching elements
these netwoIks obtain the favourable self-routing property. It appears that a large number
of building blocks with different functions can be created based on the interconnection
architecture. In the next chapter these building blocks will be combined to assemble a
class of multistage interconnection networks known as Batcher Banyan networks. Finally a
number of copy networks have been discussed which offer the desired broadcast and
multi-cast services. Because these copy networks can be seen as stand alone networks and
do not take part in the routing functions of the switch, they have been left out in the
investigations of the Bateher Banyan networks.
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5 Batcher Banyan networks

5.1 Introduction

According to the previously mentioned criteria the desired ATM switch allows a high
throughput with an acceptable cell loss probability and a guaranteed Quality of Service, a low
delay and variation in delay and a simple hardware architecture for VLSI design. Because the
ATM switch in this graduation repon will be based on an interconnection architecture,
distributed control is added to the list of demands.

Delta networks can route cells without contention provided the cells are offered in a saned
order on contiguous links. Moreover all cells must have a different destination address. A
class of switching networks which makes use of this propeny of the Delta networks are the
Batcher Banyan networks (BBN).

The first demand, offering cells in a soned order on contiguous links, can be satisfied by a
Batcher soning network. This is a self-routing, non-blocking interconnection netwoIk that
sorts the cells according to their destination addresses and separates the empty cells from the
filled cells. As long as no cells with the same destination address arrive in one time slot a
Delta network preceded by a Batcher netwoIk is sufficient to route the cells with distributed
control and no contention, see Figure 5.1.

The second demand, taking care that no cells with the same destination address arrive at the
same time at the routing network, is more complicated because the Input Port Controllers
(lPCs) don't know in advance where cells arriving at other IPCs are headed for. Cells with
the same output address have to be detected and action should be taken to allow only one of
them to be routed while the others have to be buffered somewhere in the switching netwoIk.
Thus buffers and a conflict resolution mechanism are necessary to store and route the cells.

""'-' ~r\,.........,"",. ........""'r........."'V\'_"""",.,._ 3
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Batcher sorting I Banyan routing

Figure 5.1: An 8x8 Batcher Banyan network: a self routing, non
blocking, multi stage interconnection switching netwoIk.
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5.2 Classification of Batcher Banyan networks

Because cells have to be buffered in a Batcher Banyan network it is chosen to classify the
Batcher Banyan networks according to the place where the buffers are situated. Generally
there are four tyPes of buffering:

• Input buffering
• Output buffering
• Shared buffering
• Distributed buffering

A switch based on input buffers has buffers in front of the actual switch. Arriving cells are
stored in the buffers waiting until they are routed. H the input buffers are FIFO queues then
it is possible that the first cell of an input buffer cannot be routed because another cell
destined for the same output is routed, while the seCond cell in the input buffer can be routed
to a free output link but has to wait until the first cell is routed. This kind of contention is
known as Head Of Line (HOL) blocking.

A switch with only output buffers must be non-blocking. All cells must be able to reach to
proper output without internal contention since there are no buffers half-way the switch.
However output contention is inevitable and therefore buffers at the Output Port Controllers
(Ope) are needed.

A shared buffer is usually one large buffer half-way the switch. The buffer is called shared
since no buffer place is dedicated to certain input links or output links, but each buffer place
can be occupied by a cell coming from any arbitrary input link destined to any arbitrary
output link. H more than one cell anives with the same destination address only one will be
routed while the others are recirculated back to the shared buffer and have to wait for the next
time slot to try to be routed again. Because it is a shared buffer and not a dedicated buffer
the overall buffer size is much smaller. In fact shared buffering is the most economical fonn
of buffering.

Finally, in distributed buffering each switching element contains a buffer to store cells
temporary. However since the Batcher sorting network is non-blocking and the purpose of the
Batcher network is to make the Banyan routing network non-blocking no buffers in the SEs
are needed. Therefore this option is irrelevant for Batcher Banyan networks.

The next sections discuss a number of Batcher Banyan networks based on input buffering,
shared buffering, output buffering and combinations of buffering.
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5.3 The input buffered Batcher Banyan network (IB·BBN)

5.3.1 Introduction
The Batcher Banyan switch is contention free if in one time slot only cells have to be routed
with different destination addresses. A conflict resolution scheme is necessary to prevent cells
with the same destination address to be routed at the same time. A Batcher Banyan network
based on input buffers basically consists of a Batcher sorting network and a Banyan routing
network preceded by input buffers which take care that only cells with different destination
addresses enter the switch at each time slot. Different conflict resolution schemes have been
examined in the literature. Three of them will be discussed, viz. the 'multi phase' Batcher
Banyan network (MP-BBN), the 'pipelined' Batcher Banyan network (pI-BBN) and the 'ring
reservation' Batcher Banyan networlc (RR-BBN).

5.3.2 The multi phase Batcher Banyan network

5.3.2.1 Basic operation of the 'Three Phase Algorithm'
As the name Three Phase Algorithm (TPA) suggests, routing takes place in three phases: the
'probe' phase, the 'acknowledge' phase and the 'data' phase. Arriving cells are stored in input
buffers which are treated as FIFO queues.

During the first phase, the probe phase, each !PC which contains a cell in the input buffers
sends a short request packet which contains only the source and the destination address. These
packets are sorted by a Batcher netwoIk according to their destination addresses. This way
the source addresses of all cells with the same destination addresses are grouped, see Figure
5.2a. Because only cells with different destination addresses are pennitted to be routed at the
same time, only the cell will be routed which destination address differs from the destination
address of the cell on the link directly above. This can easily be done by comparators. In the
example of Figure 5.2a the cell at IPC 4 will be routed whereas the cell at IPC 1 will not.

a: Probe Phase
b: Ad< Phase

c: Data Phase

Figure 5.2: The three phases in an MP-BBN.
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When it is determined which cells are allowed to be routed and which cells are not, it must
be made known to the cells waiting in the input buffers. This is done in the second phase, the
acknowledge phase. Because the acknowledge (ACK) packets are only sent by cells with
different addresses the same Batcher network can be used to sort the cells. Hui and Arthurs
[BUl87] proposed to feed back the outputs of the Batcher network to its inputs to have the
ACK packets be routed by the same Batcher network as the requests packets were routed,
thus saving an extra Batcher network. After sorting, the ACK packets are routed by a Banyan
network. Figure S.2b shows how the packets are fed back, sorted and routed. The outputs of
the Banyan network are fed back to the corresponding input buffers, so that the cells in the
input buffers know if they are permitted to be routed this tim~ slot or not.

In the third phase, the data phase, the IPCs which received an ACK packet are allowed to
route their cell by the same Batcher Banyan network by which the request and the ACK
packets were sorted and routed.

5.3.2.2 Time overhead and speed up
Phases one and two fonn the overhead in the detennination whether or not cells are allowed
to be routed. In [HUl87] a fonnula is derived for the overhead of the switch.

Overhead =10g:JVOog:JV + 4)
Overhead (%) =Overhead/Cell length

It appears that the overhead decreases if the cell length increases. Because in each time slot
cells have to be routed as well as a small piece of overhead has to be done the switch has to
operate at a higher speed than the line speed. The switching network has to operate
Overhead/Cell length times as fast as the line speed. In case of N =1024 and a cell length
of '384 bits (48 octets) the speed up has a factor 0.36. This means in case of a line speed of
150 Mbps the switch has to operate a speed of 205 Mbps.

5.3.2.3 Embroider on a theme
Starting from this concept a number of variations are possible. Instead of feeding back the
ACK packets, these packets can be sorted and routed by a second Batcher network. Instead
of three phases this method suffices with two phases. In the first phase copies of all Head of
Line cells try to be routed. If there is more than one cell with the same destination address
in the same time slot, only one will eventually reach the output port. The rest of the cells get
lost in the second Batcher Banyan network where the winning cells were concentrated to
adjacent links. In the second phase the winning cells which arrived at the output port send an
ACK packet back to their input ports to let them know they are successfully routed and the
saved copy in the input buffer can be deleted and be filled with the next cell. Actually this
method is based on trying to route cells to their destination addresses thoughtlessly while a
reserve copy is kept in the buffer in case the routing fails,

A second reading is to make use of priorities. By attaching a priority field behind the
destination address field and letting the Batcher network sort the packets on their destination
address as well as on the priority field, cells can be sorted in such a way that cells with a
higher priority are routed first. This method can be used to decrease the HOL blocking. After
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completing phase one and two a second round of probing and acknowledging can be applied
to the second cells in those input buffers whose first cell was not pennitted to be routed. Cells
which were allowed in the first round get a higher priority to make sure they will be routed
and do not get lost in the second round. Phase one and two can even be executed for a third
time though the little increase in throughput may not justify the extra overhead. [HUI87]
shows that input buffered switching networlcs based on pure FIFO queues (only the HOL cells
are attempted to be routed) have a maximum throughput of 58% in case of unifODD traffic.

A third reading is called the 'duplex' switch and uses two Batcher Banyan networlcs which
both woIk according to the TPA but the second switching network operates a half time slot
behind the first. First the HOL cells attempt to be routed by the first Batcher Banyan switch.
Because phase one and two take much less time than one half of a time slot, the new HOL
cells (both new HOL cells and HOL cells which were not routed by the first switch) make
a new attempt to be routed by the second switching netwoIk. During the routing phase of the
second netwoIk the first switching netwoIk can already perfODD a new probe and
acknowledge phase. This way the switch can operate below the line speed. In addition the
overall throughput of the switch can exceed the 58% limit for unifODD traffic. Finally a
certain amount of redundancy is added which means the fault tolerance is increased.

5.3.3 The 'pipelined' Batcher Banyan network
Like in the MP-BBN cells in the pipelined Batcher Banyan netwoIk are routed in multiple
phases. In contrast with the MP-BBN that uses the same hardware for both the conflict
resolution scheme as for the routing, the PI-BBN has separated hardware for the conflict
resolution scheme and the routing.
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Figure 5.3: The PI-BBN with separate hardware for the probe-ack phase
and the routing phase.
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The principle of the PI-BBN is the same as that of the MP-BBN. The input port controllers
buffer the incoming cells and send short request packets to sorting network SNl, see Figure
5.3. 1bis sorting network sorts the cells according to their activity bit, their destination
address and their priority. The 'allocation' network decides which cells me allowed to be
routed. Every request packet which has a different destination address than the request packet
on the link above sends an ACK packet back via the sorting network SNI to the IPC.

The IPCs which received an ACK packet send their HOL cells through the second Batcher
Banyan switch without contention. The main advantage of a separate conflict resolution
mechanism and routing mechanism is that the probe-ack phase and the routing phase can take
place at the same time. This can be used to increase the throughput of the switch. As stated
earlier the throughput for an arbitrary input buffered switching network based on FIFO queues
does not exceed 58% due to the HOL blocking. By executing the probe-ack phase i times
before the cells me routed it is possible not only for the HOL cells but also for the second,
the third etc. up to the i-th cell to make an attempt to be routed. H the !PC has not received
an ACK packet it may send a new request packet for another cell in its buffer. Two
algorithms can be distinguished to decide what becomes the new cell.

a) The oldest cell in the buffer which has not yet sent a request packet during
this time slot.
b) The oldest cell in the buffer which has not yet sent a request packet and
whose destination address has not yet been used earlier by the IPC in this time
slot.

The priority field in the probe packet corresponds with the place of the cell in the input
buffer. The HOL cells get priority 0 which is the highest priority so that they once permitted
to be routed cannot get knocked out by cells with the same destination address further on in
the buffer.

The more probe-ack attempts per time slot, the higher the operating speed of the allocation
network. Assumed that the operating speed of the switch is the same as the line speed of then
this puts an upper bound to the number of probe-ack attempts.
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5.3.4 The ring reservation Batcher Banyan network
The conflict resolution mechanism proposed by Bingham and Bussey [BIN88] is based on a
ring which connects the Input Port Controllers (lPC) and where the cells can reserve a place
to be routed. Before the HOL cells are routed a ring containing the destination address and
a reservation bit circulates through all IPCs initiated by the Ring Head-End (RHE) and the
timing generator. H the destination address of the HOL cell matches the destination address
on the ring and the reservation bit is still empty. then the reservation bit is set and the cell
is assured it will be routed. The remaining cells destined for the same outlet see a reservation
has already been made and have to wait for the next time slot. All cells which are allowed
to be routed have different destination addresses and can be routed without contention. While
the cells are routed the ring can start again to reserve cells to be routed.

H the ring reservation algorithm is restricted to the HOL cells the maximum throughput will
be 58%. However since the time needed to complete the ring is much smaller than the time
needed to route the cells more than one cell per input buffer can be examined. By increasing
the line speed even more cells per input buffer can be examined. To preserve the cell
sequence integrity the oldest cells are routed first.
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Figure 5.4: Ring structure in an RR-BBN.
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5.3.5 A comparison between the IB-BBNs

5.3.5.1 Throughput and delay in m-BBNs
In [HUI87] calculations have been perfonned for an MP-BBN based on FIFO queues. These
calculations hold for any input buffered switch with FIFO queues. Figure 5.5a shows the
average queue length and delay as function of the offered load. The figure shows that the
delay and average queue length approaches infInity for a 0.58 load. Figure 5.5b shows the cell
loss probability as function of the offered load for different buffer sizes. The cause of the
relatively poor perfonnance of the switch is that only the HOL cells contend to be routed.

Figure 5.6 shows the maximum throughput as function of the number of probe cycles and the
average delay as function of the throughput in case of a PI-BBN with N = 256 and a buffer
size of 128. The characters a and b refer to the two different algorithms as explained in
section 5.3.3. It seems there is not much difference between the two algorithms so it could
be questioned if the extra effon in algorithm b is justified. Furthennore it can be observed
that for m =1 the maximum throughput equals 58%.
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Figure 5.5: Perfonnance of an MP-BBN.
a) Average queue length k and delay D as function of the load.
b) Cell loss probability for various buffer sizes B. .
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a) in case of FIFO queues.
b) in case all cells contend.
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In [BIN88] only the cell loss probabilities are shown as function of the offered load for an
RR-BBN, see Figure 5.7. However some observations can be made. The maximum throughput
is that value where the cell loss probability becomes larger than zero because at that value
congestion occurs. In Figure 5.7a only the cell loss probability is shown in case ofHOL cells.
It is seen that the maximum throughput equals 0.58. In Figure 5.Th all cells in the input
buffers were allowed to attempt to be routed. The throughput evidently exceeds the 0.58 limit.
The results for a buffer size of 16 and 32 are not very realistic because the ring should work
at an extreme high speed. Take for example a switch with 16 inputs and a buffer size of 16,
the ring should operate 256 times as fast as the line speed.

5.3.5.2 The operation speed of the switches
The main disadvantage of the m-BBNs with FIFO queues is the upper throughput limit of
58%. The solution used in the MP-BBN, the PI-BBN and the RR-BBN to overcome this
problem is to give except the HOL cell also subsequent cells the opportunity to be routed.
The more cells participate in the probe-ack phase the higher the operation speed of the switch.
In [PAT89] formulas have been derived for the minimal bit rate R in the switching network
depending on the number of inputs/outputs N, the number of priority bits m in the probe
packet, the number of probe-ack attempts per time slot m, the cell length cl and the bit rate
C of the arriving cells. The formulas shown below are for the MP-BBN, the PI-BBN and the
RR-BBN respectively.

R- m[N(N+3)+p+2]C
cl

R- N(N+4)+p+2C+C
cl

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

The curve shown in Figure 5.8 shows the operation speed of the three m-BBNs for various
values of N with a cell length of cl = (48+5)·8 bits, m =8 at a C = 150 Mbps line speed. It
can be observed that the operation speed of the RR-BBN increases rapidly for larger N. This
shows that the RR-BBN is not suitable for a large number of inputs. Because the hardware
used in the MP-BBN is the same for the probe-ack phase and for the routing phase the
operation speed is always higher than C but does not increase much for larger N. The PI-BBN
can operate at the line speed at the cost of extra hardware. 2, 3 and 4 probe-ack attempts can
be made for N S 4096, N S 1024 and N S 256 respectively.
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5.4 The shared buffered Batcher Banyan network

5.4.1 Contention resolution by recirculation of cells
Though the Batcher network can deal with cells with the same destination address, the
Banyan routing network can handle only cells with different destination addresses to operate
contention free. The contention resolution mechanism used in this type of BBN is to
recirculate the cells which have the same destination address just before the Banyan routing
network.. This method is used in the Starlite configuration [HUA84]. Cells are sorted
according to their destination address by the Batcher network. IT double destination cells are
present then only one of them is allowed to be routed while the others are recirculated into
a shared buffer. These cells in the shared buffer contend together with the new arrived cells
to be routed in the next time slot.

The header of the cells arriving at the switch has the following fonnat, see Figure 5.9. First
the activity bit which indicates if the cell contains data or is empty; next the destination
address of the output link; then there is a delay priority field to select cells with respect to
their delay. Because of the recirculation the cell sequence integrity is not guaranteed any
more. IT a new arrived cell is routed before a previous cell from the same connection which
is in the shared buffer the cells do not leave the switch in the order as they arrived, which
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Act. Dest. address Delay pro Discard pro

Figure 5.9: Cell header fonnat for recirculated BBNs.

must be prevented. Therefore an age field is present in the header which keeps up the number
of recirculations of the cell. The 'oldest' cells which have a smaller age number are routed
fU'St. Finally there is a discard priority field which take care that cells with a low priority are
lost first during overload conditions.

A basic scheme of a BBN based on recirculation is"shown in Figure 5.10. Cells are soned by
the Batcher network according to their activity bit, the destination address, the delay priority
and their age. After the Batcher network the cells enter a Trap network which detects cells
with the same destination address. The Traps permit the cells with the highest age and priority
to be routed and directs the rest of the cells to the shared buffer. Before the cells permitted
to route are offered to the routing network they must be placed on adjacent lines. The links
which are now empty because of the recirculated cells are filled with empty cells. Since the
cells are already soned a Ram Down network places the cells on adjacent lines without
disturbing the order. These cells can now contention free be routed by the routing network.

The cells which were recirculated are soned according to their discard priority. If there are
more cells than the number of recirculation lines r, the cells with the lowest priority are
discarded and lost. However since soning takes place by comparing the first bits of the header
and the fU'St bits of the header contain the activity bit and the destination address, Header
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Figure 5.10: An SB-BBN based on recirculation of cells.
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Adjust Elements (HAE) are needed to swap the destination address field and the discard
priority field before the cells enter the Batcher Son network and swap the fields back when
the cells have been soned. The HAEs are shown in Figure 5.10 by the dashed lines in the
Sorting network.

Furthennore it could be noticed that since only r links are significant at the output of the
Sorting network an Jar Sorting network should suffice instead of an RxR Sorting network.
At first glance this seems to be true. However due to the modular structure of the Sorting
network as shown in Figure 4.15 reduction is only possible in the last RxR Sorting network.
If the number of outputs is exactly one half of the number of inputs the complete last stage
will consists of 2xl concentrators and no reduction in SEs is obtained. Therefore reduction
is only possible if the number of outputs is smaller than one half of the number of inputs.
However in general the number of recirculation lines r is larger than the number of inputs of
the switching network N and since R = N + r the fraction r/R > ~ and no reduction of the
Sorting network is possible.·

After the sorting network an age update network decrements the age of the cells by one.
When a cell arrives at the switch it gets a certain age value which is decremented each time
the cell is recirculated back to the shared buffer. The lower the value in the age field the older
the cell. To preserve the cell sequence integrity the oldest cells are routed first.

The cells are recirculated to a shared buffer. Each recirculation line is connected to one buffer
location of the shared buffer. This means that the buffer size of the shared buffer is equal to
the number of recirculation lines r. Parameter r has to be dimensioned so that a certain
Quality of Service can be guaranteed.

An advantage of shared buffering is that each buffer location can be used by every input link.
This means there are less buffers necessary as in the case of a dedicated buffer case. In fact,
a shared buffer is the most efficient fonn of buffering. A disadvantage of shared buffering
is that one heavily loaded input link can result in cell loss on other lines. Thus traffic of one
connection may affect the behaviour of other connections.

Another important disadvantage of the SB-BBN is that an increase of the shared buffer size
leads to an extra routing hardware investment. In fact almost all building blocks of the SB
BBN except the routing network have to be enlarged if the buffer size is increased. Suppose
an SB-BBN with N inputs/outputs and r recirculation lines then the Batcher network size is
R=N+r. Since the number of stages and SEs of a Batcher network increases rapidly this poses
restrictions on the value of r. For example take N = 16 as the number of inputs. This results
in 10 stages of SEs in the Batcher son network. But with r =3N thus R =N + r =64, results
in 21 stages of 32 SEs. An SB-BBN is a trade for less buffers with more routing hardware.
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5.4.2 Combining recirculation with input butTering
Instead of using a Batcher network with extra inputs for the recirculated cells input buffers
can be used, see Figure 5.11. This way no extra inputs are necessary because the number of
inputs of the Batcher network is restricted to N. Before they enter the Batcher network old
and new cells are placed in input buffers. Old cells get priority over new cells so the cell
sequence integrity is preseIVed. The advantage is a smaller and simpler network. Instead of
based on R inputs, most blocks are now based on N inputs. The disadvantage is that the old
cells may block new cells, the Head of Line blocking. A solution to this problem is to add
a distribution network which distributes the recirculated cells proportionally and uniformly
over the input links.

A switching network with N = 16 and r = 48 with a shared buffer consists of two 64x64 Sort
networks, 64 Traps, and a 48 inputs Age Update network in the recirculation part, see Figure
5.10. The same switching network with combined recirculation and input buffering has only
one 16x16 Sort network, 16 Traps, a 16 inputs Age Update network and a 16x16 Distribution
network. The savings on the number of SEs in the sort network is a factor 8.4. The number
of Traps decreases with a factor 4 and the costs for the Age Update network is reduced by
a factor 3.

The BBN with recirculation and input buffers reduces the hardware costs of the switching part
enormously. However more buffers will be needed and extra tricks are necessary to get
around the HOL blocking and achieve the same throughput as for the shared buffered BBN.
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Figure 5.11: A BBN with recirculation lines and input buffers.
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5.5 The output buffered Batcher Banyan network

5.5.1 Introduction
If a switching netwoIk is non-blocking contention only occurs due to cells directed for the
same output in the same time slot. This is called output contention. If the switch allows cells
to be routed to their proper OPCs without interfering each other the only buffers needed are
at the OPCS to deal with the output contention. To make the switch completely cell loss free
all inputs should be connected to every OPC. This would require N lines per OPC and since
there are N OPCs the switch complexity grows with If. An enonnous reduction is obtained
if a small cell loss in the switch is permitted. Cells can get lost in the netwoIk due to line
errors and transmission errors and as long as the cell loss in the switch is in the same order
of magnitude, cell loss in the switch is pennitted.

This viewpoint to design a switch in which cells, may get lost deliberately to reduce the
hardware costs was first shown in the Knock-out switch where cells had to contend to survive
and to get routed [YEH87]. It is shown in the literature that a finite number of i lines per
OPC suffices to guarantee a certain QOS even if an infinite number of inputs are present.
This is because the probability that more than i cells destined for the same output address
arrive at the switch in one time slot becomes so small that the cell loss probability is kept
below an acceptable value.

5.5.2 A Batcher Banyan switch with one NxM routing network
Figure 5.12 shows an Batcher Banyan network with output buffers. To make a Batcher
Banyan netwoIk non-blocking all cells arriving at the routing netwoIk must contain different
output addresses. This can be done by placing Trap elements after the sorting netwoIk which
detect cells with the same output addresses and adds an extension address to the destination
address, so the combination of destination address and extension address is unique.

A Running Adder Sum is used to create the extension address. If a Trap element detects that
its cell and the cell on the previous link have the same destination address it increments the
Running Adder Sum and places it in the extension address field. If the cell has a different
destination address as the cell on the previous link, then the Running Adder Sum is set to 0
and is placed in the extension address field of the cell.

Suppose there are log:zm bits reserved for the extension address field then a maximum of m
cells can be routed with the same destination address simultaneously in the same time slot.
If more than m cells arrive at the same time destined for the same output. m cells will be
routed. while the other cells are lost (Knock-out principle). '

After the Trap elements all cells do have a unique address, however, due to the fact cells get
lost if more than m cells were destined for the same destination address, there may exist
empty links between links filled with cells. A Ram Down network is needed to place all filled
cells on subsequent links.

Now the cells can be routed by a routing network without contention. The size of the Routing
network is NxM, with M =Nm. After the routing network cells at the first m links are
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Figure 5.12: Basic scheme of an output buffered Batcher Banyan network
with one NxM Routing network.

destined for output link 0, cells at the second m links are destined for output link 1 and so
on, until cells at the last m links are destined for output link N-1.

After the routing network cells enter the OPCs. An oPC consists of a distribution network
and output buffers. Cells arrive at the OPC on consecutive links and the distributor makes

Distributor
network

Figure 5.13: Cells arriving on consecutive links are evenly distributed
across the output links by a distribution network.
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sure that the cells are distributed evenly across the output buffers, see Figure 5.13. The output
control reads the cells cyclically from the output buffers and places them on the outgoing link.
Since the distributor has m inputs and m outputs there are m output buffers parallel. Therefore
the step size to enlarge the buffer size is m.

5.5.3 Further reduction of the routing network
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, cells arriving at the distributor arrive on adjacent
links starting at link O. 1his is not necessary for the distributor. Cells may arrive randomly
at the inputs of the distributor.

Therefore the number of stages used in the routing netwoIk can be reduced. In particular the
stages which route the cell to a specific output link while it is already certain it arrives at the
proper distributor are redundant, see Figure 5.14. Because the distributor has m input links,
log2m stages are superfluous. Thus the last log2m stages of the routing netwoIk can be
removed without any consequences. The bits which are used by the SEs in the last log2m
stages to route the cell to a specific input link of a distributor belong to the extension address
of the cell generated by the Trap elements. Table 5.1 shows the reduction of the number of
SEs if the last log2m stages are removed from the NxM routing network. Because the log2m
stages are no~ necessary the extension address is not needed. Thus the Trap elements can be
made considerably simpler. They only have to take care that not more than log2m cells are
directed to the same output queue. But they don't have to create and insen an extension
address in the cell header.

Table 5.1: Reduction of the routing network in percentages.

N m = 4 m = 8 m = 16

16 36.4 52.2 68.1
32 30.8 44.4 58.2
64 26.7 38.7 50.8

128 23.5 34.3 45.1
256 21.1 30.8 40.5

5.5.4 A Batcher Banyan switch with m parallel MxN routing networks
The Traps only have to detect if more than m cells arrive simultaneously with the same
destination addresses. Instead of comparing each link with the previous link and counting the
number of matches as done in the previous discussed OB-BBN, link i can now be compared
directly with link i+m. If cells at link i and i+m do have the same destination address then
all cells between those two links have the same destination address and thus the cell at link
i+m has to be discarded. Figure 5.15a shows the connection between the Traps elements in
case of an 8x8 switching netwoIk in which m=4 cells may arrive destined for the same output
link in one time slot. Link 0 and 4, 1 and 5, 2 and 6 and 3 and 7 are compared. Instead of
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Figure 5.14: An example of an 8x8 routing network with m=4. The last
log2m stages appear to be superfluous.

drawing the Traps as in Figure 5.15b, by a simply reordering of the Traps Figure 5.15b is
obtained. Figure 5.15b shows that instead of building~ Trap block containing all input
links m separate Trap blocks can be build, thus increasi:lg the modularity of the Trap
elements.
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Figure 5.15: Example of different Trap drawings.
a. Traps in one block. .
b. A modular structure, separate Trap blocks.
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Figure 5.16: Example of 8x32 routing networks.
a. One routing network.
b. Modular structure. separate routing networks.

The same trick can be applied to the routing netwoIk. It appears that the NxM routing
network in fact consists of m separate routing networks. By reordering the S& of the routing
network instead of one large NxM routing network m parallel MxN routing networks can be
obtained. with M=N/m. Output 1 of the sorting network is connected to input 1 of the fust
Routing netwoIk. Output 2 of the sorting network is connected to input 1 of the second
Routing netwoIk. until output m of the sorting netwoIk is connected to input 1 of the last
Delta network. Then output m+1 is connected to input 2 of the first Delta Network. and so
on until output m+m is connected to input 2 of the last Delta netwoIk. An example is shown
in Figure 5.16 for an 8x8 routing netwoIk with m=4.

This way a maximum of m cells with the same output address can be routed simultaneously
without contention. If more than m cells arrive destined for the same output address. more
than one cell with the same destination address arrives at the same Routing network. Trap
elements detect cells with the same output addresses. If a Trap element detects that the cell
on its own link has the same output address as the cell on the previous link, the cell will be
discarded.

To assure the cells are offered to the routing netwoIk on consecutive links. starting at the fIrst
link, m Ram Down networks of size MxM are necessary. The output queues containing the
distribution networks and the output buffers, remains the same. A block scheme of the new
OB-BBN is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Basic scheme of an output buffered Batcher Banyan switch
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5.5.5 Combining a shared buffer and output butTers
The number of parallel routing networks m in an OB-BBN is bound to a power of two.
Therefore an increase in m leads to approximately a doubling of the number of SEs in the
routing networks. Combining output buffers with a shared buffer reduces the number of
parallel routing networks at the cost of the introduction of a shared buffer. With respect to
an SB-BBN the number of recirculation lines r is reduced by allowing more than one cell
with the same destination address to be routed by placing a few routing networks parallel.
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Figure 5.18: A BBN with a shared buffer and output buffers combined.
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5.6 Summary

A Batcher Banyan network is based on a Banyan Routing network which is able to route cells
contention free if cells are offered in a sorted order on consecutive links and all cells are
destined for different output links. A Batcher Sort network is a non-blocking network which
sorts cells and places them on consecutive links thus satisfying the first demand. Since arrival
of cells destined for the same output at the same time is inevitable buffers are necessary to
store cells before they are permitted to be routed.

Buffers can be place at the inputs, at the outputs or as a shared buffer halfway the switch.
Even combinations of buffering are possible. Because of the HOL blocking an input buffered
switch based on FIFO queues cannot exceed a throughput of 58%. Complex control select
mechanisms are necessary to overcome the 58% throughput limit. Therefore further
investigation of the BBN has only been done for the shared buffered BBN, the output
buffered BBN and BBNs with a shared buffer and output buffers combined.
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6 Modelling and simulation

6.1 Introduction

Because of the relatively poor perfonnance of switches based on input buffers only BBNs
based on a shared buffer, on output buffers and on a combination of both have been
investigated. A BBN which combines both a shared buffer with output buffers reduces the
number of parallel routing netwoIks with respect to an OB-BBN and reduces the number of
recirculation lines with respect to an SB-BBN. Such a BBN will be called a combined
buffered Batcher Banyan network (CB-BBN). In OB-BBNs, SB-BBNs and CB-BBNs three
parameters control the cell loss probability: r, m and bs. Parameter r is the number of
recirculation lines in the SB-BBN and the CB-BBN. Parameter m is the number of parallel
routing networks in the OB-BBN and the CB-BBN and bs is the output buffer size per OPe
in the OB-BBN and the CB-BBN.

Parameter m gives the number of cells which may have the same destination address in one
time slot. Parameter m is a power of two. Generally m =2, 4, 8 or 16. Each time m is
increased the number of SEs in the routing network is approximately doubled. This means m
should be kept as low as possible.

In case of a shared buffer r is the number of recirculation lines and thus determines the cell
loss probability. An increase in r results in an increase in the hardware of most building
blocks. Since most building blocks have a size RxR and R =N + r and both R and N are
powers of two, r is bound to cenain values.

To obtain an agreed QOS an OB-BBN should have a large number of parallel routing
networks m and in case of an SB-BBN a large number of recirculation lines r. It would be
interesting to investigate which type of BBN is the most economic switch for a given QOS:
A BBN based on a shared buffer, on output buffers or a combination of both.

In case of an SB-BBN only parameter r controls the cell loss probability. Cells can get lost
if not enough recirculation lines are available. In an OB-BBN two parameters control the cell
loss probability, the number of parallel routing networks m and the output buffer size per
OPC bs. Parameter m limits the number of cells which can be routed concurrently in one time
slot with the same destination address, while bs limits the number of cells waiting in the
output buffer to be sent on the outgoing link. A CB-BBN has all three the parameters
mentioned: r, m and bs.

Simulations have been perfonned to gain insight in the values of r, m and bs for an agreed
QOS. The purpose of the simulation is to obtain an optimal combination of r, m and bs which
guarantees a cenain QOS with a minimum of hardware.
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6.2 Traffic sources

One of the problems encountered in examining the perfonnance of ATM switches is to
predict what kind of traffic will be offered to the switch. In practice ATM traffic will be
composed of bursty data traffic, high speed file transfers, wideband video transmissions, high
priority CBO traffic surrounded by (video) telephony traffic.

Since it is not known how ATM traffic may look like a large number of different traffic
models have been developed to examine the behaviour of ATM switches under specific
circumstances.

The most popular traffic type is uniform traffic. Not only because it is easy to model the
traffic type but also because it can be analyzed numerically. Furthermore most switches
presented in the literature have been examined for this type of traffic so comparison between
different ATM switches is possible. Using unifonil traffic cells flow smoothly through the
switch. In practice traffic is expected to be much more bursty. Therefore the BBNs have not
only been investigated for uniform traffic but also for bursty traffic to examine the
deterioration of the BBNs under less regular traffic.

6.2.1 Uniform traffic
Though uniform traffic is not very realistic and tends to give too optimistic results, it is a
traffic pattern which can be numerically analyzed. Furthermore, the performance of other
switches presented in the literature has often been analyzed or simulated for uniform traffic
so the performance of these switches can be compared with each other.

Traffic is said to be uniformly distributed if the
cells arrive independently from each other, the load
on all input links is the same and all cells have an
equal probability to be directed to an arbitrary
output link.

The model used for uniform traffic is shown in Figure 6.1. The model consists of two states:
a burst state where a cell is generated and a silence state where no cell is generated. Each
time slot the system remains in its present state or makes a transition to the other state. If the
system is in the burst state B, it has a probability of PBB to stay in this state and a probability
PBS to go to state S. If the system is in the silence state S, it has a probability Pss to remain
in this state, and a probability PSB to go to state B. If P(B,t) and P(S,t) are the probabilities
that the system is in state B and state S respectively in time slot t then the following
equations can be made:

P(B,t+l) - P(B,t).PBB +P(S,t),PSB

P(S,t+l) - P(B,t),PSB +P(S,t).Pss
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Figure 6.1: Two state model used for uniform and bursty traffic for cell
generating.

For uniform traffic the system is memoryless, which means that the probability that the
system enters state B at the next time slot is independent of the current state the system is in.
The same holds for state S. Therefore the probabilities PBB and P SB are the same and thus the
probabilities PBS and Pss· Define PB and Ps as PB= PBB = P SB and Ps = PBS = Pss respectively,
with PB = I - Ps. For steady state the probabilities that the system is in state B or state S is
independent from t. The steady state equations for this uniform traffic model become:

P(B) = P(B)'PB + P(S)'PB = PB.(p(B) + P(S» = PB

P(S) = P(B).Ps + P(S).Ps = Ps.(p(B) + P(S» = Ps

(6.2.a)

(6.2.b)

From the equations follow that the probability that the system is in state B is equal to the
transition probabilities PBB and PSB' Likewise follows that the probability P(S) that the system
is in state S is equal to PBS and Pss. The probability P(B) is equal to the part of the time the
system spends in state B and thus equal to the load on the input link. Therefore PBB and PSB
are equal to the load p and the probabilities PBS and Pss are equal to I - p.

Uniform traffic has been simulated as follows: Choose the desired load p for the switch and
the number of inputs N. At every time slot there is a probability p that a cell arrives on an
input link. H a cell arrives on an input link it has a probability liN that it is directed to a
specific output. Thus the probability that a cell arrives destined for a specific input is pIN.
This is done for each input link.
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6.2.2 Bursty traffic
In practice it is not likely that the cells offered to a switch will be as smoothly distributed as
in uniform traffic. Especially data traffic is known to be very bursty. Therefore the
performance of the switches have not only been investigated for uniform traffic but also for
bursty traffic.

The model used for bursty traffic is essentially the same as the one for uniform traffic with
different values for the transition probabilities PBB, PBS' PSB and Pss. A burst in this model is
a number of cells in consecutive time slots destined for the same output. Two parameters
describe the system fully. It is chosen to describe the system by the desired load p on the
input links and the average number of cells b in a burst.

The average time the system spends in state B is equal to the load p on that link, therefore
P(B> =p.

The average burst length can be calculated as follows: The probability that a burst consists
of k cells is equal to the probability that the system spends k-l time slots in state B and then
makes a transition to state S:

(6.3)

The burst length follows a geometric distribution. The same way it can be shown that the
number of empty slots follow a geometric distribution with probability Pss. The average burst
length b now becomes:

..
b .. Lk.P;Sl.(I-PBB)

l-O

b ..

I .. It

b .. -.L k.PBB.(I-PBB)
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I PBB
PBB · (l-PBB)
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(l-PBB)

Using PBS =1 - PBB, the transition probabilities PBB and PBS become:

(6.4.a)

(6.4.a)
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Using equation 6.1.a and recalling P(B) = P and thus P(S) = 1 - p:

p - PBB·P + P sB·(I-p)

(
b-l) pP

SB
- 1-_ .__

b I-p

1 P
PSB - -.-

b I-p

And using Pss =1 - PSB:

1 PP
ss

- 1-_.__
b I-p

(6.4.c)

(6.4.d)

Take for example a desired load p = 0.6 and an average burst length b = 4.
The transition probabilities become: PBS = 0.25, PBB = 0.75, PSB = 0.375 and Pss = 0.625.

This model cannot be used for high loads with a small average burst length. Take for example
a load of 0.8. The tenn p/(l-p) becomes 4. This means that the average burst length should
be at least 4. A desired load of 0.9 and an average burst length b =3 results in PBS =0.33,
PBB = 0.67, PSB = 3 and Pss = -2. The impossible values of the probabilities PSB and PBB imply
that if the system enters state S, it will return to state B at the next time slot. The number of
empty slots between bursts cannot vary any more, but is always one. The effective load
becomes:

P(B) =P(B).PBB + P(S),PSB

P(B) = P(B),PBB + (I-P(B»,PsB

P(B) =1/(1 - 0.67 + 1)

P(B) = 0.75

The aetualload during the simulation will be 0.75, which is significantly lower than the
expected load of 0.9. Another way to look at it is as follows: IT the desired average burst
length is chosen to be 3 and after each burst has to follow at least one empty slot then the
maximum load is burst length/(burst length + silence length) = 3/(3+1) = 0.75. The maximum
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throughput at a desired average burst length 3 is 0.75. The reason that not any combination
of average burst length and load is possible is that both the burst length and the silence length
are integers which poses an upper and lower limit on the desired load. In the previous
mentioned example of an average burst length of 3 and a load p of 0.9, the average silence
length should be 1/3, which is smaller than the lowest possible integer 1.

The simulations have been perfonned at a load p of 0.8 and an average burst length 5. This
results in PBS =0.2, PBB =0.8, PSB = 0.8 and Pss =0.2 so the transition probabilities have
meaningful values and the burst-silence model is valid.

The sources in the simulations generate cells according to the previously mentioned two-state
model. As soon as a new burst is generated a destination link to where this burst is directed
is uniformly chosen. This means that the load on all output links are equal. The difference
between the unifonn model and the burst model is that in the unifonn model single cells are
uniformly distributed across the output links, while in the burst model the bursts of cells are
uniformly distributed across the output links.

6.3 Structure of the simulation programs

The simulation programs have been written in SIMSCRIPT. The listings of the simulation
programs can be found in Appendix 2. The global structure of all simulation programs is the
same. It starts with the obligatory PREAMBLE which declares all variables, resources and
processes. Next comes the MAIN routine which contains routines for reading data, initializing,
the simulation itself and reporting the results.

The routine READ.DATA reads parameters from an input me. This way it is not necessary
to change parameters in the program itself. Thereby saving the trouble of compiling and
linking the program for every simulation.

Routine INITIALIZE initializes the program variables, allocates resources and activates
processes.

The REPORT routine writes the simulation results to the tenninal or an output me.

For convenience a process PERCENTAGE is included which generates after approximately
every 10% of the total simulation time messages how far the simulation is completed.
Furthennore this process creates a rue with intennediate results.

In simulations with output buffered BBNs a process TIMER is used which samples the
number of cell entities in the output queue after every bs cycles, where bs denotes the queue
size.

The two most important processes are called INPlIT.LINK and CELL. Process lNPlIT.LINK
is activated in the INITIALIZE routine and generates every cycle cell entities according to
a specific traffic type (unifonn, bursty).
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Process CELL describes the entire experience of a cell entity as it flows through the switch.
Each cell entity created by process INPUI'.LINK uses process CELL with its own process
notice which is a record containing infonnation characterizing the particular entity.

During its existence a process entity experiences a number of events. Such events may be
getting lost due to line overflow, recirculating, waiting in an output queue or being placed on
the outgoing link. The process notice which describes the situation of the process entity at
a certain event is placed in an event list ordered by the time of occurrence of a particular
event. A timing routine in SIMSCRIPT detennines and removes the most imminent event
from the event list and executes its corresponding entity by continuing the corresponding
process. The process routine is executed line by line until a statement is encountered which
requires the passage of simulated time. The new activation time is calculated and the process
notice is placed back into the event list. Control is given back to the timing routine which
detennines the process notice which now has the most imminent activation time.

Though the structure of all simulation programs is the same, the places where the cells are
generated and where the cell loss probability is monitored is different, see Table 6.1. In case
of an OB-BBN under unifonn traffic cell can be generated directly at the OPC. This is not
possible in case of bursty traffic or if a shared buffer is present in the switch. Then cells have
to be generated at the input links.

In case of the OB-BBN cells only have to be generated for one OPC because the switch is
non-blocking. Therefore the cell loss probability at one OPC can be observed. The CB-BBN
has to generate cells destined for all output links and therefore the cell loss probability at all
OPCS are observed. In the simulation of the SB-BBN and the CB-BBN which concentrate on
shared buffers the cell loss probability of the shared buffer has to be observed.

Table 6.1: Cell generation points and cell loss count points of the diverse BBN simulation
models.

cells arrive at c .l.p. at
OB-BBN

Uniform traffic one OPC one OPC
Bursty traffic all input links one OPC

SB-BBN
Uniform traffic all input links shared buffer
Bursty traffic all input links shared buffer

CB-BBN
Uniform traffic

Shared buffer all input links shared buffer
Output buffers all input links all OPCs

Bursty traffic
Shared buffer all input links shared buffer
Output buffers all input links all OPCs
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6.4 The output buffered BBN simulation model

6.4.1 The simulation model
Because the output buffered Batcher Banyan network (OB-BBN) is non-blocking and cells
destined for different output links do not interfere with each other only the Output Pon
Controller (OPC) has been simulated. Since comections are evenly distributed over all output
links, the results for all OPCS are the same. Therefore, instead of simulating the whole switch
only the events at one OPC have been simulated.

The results obtained by simulating the cell loss probability at one OPC may be extended to
the cell loss probability of the whole switch. Say a used cells are generated during a
simulation for one OPC. Assume a cells leave the switch during the simulation. This results
in a cell loss probability of (a-a)/a at one OPC. H the whole switch with N outputs would
have been simulated and a cells were generated for each output, then a total number of Na
cells would have been generated. Since the switch is non-blocking, cells directed to different
OPCs do not collide and arrive at their OPC without interfering each other. Therefore if a
cells arrive at each OPC, a cells will be placed on the outgoing link by each OPC, giving a
total of Na cells leaving in the switch. The total cell loss in the switch is now (Na-Na)/Na
=(a-a)/a which is the same as the cell loss at one OPC.

Since m < N, more than m cells destined for the same output link may arrive at the same
cycle. Only m cells arrive at the distributor while the rest is lost due to line overflow. A
second cause of cell loss is the finite buffer length. H the buffer gets full and more cells
arrive, these cells are lost due to buffer overflow. In the simulation model the cell loss due
to both line overflow and buffer overflow can be detennined. The model consists of a source

Queueene.

1..N ~ 1.m
1----

Line
overflow

[ff8'
overflow

Server

II"11I11r----O-

Figure 6.2: Simulation model of an output buffered Batcher Banyan
network.
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which generates each cycle cells according to a specific traffic type. If more than m cells are
generated in one cycle, only m are passed through and the line overflow counter is updated
by the number of cells which are discarded. The remaining cells tty to attempt to enter the
ope server which is able to accept only one cell at every time slot. Cells which are not able
to enter the OPe server at that time slot are placed in a FIFO queue waiting until the server
sends them on the outgoing link, see Figure 6.2. Thus up to N cells may be destined for the
output link, but only a maximum of m cells can enter the queue in the same cycle, where the
server takes a cell each cycle from the queue while the rest of the cells waits in a queue.

In practice the OPe consists of m parallel lines at which cells destined for this output link
arrive. A non-blocking distributor distributes the cells evenly across the output buffer. The
output buffer is cyclically read and at every cycle a cell is taken from the output buffer and
placed on the outgoing link. The model consists of one FIFO queue where at most m cells
may arrive simultaneously and only one cell is removed by the server each cycle.

6.4.2 The parameters
The parameters for the simulations for output buffered Batcher Banyan networks are the load
p on the input links, the number of input links N, the number of parallel lines per output link
m, the buffer size bs and the desired number of cells per simulation.

Two parameters control the cell loss: m for the cell loss due to line overflow and b for the
buffer overflow. m is not a very flexible parameter. As it has been shown in [YEH87], m =
8 suffices for a cell loss in the order 10-6 for uniform traffic while taking m =12 the cell loss
due to line overflow is kept under 10-10 for uniform traffic. As m is the number of input lines
for the distributor, m has to be a power of two. As m =8 results in an unacceptable cell loss
even for uniform traffic, m should be at least 16. This gives a negligible cell loss for uniform
traffic but simulations have to show if m =16 is good enough for different types of traffic.

Estimating the buffer size is more difficult. In practice the OPe has m buffers parallel, thus
the buffer size increases with m. The 'depth' of the buffer is free to choose. Therefore the
simulations for output buffered BBNs are concentrated on determining the number of buffers
needed to guarantee a certain cell loss given the number of parallel lines m. After every bs
cycles the simulation program samples the queue length and keeps a record of the number of
cells waiting in the buffer. By waiting bs cycles before another sample is made, it is
guaranteed that all cells which were in the queue at the previous sample are removed by the
server. This way the correlation between samples is kept at a minimum while still taking as
much samples as possible. The buffer size bs must be chosen so that no buffer overflow is
likely to occur.

6.4.3 Gathered statistics
The simulation program gathers statistics about the actual number of cells generated, the load
on the output link, the maximum and average number of cells in the queue, the maximum and
mean delay in the queue and the link and buffer overflow. Because the simulations are
concentrated on cell loss probability due to buffer overflow, m should be dimensioned so that
no line overflow is likely to occur. The purpose of determining the line overflow is only to
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give an indication whether or not m is large enough to keep the cell loss below a cenain
value for a specific kind of traffic.

Funhennore a fIle is created with the samples of the number of cells in the output buffer.
This file can be used to calculate the cell loss due to buffer overflow for a specific buffer
size. To get an accurate estimation of the cell distribution in the buffer, the buffer should be
dimensioned larger than the maximum number of cells expected in the buffer. Thus the
number of cells lost due to buffer overflow should be zero during a simulation. If there are
cells lost due to buffer overflow, one can decide to accept the simulation results if the number
of cells lost is negligible with respect to the number of cells generated or to rerun the
simulation with a larger buffer size.

6.4.4 Limitations of the model
Because in a time slot cells are generated for one input link after another, Simscript deals
with the cell coming from the IU'St input link IU'St and the cell coming from the last input link
last. This means the cells coming from the lower input links have a larger probability to get
lost due to line overflow or buffer overflow. However this unfairness is no problem for this
simulation, because in case of overflow there would be a cell lost anyway and it doesn't
matter from which input it was coming. Because all cells are evenly distributed across the
outputs, cells on all input links have the same probability to be destined for any output link,
so the unfairness does not affect the load on any of the output links.

6.4.5 The simulation program for uniform traffic
The program starts by reading the parameters needed for the simulation. Then the simulation
itself is staned by activating process routine ARRIVAL.GENERATOR. The number of cells
destined for one output is detennined according to a Binomial or Poisson distribution. Next,
the process checks if the number of cells destined for the output link is larger than the
number of parallel lines m. If so, the number of cells arriving at the output buffer is truncated
to m and the number of lost cells is added to the line overflow counter. The counter of the
number of cells that has been generated is updated. Then the process notice of the process
entity ARRIVAL.GENERATOR is placed back into the event list with an activation time of
one unit so it will be called again at the beginning of the new time slot.

6.4.6 Uniform traffic cell Joss analysis
In case of unifonn traffic the probability that a cell arrives destined for output link i is the
same for all input links. The probability that in one time slot k cells arrive destined for the
same output follows a Binomial distribution:
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If in one time slot more than m cells arrive, m cells are routed while k-m cells are lost. The
cell loss probability becomes

1 N
P(cellioss) - -. L (k-m). P(k)

p l-M+l

(6.6)

If N -+ 00, the binomial distribution becomes a poisson distribution, and the cell loss
probability due to line overflow becomes [YEH87]:

P( )
(

m) ( .. i e-p] .. e-Pcell loss - 1 - - . 1 - L P .- + P .-
P Ml k! m!

(6.7)

Besides line overflow, cells can get lost due to buffer overflow. If poisson traffic, no line
overflow and an infinite buffer is assumed, the system can be modelled as an MlDII queue.
The mean queue size is [GR074]:

2

Q - P
""'tl 2.(I-p)

The steady state probabilities for a given queue size is:

P(Q-O) - (1 - p).e P

P(Q-l) - (1 - p).eP.(eP-1 - p)

P(Q-n) - (1 - p).E(_l)"+l-i.ejp{ (jp)"+l-i + (jP)"-i]
j-l (n+l-j)! (n-))!

where the second term (jp)~il(n_})' is ignored for j = n + 1.

(6.8)

The cell loss probability for a given buffer size due to buffer overflow assuming poisson
traffic and no line overflow is approximately:

P(bs - k) - P(Q > k) - I-P(Q Sk) (6.9)

6.4.7 The simulation program for bursty traffic
In case of bursty traffic it is not possible to predict how the distribution across the m lines
of the distributor will look like as it was possible for uniform traffic. This is because the
system is not memoryless anymore but depends on the previous state of the system.
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Therefore it is not possible to simulate the cells at the OPC of the BBN, but the cells have
to be generated at their arrival at the input links of the switch. However, the results will be
equal for all output links, so only cells destined for one OPC have to be generated. This
means that for a desired load p one output link, cells destined for that output link have to
arrive at the input links at a load of pIN.

In routine INITIALIZE INPUT.LINK entities are activated for every input link in the switch.
Each process entity INPUT.LINK takes care for generating cells for its~ input link.
Process routine INPUT.LINK begins by detennining if the simulation starts with a burst or
a silence period on that input link by setting the variable BURST depending on the desired
load and the number of input links. As long as the number of cells generated is smaller than
the number of cells desired, a new cell entity is created if the system is in the burst state, or
no cell entity is generated if the system is in the silence state. H a cell entity is activated, the
NUM.CELLS.GENERATED counter is incremented. The process routine then detennines
whether or not it remains in the same state or enters the other state, depending on the
probabilities PBB and PSB' Finally the process places the process entity with a new process
notice back into the event list to be activated again at the next time slot.

After executing N times process routine INPUT.LINK by the N process entities, process
CELL is executed for all process entities cell arriving at and waiting in the buffer. For each
process entity cell process routine CELL examines if there is a free input line to the OPC.
H not, the line overflow counter is incremented and the process entity cell is discarded. H a
free line is available, the used line counter is incremented and process CELL checks if the
buffer is full. H so, the cell is lost due to buffer overflow, the corresponding buffer overflow
counter is updated and the process entity is destroyed. H the cell manages to enter the buffer
it waits in the FIFO queue until it is sent away on the outgoing link by the server.

6.4.8 Transition probabilities for bursty traffic
In the simulations for an output buffered BBN with bursty traffic, the parameters are the
number of inputs N, the desired load on the output link p and the average burst length b.
Now, PB = I - Ps = pIN. Using equation (6.4), we obtain:
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6.S The shared buffered Batcher Banyan network simulation model

6.S.1 The model
In a shared buffered Batcher Banyan network (SB-BBN) all connections make use of a shared
buffer [pAL88].1bis means that the simulation cannot be concentrated to one output link, but
connections to all output links must be taken into consideration. The simulation model will
become more difficult as it has to remember which connections exist. Moreover, for the sake
of delay statistics the simulation model has a stamp mechanism included to prevent that cells
leave the switch in a changed order.

In an SB-BBN, cells destined for the same output link are sorted according to their time
stamp, so that the oldest cells are routed first. The rest of the cells have their time stamp
increased and are recirculated back to the Batcher sort network.

The simulation model is shown in Figure 6.3 and consists of N sources which generate cells
according to a specific traffic type for each input link. These cells, together with the cells
which were not routed in the previous cycle, are sorted according to their time stamp: cells
with the highest cell age are routed fIrst. The OPC is modelled as a server which can serve
one cell at a time with no waiting queue allowed. H the OPC has not yet been occupied by
a cell to be sent over the outgoing link, the cell enters the OPC and the server is blocked
during this time slot. All subsequent cells which are destined for the same OPC have their
time stamp increased and are placed in a shared buffer awaiting the next cycle. The shared
buffer is modelled as a server with r idle units and no waiting queue. Each arriving cell
occupies one idle unit of the server. Cells which arrive if no idle units of the server are
available are lost due to buffer overflow. Thus this model contains no waiting queues: the
cells are either placed in the OPC server or in the shared buffer server or they are lost.

Cnc.
O••N
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Sorter to cell age 2
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Buffer
overflow

Figure 6.3: Simulation model of a shared buffered Batcher Banyan
network.
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6.5.2 Jlaranneters
The parameters for the SB-BBN simulation model are the load p on the input links, the
number of input links N, the number of recirculation lines r, the average burst length b and
the desired number or'cells to be generated before the simulation ends.

In the SB-BBN there is only one parameter, viz. the number of recirculation lines r, that
controls the cell loss probability for a given number of inputs and a given load. Since every
recirculation line has exactly one buffer, the buffer size and the number of recirculation lines
are directly related.

6.5.3 Gathered statistics
After the simulation the actual number of cells generated, the number of cells that left the
switch, the number of cells that were lost due to buffer overflow and the cell loss probability
are reported. Furthermore a file is created with the last seed values of the random generators
which is read by the next simulation to make sure that each time new seed values are used
for cell generation.

6.5.4 Linnitations of the nnodel
In practice cells have a limited number of bits in their age field. This means that after a finite
number of recirculations the age field overflows and the cell is lost. However, in the
simulation model the number of recirculations of the cell is not limited. Cells cannot get lost
due to age field overflow. But the maximum delay which corresponds to the number of
recirculations in the SB-BBN is monitored. This gives an indication how large this age field
should be.

In the model cells are ordered according to their age, but implicitly cells with the same age
are ordered according to their input link number because cells are generated by means of a
FOR loop. This means that if a cell is lost, it is more likely that a cell coming from one of
the last input links will be lost. The simulation model does not solve this unfairness, as it is
not important which cell is lost but only that a cell is lost. Because the cells are evenly
distributed across the output links it does not affect the load on any of the output links. In
practice a sorting network is used in the feedback loop to sort the cells according to their age
priority and discard priority which solves this unfairness.

Due to the way Simscript handles events internally it was necessary to have a server time less
than one cycle. Otherwise the server would still be filled while the new cycle started and all
cells would be recirculated. This is a Simscript problem and does not reflect the reality.

6.5.5 The sinnulation progrann for unifornn traffic
In routine INTIlALIZE a process entity INPUT.LINK is activated which generates cells for
all input links.

As long as the number of cells generated is smaller than the number of cells desired, process
routine INPUf.LINK. generates for each input link a cell process entity with probability
LOAD. If a cell is generated a destination address is assigned which is uniformly chosen out
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of the N output links. Furthermore the age of this cell is set to zero. Then this cell process
entity is activated by placing its process notice in the event list and incrementing the counter
of the number of cells generated. After passing through all input links, process entity
INPlIT.LINK is placed back into the event list with a process notice containing a waiting
simulation time of one unit, so it will be activated at the beginning of a new time slot.

The cell process entities generated by process routine INPlIT.LINK and the cell entities which
were put in the shared buffer in the previous time slot are automatically ordered according
to their age by Simscript because of the BREAK ... TIES BY conunand in the PREAMBLE,
so the cell entities with the oldest age in their process notice are evaluated first.

Process routine CELL describes the action of the cell entities. First the cell attempts to enter
the OPC corresponding to the output link to which it is destined. If the OPe is already
occupied, the cell is recirculated to the shared buffer. If the shared buffer is not full, the age
of the cell is incremented and the cell is placed in the buffer. The buffer is modelled as a
server with r idle units which may be filled by cell entities each taking one unit of the server.
If the server has no more idle units, the buffer is full and the cell entities are lost and the
counter of lost cells due to buffer overflow is incremented. The cell entities in the server
contend in the next time slot with the new cell entities generated by process routine
INPlIT.LINK to be routed by the OPCS.

6.5.6 The simulation program for bursty traffic
The two state model as described in 6.2.2 is used as the source for generating cells. Each
input link has a source which generates bursts with a load p. The bursts will be uniformly
distributed over the N output links. This means as soon as a new burst starts it will be
directed to one of the N output links with a probability of liN.

Routine INmALIZE activates for every input link a process entity INPlIT.LINK. Every
process entity INPlIT.LINK generates cells for one input link. As long as the number of cells
generated is smaller than the number of cells desired, process routine INPlIT.LINK creates
a cell entity if it is in the burst state or no cell entity if it is in the silence state. When a cell
is entity is created a destination address is attached, uniformly chosen out of the N output
links. Furthermore the cell age for this cell entity is set to zero. Then the process notice of
this cell entity is placed in the event list and the counter of the number of cells that has been
generated is incremented. Process routine INPlIT.LINK determines if it stays in its present
state or makes a transition to the other state. Finally the process places the process entity back
into the event list with an activation time of one unit set in the process notice, so it will be
activated again at the next time slot.

Process routine CELL is actually an endless loop, representing the recirculation in the switch.
All cell entities currently in the simulation model have the same activation time and the order
of passing through the cell entities is set by the BREAK. ." TIES BY command in the
PREAMBLE which takes care that the cells with the highest cell age are considered first. The
cell entities attempt to enter the OPC server. If it succeeds the cell is sent away by the OPC
server on the outgoing link and the process entity is destroyed. If the OPC is occupied by a
previous cell entity, this cell entity tries to enter the shared buffer server. The shared buffer
server is in fact a server which is able to accept r cell entities simultaneously with no waiting
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queue. H the buffer is full, new arriving cell entities are lost because no waiting queue is
pennitted. The buffer overflow counter is incremented. H the cell entity is allowed to enter
the shared buffer server its cell age is incremented and the cell entity is placed in the event
list with a process notice containing the new cell age and an activation time of one unit.

6.6 The combined buffered BBN simulation model

6.6.1 The model
The combined buffered BBN (CB-BBN) is a combination of both the OB-BBN and the SB
BBN. It consists of multiple routing networks with output buffers at the opes and a shared
buffer. Because there are now two different buffer types in the switch, for each type of traffic
two simulation models have been developed: one for simulating the cell loss probability as
function of the number of recirculation lines r for a given number ofparallel routing netwoIks
m and one for simulating the cell loss probability as function of the output buffer size bs for
a given number of routing networks m. The purpose of this simulation is to fmd an optimal
combination between r, m and bs to have a minimal complexity for a given Quality of
Service.

6.6.1.1 The model for the shared buffer
Basically this model is the same as the one used for the SB-BBN, see Figure 6.4. Instead of
one routing netwoIX m routing networks are used. This means that up to m cells destined for
the same output link may be routed at the same time. The cells which are not passed are
recirculated back to the shared buffer while their age is increased.
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Figure 6.4: Simulation model of the combined buffered Batcher Banyan
network concentrated on the shared buffer.
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At the beginning of each time slot the model resets the NUM.LINES.USED variable which
indicates the number of free lines to each OPC to zero. Then the model generates cells for
each input link according to a specific traffic type. These cells are sorted with the cells which
were not routed in the previous cycle according to their age, so that the oldest cells are
considered first. From each cell the destination address is examined and as long as less than
m cells were routed to this output link, the cell is routed and the NUM.LINES.USED variable
is increased. HNUM.LINES.USED is equal to m then no cells can be routed anymore to the
OPC this time slot and next cells destined to this OPC are recirculated back into the shared
buffer. The shared buffer is modelled as one large server which can handle up to r cells. H
more than r cells try to enter the server then these cells are lost. The server holds the cells
for one time slot after which these cells are mingled with the fresh arrived cells. Thus there
are no waiting queues in the model: either the cells are routed or the cells are placed in the
shared buffer server or the cells are lost.

Note that the simulation of the cells ends as soon as the cell is permitted to be routed by one
of the m routing networks. The simulation does not consider the output buffers at the OPCs.
It is assumed in this simulation that each cell that is routed by the routing networks will be
sent on the outgoing link.

6.6.1.2 The model for the output butTers
This model concentrates on the cell loss probability due to output buffer overflow in a CB
BBN, Figure 6.5. The model generates cells for each input link according to the desired traffic
type. These cells are sorted with the previous recirculated cells according to their age so the
cells with the oldest age are routed first. The first m cells destined to the same output link are
routed and placed in the output buffer of the corresponding OPC. The remaining cells have
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Figure 6.5: Simulation model of the combined buffered Batcher Banyan
network concentrated on the output buffers.
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their age increased and are recirculated back. In this model there is no cell loss due to
overflow of the shared buffer. The shared buffer is simply modelled as a delay of one time
slot. All cells that cannot be routed are recirculated back where they wait for one cycle in the
shared buffer. This means that eventually each cell will be routed.

The cells which are allowed to be routed enter the OPC. Because there are m parallel routing
networks, up to m cells may arrive at one OPC at the same time. The OPC is modelled as a
detemrinistic server which handles one cell each time slot. The cells which anive at the OPe
are placed in a FIFO queue waiting until they are sent away on the outgoing link. Because
of the finite length of the FIFO queue cells can get lost due to buffer overflow.

In summary cells are recirculated until they can be routed by one of the m parallel routing
networks. They enter a FIFO queue where they have to wait until the OPC transmits them on
the outgoing link. If the FIFO queue is full next cells arriving at the OPC get lost.

6.6.2 The parameters
The input parameters of both simulation models are the load p, the number of inputs N, the
number of parallel routing networks m, the desired number of cells to be generated and in
case of bursty traffic the average burst length b. In case of the simulation model concentrated
on the shared buffer an extra parameter is the number of recirculation lines r. For a given m,
r affects the cell loss probability.

In case of the simulation model concentrated on the output buffers an extra parameter is the
'depth' of the output buffer size bs. As explained in the section about the simulation model
of OB-BBNs, the output buffer is sampled every bs time slots. A difference with the OB-BBN
is that in this simulation the samples are not taken of the output buffer of one OPC but of the
output buffers of all OPCs. This is allowed because cells are distributed unifonnly across the
output links. This way the results of the cell loss probability is not the result of the events at
one OPC but an average over all OPCs.

6.6.3 Gathered statistics
For the simulation of CB-BBNs which is concentrated on the shared buffer statistics are
gathered about the average number of cells in the shared buffer, the maximum number of
cells in the shared buffer, the mean number of time slots the cells spend in the switch before
they are routed and the maximum number of time slots a cell has spent in the switch before
it was routed. Furthermore the following specific information is obtained about cell loss: the
actual number of cells generated, the number of cells left at the OPCs, the number of cells
lost due to shared buffer overflow, and the cell loss probability.

In case of the simulation which is concentrated on the output buffers only the actual number
of cells generated and the number of cells lost due to output buffer overflow is reported. As
in the case of OB-BBN simulations the buffer size should be chosen in such a way that
during the simulation no output buffer overflow occurs. The cell loss probability due to output
buffer overflow is derived from another output file which contains the number of samples of
the number of cells in the output queue.
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6.6.4 Limitations of the model
The simulation of the CB-BBN switch is perfonned by two simulation models. The lust
model examines the cell loss probability as function of the number of recirculation lines r for
a given number of parallel routing netwoIks m, while the second model examines the cell loss
probability as function of the output buffer size bs for a given number of parallel routing
networks m.

In the shared buffer model the simulation of the cells ends as soon as they are pennitted to
be routed. Cell loss due to output buffer overflow is not investigated in this simulation.

In case of the output buffered model, the number of recirculation lines r is infinite. This
means that every cell will be routed and will not get lost due to overflow of the shared buffer.

In practice there is a limit to the number of times a cell can be recirculated because the age
field in the cell header has a finite length. This is not taken into account in the simulations
for two reasons. Firstly, it would make matters much more complicated because cells would
not only get lost due to buffer overflow but also due to age field overflow. Secondly, this way
it is possible by observing the maximum number of time slots a cell has been recirculated to
get an idea how large this age field should be to prevent cell loss due to age field overflow
which is hard to detect because the age of the cell would just change from the maximum age
to zero again.

6.6.5 Simulation program of the CD-BDN concentrated on the shared buffer
Process entity INPUT.LINK, activated in routine INTI1AUZE, takes care of the cell entity
generation for each link. For each input link a cell entity is created with probability LOAD
and its destination address which is unifonnly chosen over the number of outputs and the cell
age is put in its process notice which is placed in the event list. After passing through all
inputs, the process routine places itself back in the event list to be activated again at the
beginning of the next time slot.

Cell entities are automatically ordered according to their age in the event list so the oldest
cells are processed first. After one another the cell entities are examined for their destination
address. If not yet more than m cell entities were directed to the OPC where the CUIrent cell
entity is destined for then this cell entity occupies a line and will be routed. These actions are
perfonned by the simulation program checking the NUM.LINES.USED variable of the ope
the cell is headed for. If there are still lines available the cell occupies one line by
incrementing the NUM.LINES.USED counter after which the cell leaves the switch. (The
output buffers are not examined in this simulation.)

IfNUM.LINES.USED is equal to NUM.LINES no more lines are available and the cell entity
is recirculated back to the shared buffer. The shared buffer is modelled as a server which is
able to handle r entities simultaneously. If less than r cell entities are present in the server,
the current cell entity increases its age and requests one unit of the server and waits one time
slot in the server before it makes a new attempt to be routed. If the server is full, no more
cell entities can enter the server and these cell entities will be lost due to buffer overflow.
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In process routine CELL a variable GONE is used to detennine whether the cell entity has
left the system or not. A cell entity leaves the system if it is routed or it is lost due to buffer
overflow. It is recirculated back if it is not routed but placed in the shared buffer. Normally
the IF blocks concerning the routing and the buffer overflow should be ended with a
RETURN statement to remove the cell entity from the system. However this did not work,
probably because the RETURN statement had to be placed in a nested IF..THEN..ELSE
construction. Therefore the variable GONE is introduced. As long as the cell entity is placed
in the shared buffer the cell entity is not 'gone' and will be recirculated, else the cell entity
exits the WHILE construction and the cell entity will be removed by the END statement of
the process routine.

6.6.6 Simulation program of the CB-BBN concentrated on the output buffers
In case of the bursty traffic model routine INITIALIZE dctennines for each input link
whether or not it starts in the silence state or in the burst state. If an input link starts in the
burst state the output link for which the cells are destined is detennined.

Process routine INPUT.LINK creates cell entities according to a unifonn or bursty traffic
model. If a cell is created its destination output link and its cell age is set into its process
notice. Then the cell entity is placed into the event list along with the other cell entities. The
cell entities in the event list are ordered according to their cell age. This means that the cell
entities with the highest cell age are examined fIrst.

The actions which a cell entity experiences is described in the process routine CELL. First
it is examined if there is a line free to the desired OPC. If not, the cell age of the cell entity
is increased and the cell entity is placed back into the event list to be activated again at the
next time slot. Note that every cell which is not able to be routed in the current time slot is
recirculated. There is no cell loss due to shared buffer overflow. The shared buffer size in this
simulation model is infinite. Because older cells have a higher priority to be routed this means
that every cell will be routed eventually.

If NUM.LINES.USED is smaller than NUM.LINES a line is free and the cell can be routed.
This means that at most NUM.LINES cell entities may enter the output buffer. In each time
slot the server takes case of one cell entity and removes it from the system. Because up to
m cell entities may enter the output buffer while only one cell entity is removed each time
slot, the number of cells in the output buffer may exceed the chosen buffer size IeSulting in
cell loss due to output buffer overflow.

6.7 Summary

In order to gain insight in the perfonnance of various types of BBNs simulation models have
been fonnulated to obtain the cell loss probability as function of the buffer sizes. The
simulation programs have been written in SIMSCRIPT. Simulations have been perfonned for
two types of traffic: unifonn traffic and bursty traffic according to the burst-silence model.
The pwpose of the simulations is to obtain values of the parameters r, m and bs which control
the cell loss probability so that the different BBNs offer a same QOS.
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7 Simulation results

7.1 Introduction

Simulations have been perfonned to gain insight in the perfonnance of the various types of
BBNs. Most simulations concentrate on the relation between the buffer size and the cell loss
probability. The cell loss probability in all Figures in this chapter is plotted logaritlunical, thus
the actual cell loss probability is IOYa1IIe

• It is agreed upon that the overall cell loss probability
of future ATM switching netwoIks should not exceed a probability of 10-10

• However because
of the long simulation times the perfonnance of BBNs are only obtained up to a cell loss
probability of 10-6.

The goal of the simulations is to obtain values for parameters r, m and bs so that the amount
of buffering is known for each type of BBN to have approximately the same perfonnance.
When it is known how much hardware and buffers are needed to guarantee a certain Quality
of Service (QOS), a comparison between hardware complexity of the various BBNs can be
made. This gives a good idea which BBN cost the fewest hardware and still guarantees an
agreed QOS. Comparing hardware complexity involves the number of SEs needed per input
link, the number of different components needed and the number of ICs needed to build a
specific BBN. Besides hardware complexity also modularity, fault tolerance etc. should be
taken into consideration. Due to lack of time these aspects have not been investigated during
this graduation period.

7.2 Performance results of OB-BBNs

7.2.1 Results for OB-BBNs under uniform traffic
Simulations have been perfonned by generating cells according to a Poisson distribution.
Offering cells to an OPC of an OB-BBN according to a Poisson distribution can be seen as
a worst case situation of unifonn traffic.

The number of parallel routing networks m per OPC grows exponentially with the power of
two. Previously it has been shown that for unifonn traffic m=8 results in a cell loss
probability P(cellioss) < 10-6 even if N -+ - [YEH87]. Every addition of an extra routing
network results in a decrease of a factor lOin the cell loss probability. The cell loss
probability should be kept below 10-10

• This means for unifonn traffic that m should be at
least 12. Because for BBNs m must be a power of two, m has to be 16 in a realized switch.
But since the simulations are only perfonned up to a cell loss probability of 10-6, the number
of parallel routing netwoIks m is set to 8 for comparison purposes.

Though the value of m can easily be obtained for a given cell loss probability, estimating the
buffer length is more difficult. In practice the buffer consists of m queues parallel, so the step
size of enlarging the buffer is m. However it is possible to construct an OPC with one large
buffer instead of m parallel by increasing the internal speed of the OPC by a factor m.
Therefore the simulations of OB-BBNs have been concentrated on determining the buffer size
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Figure 7.1: Cell loss probability as function of the nwnber of buffer places per
ope of an OB-BBN under unifonn traffic.

for a desired cell loss probability given the number of inputs and a given load. Cell loss due
to line overflow may occur, but should be in all cases zero or negligible. The pwpose of
observing the line overflow is to detect whether or not the number of parallel routing
networks should be increased to guarantee an agreed QOS.

Simulations have been perfonned for poisson traffic at a load of 0.8 and 0.9 and are shown
in Figure 7.1. In addition, analytic results from section 6.4.6 are included to compare the
simulation results with the theory. It can be seen that the simulation results deviates from the
numerical analysis for lower values of the cell loss probability. 1bis is because not enough
samples could have been taken in that region to make an accurate representation of the cell
loss probability.

7.2.1.1 Determining the parameters for a eelJ loss probability of 10"'
As shown above eight parallel routing networks give a cell loss probability less than 10-6 for
unifonn traffic. According to Figure 7.1 32 buffer places are needed to keep the cell loss
probability below 1Q-6 due to buffer overflow at a load of 0.8. 1bis results in eight parallel
queues each four buffer places deep.

7.2.1.2 Extrapolation to a cell loss probability of 10.10

Extrapolation reveals a buffer size of approximately 54 for a cell loss probability of 10.10 at
a load of 0.8 while a buffer size of approximately 110 is needed to take care of peak loads
of 0.9. If m parallel buffers per output are used and thus the number of buffers is a multiple
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of m and m = 16 to keep the cell loss probability less than 10-10
, the buffer size should be at

least 64 for a load of 0.8 and 112 for a load of 0.9

7.2.2 Results of OB-BBNs under bursty traffic
To analyze how an output buffered BBN behaves under less nicely distributed traffic,
simulations have been perfonned for bursty traffic according to the two state burst-silence
model, see section 6.2.2. A load of 0.8 on the input links and an average burst length of S is
assumed. The results for different values of N are shown in Figure 7.2. In [KAR87] it is
shown that space division packet switches with more than 16 inputs exhibit roughly the same
behaviour for unifonn traffic. It appears this still holds for bursty traffic. The cell loss
probabilities for N = 32, 64 and 128 are approximately the same for equal buffer sizes.

Below a cell loss probability of 10-3, the graphs begin to distort because not enough samples
have been taken to give an accurate estimation in that region due to the burstiness of the
source. However it seems that the cell loss probability follows a straight line as it does for
unifonn traffic. If it is assumed that the curve follows a straight line at least to a cell loss
probability of 1O~ then an extrapolation can be made to estimate the number of buffers
needed to have a cell loss probability of 1O~. In this case approximately 320 buffer places are
needed per ope. All simulations for OB-BBNs were perfonned using m=8 parallel routing
networks and not one cell during all simulations was lost due to line overflow. This means
that the cell loss due to line overflow for this type of bursty traffic is not significantly larger
than for unifonn traffic. Therefore m=8 is assumed to be sufficient for a desired cell loss
probability of 1O~.1fm=8 is chosen, then an output buffer consisting of eight parallel queues
each 38 buffer places deep is enough to guarantee a cell loss probability of 10~.
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Figure 7.2: Cell loss probability of OB-BBNs under bursty traffic.
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7.2.3 Comparison between the two traffic types
Comparing these values with the results obtained for the OB-BBN under unifonn traffic, it
appears that the number of parallel lines m is not very sensitive for different types of traffic.
Eight parallel routing networks suffices for both types of traffic. The number of output buffer
places is 10 times larger for this type of bursty traffic compared to unifonn traffic.

Table 7.1: Parameter values for an OB-BBN with a cell loss probability of 10-6.

Uniform traffic
Bursty traffic b=5

#parallel lines m
8
8

#buffers
32

320

7.3 Performance results of SB-BBNs

7.3.1 Introduction
Whereas an OB-BBN is one extremity because it has no recirculation lines but has a number
of routing networks, so is the SB-BBN the other extremity because it has just one routing
network but it has a number of recirculation lines. The simulations of SB-BBNs are
concentrated on the number of recirculation lines r needed to obtain a certain QOS.
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7.3.2 Simulation results of SB-BBNs under uniform traffic
In Figure 7.3 the cell loss probability is shown as function of the number of recirculation lines
r per input link for unifonn traffic. It appears that it is attractive to build an SB-BBN with
a large number of input/output links as it costs relatively less recirculation lines to obtain a
QOS. This is because the buffer is shared by all input links which is the most efficient
method of buffering. Because each recirculation line is connected to exactly one buffer place,
the total number of buffer places is equal to the number of recirculation lines.

7.3.3 Simulation results of SB-BBNs under bursty traffic
Besides unifonn traffic simulations have been perfonned for bursty traffic according to the
two state burst-silence model with an average burst length b = S and a load of 0.8 on each
link. The cell loss probability as function of the number of recirculation lines r per input link
is shown in Figure 7.4.

Two observations can readily be made. First, the number of recirculation lines per input link
needed to guarantee a certain cell loss probability is much larger for bursty traffic as
compared with unifonn traffic. Considering it does not only affect the number of buffers
needed but also involves an enonnous increase of the hardware complexity viz. R = 20..30N,
it is obvious that a BBN based on pure recirculation is not realistic.

Secondly, it seems that the number of inputs has not as much effect on the cell loss
probability in case of bursty traffic as it has on unifonn traffic. The curves for different
switch sizes remain more closely together than in the case of unifonn traffic.
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Cell loss probability for different loads on SB-BBNs
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Figure 7.5: Cell loss probability as function of the number of recirculation lines
under bursty traffic for various loads.

7.3.3.1 Sensitivity of the load on the SB-BBN under bursty traffic
Because of the poor perfonnance of the SB-BBN under bursty traffic, it has been investigated
how the SB-BBN behaves under different loads. In Figure 7.5 the cell loss probability is
plotted for a load of 0.8 and 0.7 with an average burst length b=5. It can be noticed that the
cell loss probability is quite sensitive to a small change in the offered load. The number of
recirculation lines decreases by a half from 20 to 10 recirculation lines per input link for a
load change from 0.8 to 0.7 and at a cell loss probability of approximately 5.5 10"".

Table 7.2: Parameter values for SB-BBNs with a cell loss probability of 10-6.

Uniform traffic
N - 16
N = 32
N = 64
N "" 128
N = 256

Bursty traffic b = 5
N = 16
N "" 32
N "" 64
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'recirculation lines per input (r/N)

3.5
2.9
2.5
2.2
2.0

24
27
30
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7.3.4 Estimating the number of recirculation lines for a cell loss probability of 10'"
Simulations have been perlonned as close as much to a cell loss probability of Hr. The
values of rlN for the different types of SB-BBNs have been obtained by intra- and
extrapolation of the curves. It is not intended to give an exact value of rlN but only an
approximation of the order of magnitude.

Furthennore the chosen values of rlN can not be used in practice, because the number of
recirculation lines r plus the number of input links N must be equal to a power of two. But
for the sake of comparison between different BBNs with the same cell loss probability these
values are used.

7.4 Performance results of CB·BBNs

7.4.1 Simulation results of CB-BBNs under uniform traffic
OB-BBNs and SB-BBNs can be seen as two extremities of the more general class of the CB
BBNs. In the case of an OB-BBN there are no recirculation lines so a larger number of
parallel routing netwoIks is needed, while an SB-BBN has only one routing network with a
large number of recirculation lines. A CB-BBN is a trade-off between the number of parallel
routing networks and the number of recirculation lines. The goal of the simulations is to select
the best values of r, m and bs.

Two types of simulations have been perfonned to investigate the performance of CB-BBNs.
The first type of simulation is concentrated on the number of recirculation lines r given the
number of parallel routing netwoIks m. Infinite output buffers are assumed, so that if a cell
is routed by a routing network it will surely be sent on the outgoing link. In the second
simulation the output buffers have a fInite length but the number of recirculation lines is
infInite. This means that a cell will always be routed by a routing network but may get lost
due to output buffer overflow. This second simulation investigates the cell loss probability
due to output buffer overflow given the number of parallel routing planes m in the switch.

7.4.1.1 Performance results of the shared butTer in the CB-BBN
Simulations have been perfonned for m = 2, 3 and 4. Though m = 3 is in practice not
possible, it gives an impression how the number of recirculation lines decreases as the number
of parallel planes increases. In Table 7.3 a comparison is made between CB-BBNs with
different values of m for a QOS of 10-6. The reduction percentage of the number of
recirculation lines is nonnalized to the CB-BBN which has one parallel routing network less.
It appears that the change from m= 1 to m= 2 has the greatest effect on reducing the number
of recirculation lines and increasing the number of inputs results in a relatively larger gain
in the reduction. Table 7.4 shows the reduction of the number of recirculation lines per input
relative to the SB-BBN. Graphs of this reduction in TIN are shown for N =16 and N =128
in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 respectively.In Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 the cell loss probabilities are
shown for m =2,3 and 4 respectively. As it was noticed in case of the SB-BBN, it is seen
that CB-BBNs with a larger number of inputs need relatively less buffering than CB-BBNs
with a smaller number of inputs.
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Table 7.3: Reduction in percentages of the number of recirculation lines r relative to a BBN
with one routing network less.

m a: 2 (%) m a: 3 (%) m = 4 (%)
N= 16 86 48 50
N- 32 88 54 38
N- 64 90 62 52
N= 128 95 67 52
N- 256 92 72

Table 7.4: Reduction in percentages of the number of recirculation lines r relative to the SB
BBN.

m .., 2 (%) m ., 3 (%) m - 4 (% )
N- 16 86 93 96
N- 32 88 94 97
N= 64 90 96 98
Na: 128 95 97 100
N= 256 92 98
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7.4.1.2 Performance results of the output buffers in the CB·BBN under uniform traffic
To examine the relation between the cell loss probability and the buffer size of the output
buffers, simulations have been perfonned for m = 2, m = 3 and m = 4. The results are shown
in Figure 7.11 for N =128. The curve of the OB-BBN with m=8 and no recirculation lines
is included to compare the results. Previous simulations have shown that the number of inputs
have practically no influence on the cell loss probability for a certain buffer size.

It appears that the number of parallel routing networks has no influence on the number of
output buffer places per OPC. This can be explained as follows: In a BBN with m routing
networks at most m cells may arrive at the same time at the OPC. Each time slot at most one
cell can be removed from the output queue and is placed on the outgoing link. Ifm > 1 more
cells may arrive then the OPC can sent on the outgoing link and the output buffer gets filled.
It doesn't matter how much cells enter the buffer in one time slot because all generated cells
will enter the output buffer eventually. In the steady state situation the distribution of the
number of cells arriving at the OPC is different, however the distribution of the number of
cell in the buffer is the same.

Another observation which can be made is the cell loss probability in case of no buffers.
Figure 7.11 shows that the cell loss probability in case of no buffers is the same for all
number of routing networks and is 10.0·097 =0.8. This agrees with the offered load p. The load
at the OPC is chosen to be 0.8 which means that the OPC is for 20% of the time idle and for
80% of the time busy.
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7.4.2 Simulation results for CB-BBNs under bursty traffic
Like in case of unifonn traffic the CB-BBN has been simulated under bursty traffic to
observe the cell loss probability with respect to the buffer size of the shared buffer and the
number of buffer places in the output buffers. The bursty traffic type used is the burst-silence
model with an average burst length b = 5 and an load of 0.8.

7.4.2.1 Performance results of the shared buffer under bursty traffic
Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 show the cell loss probability as function of the number of
recirculation lines r per input. The same observations made for the unifonn traffic case hold
for bursty traffic.

If a comparison is made between the number of recirculation lines per input for CB-BBNs
with various number of parallel routing networks, with each reduction percentage relative to
the number of recirculation lines of the CB-BBN with one routing netwoIk less, it is clearly
shown that the largest gain is made in the change from m = 1 to m = 2, see Figures 7.15 and
7.16.
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Comparison between CB-BBNs
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7.4.2.2 Performance results of the output buffers under bursty traffic
Figure 7.17 shows the cell loss probability as function of the number of output buffers per
OPC for CB-BBNs with different number of routing networks. The curve of the OB-BBN
with m = 8 and no recirculation lines is added to compare the results of both types of BBNS.
It appears that the number of routing networks has no influence on the number of buffer
places to achieve a certain QOS. This is explained in section 7.4.1.2 for unifonn traffic.

Furthennore it can be obsetved that the cell loss probability in case of no buffers equals the
offered load 0.8. This agrees with the theory.

The curve distorts for lower values of the cell loss probability because not enough samples
could have been taken in that region to give an accurate estimation of the cell loss probability.
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7.4.3 Comparison between CB-BBNs with different values of m
Concerning the shared buffer the CB-BBNs can be compared with one another as well as with
the SB-BBN. As for the output buffers the CB-BBNs can be compared with each other as
well as with the OB-BBN.

Table 7.5: Relation between the number of recirculation lines of unifonn traffic and bursty
traffic (r",.;/r"",,,).

N.., 32
N - 64
N - 128

m-2
0.13
0.14
0.13

m - 3
0.13
0.14
0.15

m - 4
0.19
0.14
0.13

Table 7.5 shows the relation between the number of recirculation lines of unifonn traffic and
bursty traffic. It seems that the relation between unifonn traffic and bursty traffic is the
approximately the same for each value of N and m.

The same relation for the output buffer size can be made. In Table 7.6 the buffer size for
unifonn traffic is divided by the buffer size for bursty traffic shown as function of the number
of inputs and the number of parallel routing networks. It appears that the number of parallel
routing networks has little or no effect on the size of the output buffers.

Table 7.7 shows the number of recirculation lines per input needed to achieve a Quality of
Service of 10-6.

Table 7.8 shows the number of buffers needed for a CB-BBN with 256 input links to realize
a Quality of Service of 10-6.

Table 7.6: Relation between the number of output buffers for unifonn traffic divided by the
number of output buffer for bursty traffic for CB-BBNs.
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Table 7.7: Parameter values for CB-BBNs with a cell loss probability of 1~.

r/N (nF2) r/N (nF3) r/N (m=4)
Uniform traffic

N- 16 0.50 0.26 0.13
N- 32 0.35 0.16 0.10
N- 64 0.26 0.10 0.048
N - 128 0.19 0.063 0.030
N - 256 0.16 0.045

Bursty traffic
N= 32 2.8 1.2 0.52
N- 64 1.9 0.69 0.34
N -= 128 1.5 0.40 0.22

Table 7.8: Number of output buffer places needed per ope to guarantee a cell loss
probability of 1~.

Uniform traffic
Bursty traffic

7.S Conclusions

For all m and N
32

320

Simulations have been perfonned for OB-BBNs, SB-BBNs and CB-BBNs to gain insight in
the cell loss probability as function of the buffer size. The simulations have been perfonned
with different number of inputs, a load of 0.8 for unifonn and one type of bursty traffic, with
an average burst length b = S. Furthennore the parameters m, rand bs are obtained to achieve
a cell loss probability of 10-6 for each type of BBN.

Now the values of these parameters are known an estimation can be made of the complexity
of each type of BBN each with the same cell loss probability. It should be noticed that
increase of the shared buffer size immediately involves an increase of the number of SEs in
the switch, while an increase of the output buffers does not increase the amount of SEse
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From the simulations the following results can be summarized.
• The number of output buffeIS is almost independent of the number of inputs.
• The number of output buffeIS is independent of the number of parallel routing networks.
• The number of recirculation lines per output needed to achieve a certain cell loss

probability decreases for increasing number of N. 1bis is because the buffer is shared
by all input links.

• It seems that the number of parallel routing planes for OB-BBNs is not very sensitive
to the offered traffic type. 1bis can be explained as follows. The probability that a new
burst chooses a specific output link is the same as for unifonn traffic viz. lIN. Though
if two input links have a bUISt directed to the same output link, it is likely that they will
sent more cells to that output link in the following time slots. However the probability
that more input links start a burst directed to that output link is smaller than in the
unifonn traffic case because the input link must be in the silence state and it must make
a transition to the burst state and it must be headed for the same output link.

• The transition from m = 1 to m = 2 has the largest impact on the decrease of the shared
buffer.

• The relation between the number of buffer places in the shared buffer for unifonn
traffic and for bursty traffic seems to be a constant and independent of Nand m.

• The same holds for the relation between the output buffer places for unifonn and bUISty
traffic. It would be interesting to examine this for different burst lengths.

• The SB-BBN is pretty sensitive to a load variations. 1bis has not yet been further
investigated. It would be interesting to examine how the BBNs behave for different
loads.

• The SB-BBN is sensitive to the average bUISt length. In practice burst lengths longer
than five are likely to occur in case of high speed file transfer and video transmissions.
This has not yet been further examined.
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8 Complexity of Batcher Banyan networks

8.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter simulations have been perfonned to gain insight in the behaviour of
various Batcher Banyan netwoIks concerning cell loss probabilities as function of the buffer
sizes. Furthennore values for r, m and bs have been obtained for which the various Batcher
Banyan networks guarantee the same QOS.

The question arises which type of BBN is the most economic switch to build. Is it one of the
extremities like the SB-BBN at one side or the OB-BBN at the other side or is there a
compromise between them: a CB-BBN with both recirculation lines and output buffers.

There are many levels to consider the complexity of the switch. The lowest level is to simply
count the number of transistors needed to build a switch. This gives a good impression of the
necessary chip area and the total power consumption. Furthennore it is easy to compare
different switches according to the number of transistors.

Another aspect of complexity is the number of different components. In case of a switch
based on a few different components, just a few different switching elements have to be
designed which can probably be placed in a more regular structure on the chip than a switch
with a lot of different switching components. This reduces the cost and time in designing the
components and enhancing the chip area package density.

Once a chip has been designed the next step is to design a printed circuit board (PCB) upon
which the chips are placed and interconnected. The complexity at this level is determined by
the easiness how the chips can be interconnected to one another. One of the constraints here
is the number of pins per chip. Furthennore a modular design of the switch helps in designing
the PCB because chips can be interconnected in a more regular manner.

Once the PCBs of the switch have been designed the next level is to put them in a rack
together with other PCBs containing control, management and timing logic, memory for the
look-up tables, cell vel conversion logic and power supply.

This chapter compares the various BBNs according to their amount of hardware, the number
of different components and the consequences to implement them in chips.
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8.2 Complexity of the various switching components

8.2.1 Cost factors of the switching components
Batcher Banyan networks consist of several switching components: The SEs of the Sorting
network, the Trap elements, the Running Adder elements, the SEs of the Ram Down network
and the Routing network and buffers. In [PAL88] an estimation is made of the relative
hardware complexity of the elements. The hardware complexity of the different switching
components is expressed relative to the SE of a Batcher Sorting element. To do this fully a
detailed design of the relevant elements should be undertaken. This has not been done. Instead
a basic functional design of each element has been made, sufficient to give an approximate
estimation of the relative hardware cost.

According to [PAL88] the relative cost of an SE of a Routing network and a Trap element
is approximately 40% greater than an SE of a Batcher Sorting netwoIk. This means that the
cost factor S of the Routing network and T of the Trap elements becomes 1.4. Furthennore
[PAL88] states that the relative cost of a Header Adjust Element (HAE) and an Age Update
Element (AUE) is 5 times larger than the cost of a Sorting SE. Thus the cost factor H of the
HAE and A of the AVE becomes 5.

In [HIC90] logic designs of some switching components have been presented. In [HIC90] a
Sorting SE is composed of 65 transistors while a Routing SE consists of 111 transistors. This
gives a relative cost of the Routing SE of 1.7 compared to the Sorting SE. This agrees with
the estimation made in [PAL88]. Furthennore it is shown in [HIC90] that a Running Adder
NetwoIk which counts modulo; can be built of log2; stages with N Running Adder Elements.
A Running Adder Element consists of approximately the same number of transistors as the
Sorting SE, therefore the cost factor U of the Running Adder Element is 1. Finally [HIC90]
shows a logic diagram of a reversed Banyan SE. These SEs are used in both the Ram Down
network and the Distributor networks. These elements are much simpler than the Routing SEs
because the addresses of the cells can be discarded as the cell passes through the netwoIk.
The reversed Banyan SE shown in [HIC90] consists of approximately 56 transistors. This
means the cost factor D of the reversed Delta netwoIk SEs is 0.86.

Table 8.1: Parameters, cost factors and number of SEs for the different switching
components.

g. ,

Parameter Costs Number of SEs
Batcher Sorting network B 1 ~log2N(log2N + 1)
Trap elements T 1.4
Running Adder network U 1 Nlog2i, mod i
Reversed Delta network D 0.86 ~log2N

Header Adjust element H 5
Age Update element A 5
Routing network S 1.4 N-MtJ,WlogzM, N>M
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The number of buffers should also be taken into consideration. However, since the complexity
of a buffer related to an SE is not well known the number of buffers is compared apart from
the necessary routing hardware.

8.2.2 Number of SEs in the switching components
An NxN Batcher Sorting network consists of ""ilogp(1ogp + 1) stages with~ SEs per stage.
Thus the total number of SEs in a Sorting netwOlx is ~ogP(1ogP + 1).

A (reversed) NxN Delta netwoIk as used in the Ram Down netwoIk, the Routing netwoIk and
the Distributor consists of logp stages with~ SEs per stage. This means a total of~ogp
SEs.

The number of SEs in an NxM Routing netwoIk is evaluated in appendix ? and is equal to
N - M + ~ogp. An NxM Routing netwoIk with the last log2m stages missing is equal to
N - M + ~ogp - ~og2m = N - M + ~og2(Nlm) = N - M + MlogP - ~og#, with
m = MIN. Though an SE has two inputs, the decision logic is based on only one input because
it is known a priori that the cells arriving at the inputs of an SE are destined for different
outputs of the SE. 1be decision logic in the SEs is the same as the decision logic in the
expanders, therefore the same cost factor 1.4 is used for both the SEs and the expanders.

Both the Ram Down network and the Distributor network contain besides a reversed Delta
network a Running Adder Network (RAN). A switching netwoIk with N inputs which allows
m cells to be routed simultaneously consists of m parallel Routing networks of N1m inputs.
Thus the Ram Down networks which precede the Routing netwoIks have Nlm inputs and Nlm
outputs. Therefore the RAN in the Ram Down network is a modulo Nlm counter. The RAN
in front of the Distributor has to count up to the number of inputs of the Distributor which
is the maximum number of cells which may arrive at the same time at the ope. The RAN
in front of the Distributor is a modulo m counter. A modulo i RAN consists of log2i stages.
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8.3 The relative hardware complexity of the various BBNs

8.3.1 The hardware complexity of the SB·BBN
The SB-BBN as discussed in section 5.4.1 consists of two RxR Sorting networks, R-1 Traps,
an R and r inputs HAEs, r AVEs, an RxN Ram Down network, and an NxN Routing netwoIk.
Though only r outputs of the Batcher netwoIk in the recirculation part are used, it is nearly
impossible to reduce the number of SEs in this Sorting network. In fact only SEs in the last
IF Delta network could be removed, however due to the sorting function it is difficult to
know which SEs can be removed. Furthennore it would affect the modular structure of the
Batcher Sorting network. Therefore an RxR Sorting network is used instead of an Jar Sorting
network in the recirculation part.

The cost equation becomes:
Cost = 2(RxR Sorting) + (R-1)(Traps) + (R+r)(HAEs) + r(AUEs) +

+ (RxN Ram Down) + (NxN Routing)

Cost - 2 ~ lo~~o~ + 1)B + (R -1)T + (R +r)H + rA +

+ [(RIOg,h?U + (R -N+ ~ log,Nf] + (~ IOg,N! (8.1)

8.3.2 The hardware complexity of the OB·BBN
In section 5.5 an OB-BBN has been discussed started from an OB-BBN with one routing
network to an OB-BBN with a number of routing networks parallel. This latter OB-BBN has
several advantages over the fonner so the hardware complexity evaluation will be focused on
the OB-BBN with parallel routing networks as described in section 5.5.4.

The OB-BBN is composed of one NxN Sorting network and m planes each containing M-1
Trap elements, an MxM Ram Down network and an MxN Routing netwoIk, with M=N/m. The
N opes are composed of mxm Distributors.

The cost equation becomes:
Cost = l(NxN Sorting) + m(M-1)(Traps) + m(MxM RamDown) +

+ m(MxN Routing) + N(mxm Distributors)

Cost • ~log,N~og,N + I)B + m(M -I}T + m~Mlog,M}U + (~ log,&!f] +

+ mr -M + ~ IOg,&!! + N~mlog,m)U + (; log,mf] (8.2)
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8.3.3 The hardware complexity of the CB-BBN
The CB-BBNs are a compromise between the SB-BBN and the OB-BBN. It has a second
Sorting network, HAEs and AUEs like the SB-BBNs and parallel routing networks and OPCs
as in the OB-BBN, see section 5.5.5.

In fact a CB-BBN consists of two RxR Sorting networlcs, R and r input HAEs and r AUEs.
Each of the m routing planes consist of (R/m)-1 Trap elements, an (R/m)x(R/m) Ram Down
network and an (R/m)xN Routing network. Finally the N OPCs are each composed of mxm
Distributors and output buffers.

The cost equation for the CB-BBN. becomes:

Cost = 2(RxR Sorting) + (R+rXHAE) + r(AUE) + m(R/m-l)(I'raps) +
+ m(R/mxR/m Ram Down) + m(R/mxN Routing) + N(mxm Distributors)

Cost - 2=log,R~og,R + I)B + If. +r)H + rA + n{~ -1r+

i R
R J (1 R R f] ( R N R!+ _lo~_ U + __lo~_ + m N-_+_lo~_ +

m m 2m m m 2 m

if N > R/m (8.3.a)

Cost - 2=log,R~og,R + I)B + If. +r)H + rA + n{~ -I! +

+ J(R IO~~JU + (2.~lo~ R In] + m(R -N +2.~los.zNl.~ +"llm m 2 m mJ m 2 m J
+ 1m1og,m + (; log,mf] if N < Rim (8.3.bl
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8.4 Comparing the complexity of the BBNs

Using the simulation results as shown in Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and Table 7.7 for the OB·BBN,
the SB·BBN and the CB-BBNs respectively, the total cost of a BBN can be calculated.

Only parameter m controls the amount of routing hardware to guarantee a certain QOS in an
OB·BBN. The output buffer size does not affect the amount of routing hardware in the
switching components.

In case of an SB-BBN parameter r equals the shared buffer size and therefore controls the
cell loss probability. The number of recirculation lines per input rlN differs for each value of
N. Since most switching components are related to r or R, the amount of hardware is directly
related to the shared buffer size. Increasing the buffer size involves expansion of the routing
hardware.

The CB-BBN is a combination of the OB-BBN and the SB-BBN. Therefore both parameters
m and r are related to the amount of hardware in the switching components to achieve an
agreed QOS.

Generally increasing the number of inputs is only possible by doubling the number of inputs.
This means that the necessary hardware of the switching components will minimal be
doubled. To obtain meaningful graphs of the complexities of the switches the total complexity
is divided by the number of inputs N to obtain the so called complexity per link. If the amount
of hardware becomes two times as large if the number of inputs N is doubled then the
complexity per link will remain constant. Another way to look upon the complexity per link
is to see the increase in the complexity per link from a switch with size NxN to 2Nx2N as the
additional hardware needed to combine two separate switches of size NxN together. Compared
with a matrix switch which grows quadratic with increasing N, a BBN needs much less extra
hardware.

8.4.1 The uniform traffic case
It has been shown in [YEH87] that in case of uniform traffic m=8 parallel routing networks
are sufficient for an OB-BBN to guarantee a QOS of 10~ for any number of inputs N. The
number of recirculation lines per input rlN for an SB-BBN lies in the range of 3.5 and 2.0
for N=16 to N=256 respectively. CB-BBNs have both parallel routing networks and
recirculation lines.

Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 show the complexity per link for each switching component
for each investigated type of BBN. It can be seen that in case of the SB-BBNs and the CB
BBNs the Batcher sorting network is the biggest factor in the overall complexity. Furthermore
it can be observed that as the number of parallel routing networks m increases the amount of
Sorting SEs decreases and the number of Routing SEs increases. In fact in case of the SB
BBN the Routing network has the smallest share in the total complexity whereas in case of
the CB-BBN with m=3 and m=4 the Routing network takes the largest portion of the
hardware besides the Sorting network itself.
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Complexity of various switching components
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Figure 8.1: Complexity per link for the different switching components used in
an SB-BBN in case of uniform traffic at a cell loss probability of 1O~.
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Figure 8.2: Complexity per link for the different switching components used in
a CB-BBN with m=2 in case of uniform traffic at a cell loss probability of 1O~.
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Figure 8.3: Complexity per link for different switching components used in a
CB-BBN with m=3 in case of uniform traffic at a cell loss probability of 10-6.
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Figure 8,4: Complexity per link for different switching components used in a
CB-BBN with m=4 in case of uniform traffic at a cell loss probability of 10-6.
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Figure 8.S: Complexity per link for different switching components used in an
OB-BBN with m=8 in case of unifonn traffic at a cell loss probability of 10-6.
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Figure 8.6: The complexity per link for different types of BBNs at a cell loss
probability of 10-6 in case of uniform traffic.

By adding the complexity of the switching components the overall complexity per link for
each BBN can be obtained. The results are shown in Figure 8.6.

First of all it can be observed that the SB-BBN requires the most hardware. Furthermore it
appears that the CB-BBNs cost the least hardware to achieve the same QOS.

Other observations which can be made is that it seems that the slope of the curves increases
for an increasing number of parallel routing networks.

Finally it can be concluded that concerning the complexity per link a CB-BBN with two or
four parallel routing networks and a few recirculation lines requires the least hardware if
uniform traffic is expected and a QOS of 10-6 is acceptable.
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8.4.2 The bursty traffic case
Simulations showed that in case of the OB-BBN still eight parallel routing planes were
sufficient to keep the cell loss probability due to line overflow below 1fr. This means that
the amount of hardware of the switching components does not increase. However the number
of output buffer places increases enonnously from 32 to approximately 320. Because the
switch hardware and the output buffers can be separated, the old switch remains the same
while only the output buffers have to be expanded.

The SB-BBN showed in case of bursty traffic an explosive growth in the number of
recirculation lines from 3 to approximately 31 recirculation lines per input. Though the shared
buffer size per input is still smaller than the output buffer size of the OB-BBN under unifonn
traffic, the amount of hardware involved in expanding the SB-BBN increases enonnously. If
the N input lines of the switch are included this means that the number of inputs of the
Batcher Sorting netwoIX becomes eight times as large. This means in case of N=256 that the
number of SEs becomes 13 times as large with over 370 1<r SEs. The total complexity per
link of the SB-BBN is in the order of the 2500.

Simulations have been perfonned for CB-BBNs with 2, 3 and 4 routing networks parallel. As
in the unifonn traffic case the number of output buffers appears to be independent of the
number of routing networks. This means that the number of output buffers requested to keep
the cell loss probability below 10-6 is the same as for the OB-BBN, thus approximately 320
buffer places per OPC. However by introducing parallel routing networks the amount of
recirculation lines decreases enonnously. In Figure 8.7 the complexity per link is shown as
function of the number of inputs N. The results for the SB-BBN which are in the order of
2500 have been left out for ease of survey.
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Figure 8.7: Complexity per link of the various BBNs under bursty traffic at a cell
loss probability of 10-6.
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8.5 Number of different switching components in the various BBNs

Table 8.2 shows the number of different switching components for each type of BBN. The
only difference is the lack of the HAEs and the AUEs in the OB-BBN. A switch which is
composed of just a few different switching components takes less time in design and can
probably be built in a more regular manner. This favours the OB-BBN above the SB-BBN
and the CB-BBN

Table 8.2: Comparing the number of different switching components in the various BBNs.

Batcher Sort elements
Trap elements
Header Adjust elements
Age Update elements
Running Adder elements

in Ram Down network
in Distributor

Delta network elements
Reversed Delta network elements

in Ram Down network
in Distributor

SB-BBN

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

CB-BBN

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

OB-BBN

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

8.6 Dimensioning of the parameters to guarantee a desired QOS

H a switch has to be designed it has to meet a certain QOS. Under a given load and expected
traffic the parameters m, r and bs control the cell loss probability of the CB-BBN. The
problem is that the parameters can not be chosen freely but are bound to certain values.

Parameter m which controls the number of cells with the same destination address which are
allowed to be routed simultaneously and thus the cell loss probability due to line overflow
grows with the power of two.

Parameter bs controls the cell loss probability due to output buffer overflow and is more or
less independent from m and r. The only restriction is that in practice bs has to be a multiple
of m. This means that bs grows linearly instead of exponentially like m. Since m will
probably be in the range from 2 to 16, the step size is small enough to detennine the value
of bs closely to the desired QOS.
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Parameter r has to be chosen in such way that R =N + r is a power of two and N is a power
of two. H r is very small compared to N another option is to choose N not a power of two
but N = R - r with R a power of two and r a cenain chosen value. For instance in case of a
CB-BBN under uniform traffic with m=4 parallel routing netwoIks and a desired QOS of 10~,

only 4 recirculation lines are necessary. This means a switch could be built based on
switching components of size R=128 with r=4 and N=I24.

H it is chosen to build a BBN based on a shared buffer and output buffers a design procedure
concerning the detennination of the parameters to achieve a desired QOS could be done in
the following manner: First detennine the number of parallel routing networks m so that the
agreed QOS is achieved. H m is a power of two no recirculation lines are necessary. Else it
should be investigated if it is more economic to round off m upwards to a power of two with
no recirculation lines but a better QOS or to round off m downwards at a lower QOS and to
add r extra recirculation lines to compensate the QOS difference. However r has to be chosen
according to the conditions mentioned in the former paragraph. After the values of m and r
are chosen, the value of the output buffer size per OPC can be detennined depending on the
expected traffic and load and independently of m, r and N.

8.7 Implementation of the switch in VLSI

Eventually the switch has to be implemented in VLSI. A decision has to be made to
implement the complete switch in one I.C. or to use different I.C.s for the different switching
components. The advantage of implementing the switch in one I.C. is that the operating speed
can be higher because all signals remain on the chip. The disadvantages are that expansion
of the number of inputs and outputs is impossible or the new switch must be composed of
a number of switches which are interconnected.

Implementing each switching component or related switching components in different I.C.s
gives a more open architecture. This way expanding the number of inputs and outputs can be
done by adding extra I.C.s instead of replacing the old I.C.s. However, this would most
probably require a redesign of the PCB.

One of the largest limitations is the number of pins of the chip. A switch with N=I28 would
require an I.C. with at least 256 pins, not counting pins for control, timing and power supply.
Since 256 pins is about the maximum number of pins for current lC.s, the maximum number
of inputs and outputs is limited to 128.

In case of a switch with output buffers the hardware needed to route the switch and the
hardware needed for the output buffers are separated and independent of each other. Thus it
is possible to implement the OPCs with the memory in separate chips from the rest of the
hardware.
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8.8 Conclusions

The complexity cost factors of the various switching components have been obtained from
the literature. The cost factors are related to the Batcher sort element. Equations have been
derived for the amount of hardware for each type of BBN. Using these equations, the cost
factors and the simulation results the complexity per link has been calculated for the various
BBNs for different number of inputs in case of uniform traffic and bursty traffic. It appears
that the various types ofBBNs are a trade-off between routing hardware and buffers: The SB
BBN makes efficient use of the buffers at the cost of an increased amount of routing
hardware, the OB-BBN requires more buffer places but the amount of routing hardware is
reduced. The CB-BBN reduces the routing hardware because less routing planes are necessary
at the cost of introducing a small amount of extra buffer places in a shared buffer.

The following results can be summarized:
• The Batcher sorting networks cover the largest part of the switch hardware in the SB·BBN
and the CB-BBNs while the Routing networks form the largest part of the hardware in the
OB-BBN.

• The number of parallel Routing networks m to offer an agreed QOS is the same for the
investigated traffic types. Thus the amount of hardware of the OB-BBN is the same for both
types of traffic.

• Expanding the number of buffer places in the output buffers does not affect the amount of
the routing hardware in the switch.

• The increase in the number of recirculation lines per input from uniform to bursty traffic
needed to achieve the same QOS involves a dramatic increase in hardware. The switch has
to be approximately 20 times as large in case of the examined type of bursty traffic to achieve
the same QOS as in case of uniform traffic.

• It is more efficient to build a switch with a large number than a switch with a small
number of inputs and outputs because the number of recirculation lines needed per input
decreases for increasing N because buffer places in a shared buffer are not dedicated to a
specific input or output link. A shared buffer is the most efficient type of buffering. The
number of output buffer places per OPC is not affected by the number of outputs.

• It is more efficient to build one 2Nx2N switch than to construct a 2Nx2N switch composed
of separate NxN switches.
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9 Conclusion

9.1 Conclusions

After an intensive literature study about multistage interconnection architectures the class of
Batcher Banyan switches has been selected for further study. Partly because this type of
switching network has both non-blocking and self-routing properties, partly because there are
many possible implementations to investigate.

Various Batcher Banyan netwoIks have been classified and discussed according to the position
of the buffers: input buffers, shared buffers, output buffers or a combination of buffers. The
BBNs have been investigated under unifonn traffic and bursty traffic. It appears that the
number of buffers in the shared buffer and the output buffers are very sensitive to the offered
traffic type while the number of parallel routing networks is not.

It appears that the amount of output buffers is independent of the number of inputs N of the
switching network and independent of the number of parallel routing networks. The amount
of buffer places in the shared buffer is dependent of the number of inputs N and dependent
of the number of parallel routing networks m.

An increase in the number of shared buffer places does affect the amount of routing hardware
in the switch considerably, while the number of output buffers can be increased without
affecting the routing hardware.

A choice between those switching networks is mainly a trade-off between the amount of
buffers and the amount of routing hardware. The SB-BBN uses the buffers most efficient, but
needs also the most routing hardware. An OB-BBN needs much less routing hardware at an
significant increase in the number of buffer places. A combination of a shared buffer and
output buffers as in the CB-BBNs leads to a further reduction of the routing hardware at the
cost of a small increase in the total number of buffers because the number of output buffers
remains the same as in the OB-BBN but a small number of shared buffer places is added.

9.2 Further research

Research in the field of Bateher Banyan networks can be continued by investigating the
behaviour of the switches under different loads, different burst lengths and different traffic
models. This way a better and more realistic dimensioning between the parameters r, m and
bs can be obtained.

No study has been undertaken concerning expansion of the switch, maintenance, fault
tolerance and their implication for VLSI design.

Finally a study of the financial aspects should be undertaken to give a relation between the
hardware, buffers and financial costs.
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Appendix 1: Number of SEs in an NxM Delta Network.

An NxM Delta network with M>N can be seen as being composed of a number of
expander stages followed by switching stages.

The number of stages in the expander is log2(M/N).
Thus the number of switching stages is lo82M' - log2(M/N) = log~.

The number of SEs in the expander can be evaluated as follows:

M#SE...,.- - N + '2N + 4N + 8N + .o. + _
2

(App.I.I)

(App.l.2)

(App.I.3)

Multiplying this last equation with two and subtracting it from equation App.l.3 results in:

(App.I.4)

(App.I.S)

A switching stage consists of~ SEs and there are log/V switching stages, thus the
number of SEs in the switching block is:

M#SE . L!_ - _locy AI-.Ie...... 2 &r T

Thus the total number of SEs in an NxM Delta network is:

M
#SE - M - N + -lo8zN

2

(App.I.6)

(App.1.7)
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Appendix 2.1: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate an OB·BBN under
uniform traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF AN OB-BBN UNDER BINOMIAL TRAFFIC, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,

ENDS

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
THE SIZE OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION

, ,
" INPUT PARAMETERS:

LOAD
HUM. LINKS
NUM.LlNES
BUF.SIZE
HUM.CELLS.DESlRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, TLMER, INPUT.LINK, AND CELL

RESOURCES INCLUDE BUFFER

DEFINE LOAD, AND DELAY.IN.BUFFER AS AN REAL VARIABLE
DEFINE HUM.LlNES, HUM. LINKS, HUM.CELLS.ARRlVED, HUM.CELLS.GENERATED,

BUFFER. OVERFLOW, LINK. OVERFLOW, BUFFER. SIZE,
AND HUM.CELLS.DESlRED AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE BUF.VERDELING AS AN INTEGER, 1-DlMENSIONAL ARRAY

TALLY HUM.CELLS AS THE NUMBER, AND HIST.CELLS.ARRlVED (0 TO 16 BY 1)
AS THE HISTOGRAM OF HUM.CELLS.ARRlVED

TALLY MAX. DELAY. IN . BUFFER AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN. DELAY. IN. BUFFER AS
THE MEAN OF DELAY.IN.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, AND
MAX. CELLS. IN. BUFFER AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.Q.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE UTIL.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE OF N.X.BUFFER
END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END ' 'MAIN

ROUTINE READ.DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS wOB_BIN.IN"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, HUM.LINKS, HUM. LINES, BUFFER. SIZE, AND HUM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS wSEED.DAT w
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED. V(1)
CLOSE UNIT 1
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PRINT 9 LINES WITH LOAD, NOM. LINKS, NOM. LINES, BUFFER. SIZE,
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED THUS

OUTPUT BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER BINOMIAL TRAFFIC.
SIMULATION OF ONE OUTPUT LINK WITH CELLS ARRIVING UNIFORM OVER THE INPUT
LINKS
THE NUMBER OF CELLS ARRIVING AT THE OUTPUT LINK FOLLOW A BINOMIAL
DISTRIBUTION

LOAD - * ***
f INPUTS - ***
f LINES - **
BUFFER SIZE - ****
fCELLS DES.- ••••••••••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
RESERVE BUF.VERDELING(*) AS BUFFER.SIZE+l
ACTIVATE AN INPUT. LINK NOW
ACTIVATE AN TIMER NOW
ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
CREATE EVERY BUFFER (1)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - 1
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*lO» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED*lOO,
NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

*** , COMPLETED, •••••••••• CELLS GENERATED THUS FAR.
CALL REPORT

LOOP
END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS TIMER
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT BUFFER. SIZE UNITS
ADD 1 TO BUF.VERDELING(N.Q.BOFFER(1)+2-U.BOFFER(1»

LOOP
END ' 'TIMER

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE CYCLE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET CYCLE - 0

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

ADD 1 TO CYCLE
NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED - BINOMIAL.F(NOM.LINKS,LOAD/NOM.LINKS,l)
IF NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED > NOM.LINES

ADD NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED-NOM.LINES TO LINK.OVERFLOW
LET NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED - NOM.LINES

ALWAYS
ADD NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED TO NOM.CELLS.GENERATED
LET I - 0
WHILE I < NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED
DO

ACTIVATE A CELL NOW
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ADD 1 TO I
LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
END "INPUT. LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME.OF.ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE

IF N.Q.BUFFER(l) < BUFFER. SIZE
LET TlME.OF.ARRIVAL - TIME.V
REQUEST 1 BUFFER(l)
LET DELAY.IN.BUFFER - TIME.V - TIME.OF.ARRIVAL
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 BUFFER(l)

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·OB BIN.OUT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 10 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER(l),

AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER(l), UTIL.BUFFER(l),
LINK. OVERFLOW, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, MAX. DELAY. IN. BUFFER,
MEAN. DELAY. IN. BUFFER THUS

OB-BBN UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC

, CELLS GENERATED: •.••..•.
MAX CELLS IN BUFFER:
AVG CELLS IN BUFFER:
UTIL BUFFER:
LINK OVERFLOW:
BUFFER OVERFLOW:
MAX. DELAY IN BUFFER
MEAN DELAY IN BUFFER

CLOSE UNIT 1

****
**.***
*.***
*****
*****

****.**
****.**

CYCLES
CYCLES

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·OB BIN.D20·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
FOR 1-1 TO BUFFER.SIZE+1, WRITE BUF.VERDELING(I) AS I 9 ,.,.
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l) THUS

**********
CLOSE UNIT 1

END ' 'REPORT
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Appendix 2.2: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate an OB-BBN under
uniform traffic with N ~ 00.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF AN OB-BBN UNDER POISSON TRAFFIC, ,
, ,

"
"
"

"
THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORRS
THE SIZE OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION ENDS

" INPUT PARAMETERS:
LOAD
NUM.LlNES
BUF.SIZE
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, TIMER, INPUT. LINK, AND CELL

RESOURCES INCLUDE BUFFER

DEFINE LOAD, AND DELAY.IN.BUFFER AS AN REAL VARIABLE
DEFINE NUM.LINES, NUM.CELLS.ARRlVED, NUM.CELLS.GENERATED,

BUFFER. OVERFLOW, LINK. OVERFLOW, BUFFER. SIZE,
AND NUM.CELLS.DESlRED AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE BUF.VERDELING AS AN INTEGER, 1-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY

TALLY NOM.CELLS AS THE NUMBER, AND HIST.CELLS.ARRlVED (0 TO 16 BY 1)
AS THE HISTOGRAM OF NUM.CELLS.ARRlVED

TALLY MAX. DELAY. IN. BUFFER AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN. DELAY. IN. BUFFER AS
THE MEAN OF DELAY.IN.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, AND
MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.Q.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE UTIL.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE OF N.X.BUFFER
END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END ' 'MAIN

ROUTINE READ. DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·OB POI.IN·
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NUM.LINES, BUFFER. SIZE, AND NUM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED. V(1)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 8 LINES WITH LOAD, NUM.LINES, BUFFER. SIZE,
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED THUS

OUTPUT BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER POISSON TRAFFIC
SIMULATION OF ONE OUTPUT LINK WITH CELLS ARRIVING UNIFORM OVER THE INPUT
LINKS
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THE NUMBER OF CELLS ARRIVING AT THE OUTPUT LINK FOLLOW A POISSON
DISTRIBUTION

LOAD - *.***
• LINES - .... *
BUFFER SIZE - .... ***
'CELLS DES.- ••••••••••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
RESERVE BUF.VERDELING(*) AS BUFFER.SIZE+l
ACTIVATE AN INPUT. LINK NOW
ACTIVATE AN TIMER NOW
ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
CREATE EVERY BUFFER(l)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - 1
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*lO» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED*lOO,
NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

*** , COMPLETED, ••.•.•.••. CELLS GENERATED THUS FAR.
CALL REPORT

LOOP
END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS TIMER
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT BUFFER. SIZE UNITS
ADD 1 TO BUF.VERDELING(N.Q.BUFFER(1)+2-U.BUFFER(1»

LOOP
END ' 'TIMER

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE CYCLE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET CYCLE - 0

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

ADD 1 TO CYCLE
NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED - POISSON.F(LOAD,l)
IF NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED > NOM.LlNES

ADD NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED-NOM.LlNES TO LINK. OVERFLOW
LET NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED - NOM.LINES

ALWAYS
ADD NOM. CELLS. ARRIVED TO NOM. CELLS. GENERATED
LET I - 0
WHILE I < NOM.CELLS.ARRlVED
DO

ACTIVATE A CELL NOW
ADD 1 TO I

LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
END "INPUT. LINK
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PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME. OF •ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE

IF N.Q.BUFFER(1) < BUFFER.SIZE
LET TIME.OF.ARRIVAL - TlME.V
REQUEST 1 BUFFER (1)
LET DELAY.IN.BUFFER - TIME.V - TlME.OF.ARRIVAL
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 BUFFER(1)

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
END ' 'CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·OB_POI.OUT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 10 LINE WITH NUM.CELLS.GENERATED, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER(1),

AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER(1), UTIL.BUFFER(1),
LINK. OVERFLOW, BUFFER.OVERFLOW, MAX.DELAY.IN.BUFFER,
MEAN.DELAY.IN.BUFFER THUS

OB-BBN UNDER POISSON TRAFFIC

f CELLS GENERATED:
MAX CELLS IN BUFFER:
AVG CELLS IN BUFFER:
UTIL BUFFER:
LINK OVERFLOW:
BUFFER OVERFLOW:
MAX. DELAY IN BUFFER
MEAN DELAY IN BUFFER

CLOSE UNIT 1

****
**.***
*.***
*****
*****

****.**
****.**

CYCLES
CYCLES

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·OB POI.D20·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
FOR 1-1 TO BUFFER.SIZE+1, WRITE BUF.VERDELING(I) AS I 9 ,·f·
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(1) THUS

**********
CLOSE UNIT 1

END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.3: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate an OB-BBN under
bursty traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF AN OB-BBN UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC, ,
, ,

, ,

, ,
, ,

, ,

ENDS

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
THE SIZE OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
AVERAGE BURSTLENGTH
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION

, ,
, ,

" INPUT PARAMETERS:
LOAD
NOM. LINKS
NOM. LINES
BUF.SIZE
B
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE INPUT.LINK, CELL, TIMER, PERCENTAGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE BUFFER

DEFINE DELAY.IN.BUFFER, LOAD, PBB, PSB, LAST.TIME.SLOT AS REAL
VARIABLES

DEFINE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED, NOM.CELLS.DESIRED, NOM. LINKS, B,
LINK. OVERFLOW, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, BUFFER. SIZE, NOM.LINES.USED,
NOM.LINES AS INTEGER VARIABLES

DEFINE BUF.VERDELING AS AN l-DIMENSIONAL, INTEGER ARRAY

TALLY MAX.DELAY.IN.BUFFER AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BUFFER AS
THE MEAN OF DELAY.IN.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, AND
MAX. CELLS. IN. BUFFER

AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.Q.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE UTIL.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE OF N.X.BUFFER
END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END "MAIN

ROUTINE READ.DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS "OB_BURST.IN"
USE 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NOM.LINKS, NOM. LINES, BUFFER. SIZE, B, NOM.CELLS.DESIRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS "SEED.DAT"
USE 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 9 LINES WITH LOAD, NOM. LINKS, NOM.LINES, BUFFER. SIZE, B,
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED THUS

OUTPUT BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC.
SIMULATION OF ONE OUTPUT LINK WITH CELLS ARRIVING AT THE INPUT LINKS.
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LOAD - *.***
'INPUTS - ***
, LINES - **
BUFFER SIZE - ****
AVG. BURST LENGTH - ***
'CELLS DES. - •••••.•.••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET HUM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET PBB - (B - l)/B
LET PSB - LOAD/(B*(HUM.LINKS-LOAD»
RESERVE BUF.VERDELING(*) AS BUFFER.SIZE+1
CREATE EVERY BUFFER (1)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - 1

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE A TIMER NOW
FOR 1-1 TO HUM.LINKS, ACTIVATE AN INPUT.LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZATION

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE HUM.CELLS.GENERATED < HUM. CELLS. DESIRED
DO

WAIT HUM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*10) UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH HUM.CELLS.GENERATED/HUM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,

HUM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS
*** , COMPLETED, •.•••••.•• CELLS GENERATED THUS FAR.

CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS TIMER
WHILE HUM.CELLS.GENERATED < HUM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT BUFFER. SIZE UNITS
ADD 1 TO BUF.VERDELING(N.Q.BUFFER(1)+2-U.BUFFER(1»

LOOP
END ' 'TIMER

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE BURST.COUNT AND SILENCE.COUNT AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

IF RANDOM.F (1) < LOAD/HUM.LINKS, BURST-1 ELSE BURST-O ALWAYS
WHILE HUM.CELLS.GENERATED < HUM. CELLS. DESIRED
DO

XF BURST-1 "IN BURST STATE
ACTIVATE A CELL NOW
ADD 1 TO HUM. CELLS. GENERATED
IF RANDOM.F(2) < PBB, BURST-1 ELSE BURST-O ALWAYS

ELSE "IN SILENCE STATE
IF RANDOM.F (3) < PSB, BURST-1 ELSE BURST-O ALWAYS

ALWAYS
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
END "INPUT.LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME.OF.ARRIVAL AS A REAL VARIABLE

" NEW TIME SLOT: ALL LINES ARE AVAILABLE
IF TIME.V > LAST.TIME.SLOT
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LET LAST.TIME.SLOT - TlME.V
LET NUM.LINES.USED - 0

ALWAYS

IF NUM.LINES.USED < NUM.LINES
ADD 1 TO NUM.LINES.USED
IF N.Q.BUFFER(I) < BUFFER.SIZE

LET TlME.OF.ARRIVAL - TlME.V
REQUEST 1 BUFFER(I)
LET DELAY.IN.BUFFER - TIME.V - TIME.OF.ARRIVAL
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 BUFFER(I)

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER.OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
ELSE

ADD 1 TO LINK.OVERFLOW
ALWAYS

END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ROB BURST.OUT"
USE 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 10 LINES WITH NUM.CELLS.GENERATED, LINK. OVERFLOW,

BUFFER.OVERFLOW,
UTIL.BUFFER, AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER,
MEAN. DELAY. IN. BUFFER, MAX. DELAY. IN. BUFFER THUS

NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED - ••••••.••.
LINK OVERFLOW - ******
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ******

LOAD ON OUTPUT LINK - *.*****
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CELLS IN BUFFER - ***.****
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CELLS IN BUFFER ***.****

MEAN DELAY IN BUFFER - ***.*****
MAX DELAY IN BUFFER - ***.*****
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS "OB_BURST.D20"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
FOR I-I TO BUFFER.SIZE+l, WRITE BUF.VERDELING(I) AS I 9, ••"
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS "SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(I), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3) THUS

********** ********** **********
CLOSE UNIT 1

END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.4: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate an SB·BBN under
uniform traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF AN SB-BBN UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC, ,
, ,

, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS
THE NUMBER OF RECIRCULATION LINES
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION ENDS

" INPUT PARAMETERS:
LOAD
NOM. LINKS
BUFFER. SIZE
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT.LINK
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE OUTPUT, BUFFER

DEFINE BUFFER. SIZE, NOM. LINKS, NOM.CELLS.GENERATED,
NOM. CELLS. DESIRED, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, CELLS.LEFT AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE LOAD, DELAY.IN.BBN AS AN REAL VARIABLE

TALLY MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MEAN
OF DELAY.IN.BBN

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER
AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.X.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE UTIL.OUTPUT AS THE AVERAGE OF N.X.OUTPUT
END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END " MAIN

ROUTINE READ.DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS wSB UNI.INw
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NOM. LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 7 LINES WITH LOAD, NOM. LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
THUS

SHARED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORKS
SIMULATION OF SHARED BUFFER WITH CELLS ARRIVING UNIFORMLY AT ALL INPUT
LINKS
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LOAD - *.***
f INPUTS - ***
BUFFER SIZE - ****
f CELLS DES. - ••••••••••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS.LEFT - 0
CREATE EVERY OUTPUT (NOM. LINKS)
FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS LET U.OUTPUT(I) - 1

CREATE EVERY BUFFER (1)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - BUFFER. SIZE

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE AN INPUT.LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*NOM.LINKS*10» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,

BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS
*** , COMPLETED, CELL LOSS PROBABILITY IS ••••••••••

CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

IF RANDOM.F(l) < LOAD
CREATE A CELL
LET CE.DEST(CELL) - RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,2)
LET CE.AGE(CELL) - 0
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NOM.CELLS.GENERATED

ALWAYS
LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
END "INPUT. LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME.OF.ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE

LET TIME.OF.ARRIVAL - TIME.V
WHILE 1-1
DO

IF U.OUTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL» - 1
REQUEST 1 UNIT OF OUTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL»
LET DELAY.IN.BBN - TIME.V - TlME.OF.ARRIVAL
ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 OUTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL»
RETURN
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ELSE
IF U.BUFFER(l) > 0

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
REQUEST 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER. OVERFLOW
RETURN

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

LOOP
END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SB UNI.OUT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT

PRINT 10 LINES WITH UTIL.OUTPUT, AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER,
MAX.CELLS.7N.BUFFER, MAX.DELAY.7N.BBN, MEAN.DELAY.7N.BBN,
NOM.CELLS.GENERATED, CELLS.LEFT, BUFFER. OVERFLOW,
BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NUM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

AVERAGE LOAD ON THE OUTPUT LINKS: *.***
AVG CELLS IN BUFFER: ***.**
MAX CELLS 7N BUFFER: *****
MAXIMUM DELAY IN BBN: **** CYCLES

MEAN DELAY IN BBN: **.*** CYCLES

NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED: .•.....••..
NUMBER OF CELLS LEFT: •..•..•....
CELLS LOST DUE TO BUFFER OVERFLOW: *****
CELL LOSS PROBABILITY: •....•.....

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ftSEED.DAT ft
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2) THUS

********** **********
CLOSE UNIT 1

END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.5: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate an SB·BBN under
bursty traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF AN SB-BBN UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC, ,
, ,
, ,

, ,

, ,
, ,

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
THE NUMBER OF RECIRCULATION LINES
AVERAGE BURST LENGTH
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION ENDS

, ,

" INPUT PARAHETERS :
LOAD
NUM.LINKS
BUFFER. SIZE
B
NUM.CELLS.DESlRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT.LINK
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE OUTPUT, BUFFER

DEFINE BUFFER. SIZE, NUM.LINKS, NUM. CELLS. GENERATED,
NUM.CELLS.DESlRED, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, CELLS.LEFT, B AS AN INTEGER
VARIABLE

DEFINE LOAD, DELAY.IN.BBN, PBB, PSB AS AN REAL VARIABLE

TALLY MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MEAN
OF DELAY.IN.BBN

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER
AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.X.BUFFER

ACCUMULATE UTIL.OUTPUT AS THE AVERAGE OF N.X.OUTPUT
END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END " MAIN

ROUTINE READ. DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SB BURST.IN·
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NUM.LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, B, HUM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 8 LINES WITH LOAD, NUM.LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, B, HUM.CELLS.DESlRED
THUS

SHARED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORR UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC
SIMULATION OF THE SHARED BUFFER WITH CELLS ARRIVING BURSTY AT ALL INPUT
LINKS
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ELSE

LOAD - *.***
t INPUTS ***
BUFFER SIZE ****
AVG. BURST LENGTH - **
t CELLS DES. - ••••••••••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS.LEFT - 0

PBB-(B-1)/B
PSB-LOAD/(B*(l-LOAD»

CREATE EVERY OUTPUT (NOM. LINKS)
FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS LET U.OUTPUT(I) - 1

CREATE EVERY BUFFER(l)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - BUFFER. SIZE

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS, ACTIVATE AN INPUT.LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*NOM.LINKS*10» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NUM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,
BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

*** , COMPLETED, CELL LOSS PROBABILITY IS .••••..•.•
CALL REPORT

LOOP
END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE BURST, DEST AS INTEGER VARIABLES

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

IF BURST-1 "IN BURST STATE
CREATE A CELL
CE.DEST(CELL)-DEST
CE.AGE(CELL)-O
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NOM.CELLS.GENERATED
IF RANDOM.F(2»PBB, BORST-O ALWAYS

IF RANDOM.F(3)<PSB
BURST-1
DEST-RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,4)

ALWAYS
ALWAYS
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
END "INPUT.LINK
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*****

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME.OF.ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE

LET TlME.OF.ARRIVAL - TIME.V
WHILE 1-1
DO
IF U.OUTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL» - 1

REQUEST 1 UNIT OF OUTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL»
LET DELAY.IN.BBN - TIME.V - TIME.OF.ARRIVAL
ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 10UTPUT(CE.DEST(CELL»
RETURN

ELSE
IF U.BUFFER(l) > 0

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
REQUEST 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER. OVERFLOW
RETURN

ALWAYS
LOOP

END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS RSB BURST.OUT R
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 10 LINES WITH UTIL.OUTPUT, AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER,

MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER, MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN,
NOM.CELLS.GENERATED, CELLS.LEFT, BUFFER. OVERFLOW,
BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NUM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

AVERAGE LOAD ON THE OUTPUT LINKS: *.***
AVG CELLS IN BUFFER: ***.**
MAX CELLS IN BUFFER: *****
MAXIMUM DELAY IN BBN: **** CYCLES

MEAN DELAY IN BBN: **.*** CYCLES

NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED:
NUMBER OF CELLS LEFT: •••.••••.••
CELLS LOST DUE TO BUFFER OVERFLOW:
CELL LOSS PROBABILITY:

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DATR
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4) THUS

********** ********** ********** **********
CLOSE UNIT 1

END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.6: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate the output buffers of
a CB·BBN under uniform traffic.

" SLMULATION OF A CB-BBN UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC - OUTPUT BUFFERS, ,
"
, ,

", ,
, ,

ENDS

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
THE OUTPUT BUFFER SIZE
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION

" INPUT PARAMETERS:
LOAD
NOM. LINKS
NOM. LINES
QUEUE. SIZE
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED, ,

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT. LINK, TIMER
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE QUEUE

DEFINE QUEUE.SIZE, NOM. LINKS, NUM.CELLS.GENERATED,
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED, CELLS.LEFT, NUM.LINES,
QUEUE. OVERFLOW AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE LOAD AS AN REAL VARIABLE

DEFINE QUEUE. VERD AS AN l-DIMENSIONAL INTEGER ARRAY
DEFINE NOM.LINES.USED AS AN l-DIMENSIONAL INTEGER ARRAY

END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END ' 'MAIN

ROUTINE READ. DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS "CB_OB_UNI.IN"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NOM. LINKS, NUM.LINES, QUEUE. SIZE, NOM.CELLS.DESIRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS "SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 9 LINES WITH LOAD, NOM. LINKS, NOM. LINES, QUEUE. SIZE,
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED THUS

COMBINED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC
SIMULATION ON ALL OUTPUT LINKS WITH CELLS ARRIVING AT ALL INPUT LINKS
SIMULATION OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
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LOAD - *.***
• LINKS ***
• LINES ***
BUFFER SIZE ***
• CELLS DES. - ••••••••••

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS. LEFT - 0
RESERVE NOM.LINES.USED(*) AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE QUEUE.VERD(*) AS QUEUE.SIZE+1

CREATE EVERY QUEUE (NOM. LINKS)
FOR I-1 TO NOM.LINKS, U.QUEUE(I)-l

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE A TIMER NOW
ACTIVATE AN INPUT. LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM. CELLS. GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*NOM.LINKS*10» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,

NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS
*** , COMPLETED ••••••••.. CELLS GENERATED THUS FAR.

CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS TIMER
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT QUEUE. SIZE UNITS
FOR I-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

ADD 1 TO QUEUE.VERD (N.Q.QUEUE (I)+2-U.QUEUE (I»
LOOP

LOOP
END "TIMER

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

FOR I-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

LET NOM.LlNES.USED(I) - 0
IF RANDOM.F (1) < LOAD

CREATE A CELL
LET CE.DEST(CELL) - RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,2)
LET CE.AGE(CELL) - 0
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NOM.CELLS.GENERATED

ALWAYS
LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
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LOAD:
'LINKS:
'LINES:
'BUF:
'CELLS:

CALL REPORT
INTERRUPT CELL

END "INPUT.LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE GONE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET GONE - 0
WHILE GONE - 0
DO

LET GONE - 1
IF NUM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL» < NOM.LINES

ADD 1 TO NUM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL»
IF N.Q.QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL» < QUEUE.SIZE

REQUEST 1 QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL»
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL»
ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT

ELSE
ADD 1 TO QUEUE. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
. ELSE

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
WAIT 1 UNIT

. LET GONE - 0
ALWAYS

END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS "CB OB UNI.OUT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 8 LINES WITH LOAD, NUM.LINKS, NUM.LINES, QUEUE. SIZE,

NOM.CELLS.DESlRED, NUM.CELLS.GENERATED AND QUEUE.OVERFLOW THUS
*.***

****
***
***

NUM CELLS GENERATED: •••••••.
***** CELLS LOST DUE TO QUEUE OVERFLOW

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS "CB OB UNI.D20"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
FOR I-l TO QUEUE.SIZE, WRITE QUEUE.VERD(I) AS I 9, "'"
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS "SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT

PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2) THUS
********** **********

CLOSE UNIT 1
END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.7: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate the shared buffer of
a CB·BBN under uniform traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF A CB-BBN UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC - SHARED BUFFER, ,
, ,

"

"
"
"

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBEa. OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
THE NUMBER OF RECIRCULATION LINES
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION ENDS

, ,
" INPUT PARAMETERS:

LOAD
NUM.LINKS
BUF.SIZE
NUM.LINES
NUM.CELLS.DESlRED

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT.LINK
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE BUFFER

DEFINE BUFFER. SIZE, QUEUE. SIZE, NUM.LINKS, NUM.CELLS.GENERATED,
NUM.CELLS.DESlRED, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, CELLS.LEFT, NUM.LINES
AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE LOAD, DELAY. IN. BBN AS AN REAL VARIABLE

DEFINE NUM.LINES.USED AS AN l-DlMENSIONAL INTEGER ARRAY

TALLY MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MEAN
OF DELAY.IN.BBN

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER
AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.X.BUFFER

END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END " MAIN

ROUTINE READ.DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·CB SB UNI.INR

USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT - -
READ LOAD, NUM.LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, NUM.LINES, NUM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT R

USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 9 LINES WITH LOAD, NUM.LINKS, BUFFER. SIZE, NUM.LINES,
NUM.CELLS.DESlRED THUS

COMBINED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER UNIFORM TRAFFIC
SIMULATION OF THE SHARED BUFFER WITH CELLS ARRIVING UNIFORMLY AT ALL INPUT
LINKS
SIMULATION OF THE SHARED BUFFER
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LOAD -
HUM.LINKS 
BUF.SIZE 
HUM.LINES 
HUM.CELLS.DESlRED -

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

*.***
****
****

***

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET HUM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS.LEFT - 0
RESERVE HUM.LlNES.USED(*) AS HUM.L~

CREATE EVERY BUFFER(l)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - BUFFER. SIZE

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE AN INPUT. LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*HUM.LINKS*10» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NUM.CELLS.GENERATED/NUM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,

BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NUM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS
*** % COMPLETED, CELL LOSS PROBABILITY IS ••••••••.•

CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
WHILE HUM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

FOR 1-1 TO HUM.LINKS
DO

LET NUM.LINES.USED(I) - 0
IF RANDOM.F (1) < LOAD

CREATE A CELL
LET CE.DEST(CELL) - RANDI.F(1,HUM.LINKS,2)
LET CE.AGE(CELL) - 0
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NUM.CELLS.GENERATED

ALWAYS
LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
INTERRUPT CELL
CALL REPORT

END "INPUT. LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TIME.OF.ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE
DEFINE GONE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET TIME.OF.ARRIVAL - TlME.V

LET GONE - 0
WHILE GONE - 0
DO
LET GONE - 1
IF NOM.LlNES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL» < HUM.LINES

ADD 1 TO NOM.LlNES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL»
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ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT
LET DELAY.IN.BBN - TLME.V - TLME.OF.ARRIVAL

ELSE
IF U.BOFFER(l) > 0

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
REQUEST 1 UNIT OF BOFFER(l)
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 UNIT OF BOFFER(l)
LET GONE - 0

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BOFFER. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
ALWAYS
LOOP

END "CELL

CYCLES
CYCLES

***.**
*****

****
**.***

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·CB SB UNI.OUT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT - -
PRINT 9 LINES WITH AVG.CELLS.IN.BOFFER, MAX.CELLS.IN.BOFFER,

MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN, HUM.CELLS.GENERATED,
CELLS.LEFT, BOFFER.OVERFLOW,

BUFFER.OVERFLOW/HUM.CELLS.GENERATED
THUS

AVG CELLS IN BOFFER:
MAX CELLS IN BUFFER:
MAXIMUM DELAY IN BBN:

MEAN DELAY IN BBN:

NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED: ••••••••.••
NUMBER OF CELLS LEFT: ••••••••••.
CELLS LOST DUE TO BOFFER OVERFLOW: *****
CELL LOSS PROBABILITY: •...•••••..

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPOT

PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2) THUS
********** **********

CLOSE UNIT 1
END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.8: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate the output buffers of
a CB·BBN under bursty traffic.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF, ,
"
" INPUT PARAMETERS:
" LOAD
" NOM. LINKS
" B
" NOM. LINES
" BUF.SIZE
" NOM.CELLS.DESIRED

A CB-BBN ONDER BURSTY TRAFFIC - OUTPUT BUFFERS

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
AVERAGE BURST LENGTH
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
THE SIZE OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION ENDS

PREAMBLE
PROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT. LINK, TIMER
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE QUEUE

DEFINE B, QUEUE. SIZE, NOM. LINKS, NOM.CELLS.GENERATED,
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED, CELLS.LEFT, NOM. LINES,
QUEUE.OVERFLOW AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE PSB, PBB, LOAD AS AN REAL VARIABLE

DEFINE QUEUE.VERn AS AN 1-DIMENSIONAL INTEGER ARRAY
DEFINE BURST, DEST, NOM.LINES.USED AS AN 1-DIMENSIONAL INTEGER ARRAY

END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ. DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END " MAIN

ROUTINE READ. DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ftCB_OB_BURST.IN ft
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NOM. LINKS, B, NOM. LINES, QUEUE. SIZE, NOM.CELLS.DESIRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DATft
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4)
CLOSE UNIT 1

PRINT 10 LINES WITH LOAD, B, NOM. LINKS, NOM. LINES, QUEUE.SIZE,
NOM.CELLS.DESIRED THUS

COMBINED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK ONDER BURSTY TRAFFIC
SIMULATION OF ALL OUTPUT LINKS WITH CELLS ARRIVING AT ALL INPUT LINKS
SIMULATION OF THE OUTPUT BUFFERS
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LOAD -
BURST -
NOM.LINKS 
NOM.LlNES 
QUEUE.SIZE 
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED -

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

*.***
**

****
****

***

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS.LEFT - 0
RESERVE BURST(*) AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE DEST (*) AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE NOM.LINES.USED(*) AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE QUEUE. VERD (*) AS QUEUE.SIZE+2

CREATE EVERY QUEUE (NOM. LINKS)
FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS, U.QUEUE(I)-l

LET PBB - (B-1)/B
LET PSB - LOAD/(B*(l-LOAD))

FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

IF RANDOM.F(l)<LOAD
LET BURST(I) - 1
LET DEST(I) - RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,4)

ELSE
LET BURST(I) - 0

ALWAYS
LOOP

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE A TIMER NOW
ACTIVATE AN INPUT. LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD*NOM.LINKS*10)) UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED*100,

NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS
*** , COMPLETED, •••••••••. CELLS GENERATED THUS FAR.

CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS TIMER
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT QUEUE.SIZE UNITS
FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

ADD 1 TO QUEUE.VERD(N.Q.QUEUE(I)+2-U.QUEUE(I))
LOOP

LOOP
END ' 'TIMER
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ELSE

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

FOR I-l TO NOM.LINKS
DO

LET NOM.LINES.USED(I) - 0
IF BURST (I) - 1

CREATE A CELL
LET CE.DEST(CELL) - DEST(I)
LET CE.AGE(CELL) - 0
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NOM.CELLS.GENERATED
IF RANDOM.F(2»PBB, BURST(I)-O ALWAYS

IF RANDOM.F(3)<PSB
BURST (I)-l
DEST(I)-RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,4)

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
CALL REPORT
INTERRUPT CELL

END "INPUT.LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE GONE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET GONE - 0
WHILE GONE - 0
DO
LET GONE - 1
IF NOM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL» < NOM.LINES

ADD 1 '1'0 NOM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL»
IF N.Q.QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL» < QUEUE.SIZE

REQUEST 1 QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL»
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 QUEUE(CE.DEST(CELL»
ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT

ELSE
ADD 1 TO QUEUE. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
ELSE

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
WAIT 1 UNIT
LET GONE - 0

ALWAYS
LOOP

END "CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS nCB OB BURST.OUT"
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT - -
PRINT 9 LINES WITH LOAD, B, NOM. LINKS, NUM.LINES, QUEUE.SIZE,

NOM.CELLS.DESlRED, NOM.CELLS.GENERATED AND QUEUE.OVERFLOW THUS
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LOAD: *.***
'BURST: **
'LINKS: ****
'LINES: ***
'BUFFERS: ***
'CELLS: ••••••••

NOM CELLS GENERATED: ••••••..
***** CELLS LOST DUE TO QUEUE OVERFLOW

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·CB_OB_BURST.D20·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
FOR I-l TO QUEUE.SIZE, WRITE QUEUE.VERD(I) AS I 9, .,.
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT

PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4) THUS
********** ********** ********** **********

CLOSE UNIT 1
END "REPORT
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Appendix 2.9: SIMSCRIPT program to simulate the shared buffer of
a CB·BBN under bursty tramc.

" SIMULATION MODEL OF A CB-BBN UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC - SHARED BUFFER, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,

ENDS

THE DESIRED LOAD ON THE SWITCH
THE NUMBER OF INPUTS (OUTPUTS)
AVERAGE BURST LENGTH
THE NUMBER OF RECIRCULATION LINES
THE NUMBER OF PARALLEL ROUTING NETWORKS
NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED BEFORE SIMULATION

" INPUT PARAMETERS:
LOAD
NOM. LINKS
B
BUF.SIZE
NOM. LINES
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED, ,

, ,

PREAMBLE
ROCESSES INCLUDE PERCENTAGE, INPUT.LINK
PROCESSES EVERY CELL HAS A CE.AGE AND A CE.DEST
BREAK CELL TIES BY HIGH CE.AGE

RESOURCES INCLUDE BUFFER

DEFINE B, BUFFER. SIZE, QUEUE. SIZE, NOM. LINKS, NOM.CELLS.GENERATED,
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED, BUFFER. OVERFLOW, CELLS.LEFT, NOM.LINES
AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

DEFINE PSB, PBB, LOAD, DELAY.IN.BBN AS AN REAL VARIABLE

DEFINE BURST, DEST AND NOM.LINES.USED AS AN l-DIMENSIONAL INTEGER
ARRAY

TALLY MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MAXIMUM, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN AS THE MEAN
OF DELAY.IN.BBN

ACCUMULATE AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER AS THE AVERAGE, MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER
AS THE MAXIMUM OF N.X.BUFFER

END "PREAMBLE

MAIN
CALL READ.DATA
CALL INITIALIZE
START SIMULATION

END " MAIN

ROUTINE READ. DATA
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·CB SB BURST.IN"
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ LOAD, NOM. LINKS, B, BUFFER. SIZE, NOM. LINES, NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR INPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR INPUT
READ SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4)
CLOSE UNIT 1
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PRINT 10 LINES WITH LOAD, NOM.LINKS, B, BUFFER. SIZE, NOM.LlNES,
NOM.CELLS.DESlRED THUS

COMBINED BUFFERED BATCHER BANYAN NETWORK UNDER BURSTY TRAFFIC
SIMULATION OF THE SHARED BUFFER WITH CELLS ARRIVING BURSTY ON ALL INPUT
LINKS
SIMULATION OF THE SHARED BUFFER

LOAD -
NOM.LINKS -
BURST -
BUF.SIZE 
NOM.LINES 
NOM.CELLS.GENERATED

SKIP 1 LINE
END "READ. DATA

""."""""".""""""""
""""""

""""""""""""""
""""""

ROUTINE INITIALIZE
LET NOM.CELLS.GENERATED - 0
LET CELLS.LEFT - 0
RESERVE BURST ("") AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE DEST("") AS NOM.LINKS
RESERVE NOM.LINES.USED("") AS NOM.LINKS

CREATE EVERY BUFFER(l)
LET U.BUFFER(l) - BUFFER. SIZE

LET PBB - (B-1)/B
LET PSB - LOAD/(B"" (l-LOAD»

FOR I - 1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

IF RANDOM.F(l)<LOAD
LET BURST(I) - 1
LET DEST(I) - RANDI.F(1,NOM.LINKS,4)

ELSE
LET BURST(I) - 0

ALWAYS
LOOP

ACTIVATE A PERCENTAGE NOW
ACTIVATE AN INPUT.LINK NOW

END "INITIALIZE

PROCESS PERCENTAGE
WHILE NOM. CELLS. GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

WAIT INT.F(NOM.CELLS.DESlRED/(LOAD""NOM.LINKS""10» UNITS
PRINT 1 LINE WITH NOM.CELLS.GENERATED/NOM.CELLS.DESlRED""100,
BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

*"""" , COMPLETED, CELL LOSS PROBABILITy •.••••••••
CALL REPORT
LOOP

END "PERCENTAGE

PROCESS INPUT.LINK
DEFINE I AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

WHILE NOM.CELLS.GENERATED < NOM.CELLS.DESlRED
DO

FOR 1-1 TO NOM.LINKS
DO

LET NOM.LlNES.USED(I) - 0
IF BURST(I) - 1

CREATE A CELL
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ELSE

LET CE.DEST(CELL) - DEST(I)
LET CE.AGE(CELL) - 0
ACTIVATE THE CELL IN 0 UNITS
ADD 1 TO NUM.CELLS.GENERATED
IF RANDOM.F(2»PBB, BURST(I)-O ALWAYS

IF RANDOM.F(3)<PSB
BURST (1)-1
DEST(I)-RANDI.F (1, NUM. LINKS, 4)

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

LOOP
WAIT 1 UNIT

LOOP
INTERRUPT CELL
CALL REPORT

END "INPUT.LINK

PROCESS CELL
DEFINE TlME.OF.ARRIVAL AS AN REAL VARIABLE
DEFINE GONE AS AN INTEGER VARIABLE

LET TlME.OF.ARRIVAL - TIME.V

LET GONE - 0
WHILE GONE - 0
DO
LET GONE - 1
IF NUM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL» < NUM.LINES

ADD 1 TO NUM.LINES.USED(CE.DEST(CELL»
ADD 1 TO CELLS.LEFT
LET DELAY.IN.BBN - TlME.V - TlME.OF.ARRIVAL

ELSE
IF U.BUFFER(l) > 0

ADD 1 TO CE.AGE(CELL)
REQUEST 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)
WAIT 1 UNIT
RELINQUISH 1 UNIT OF BUFFER(l)
LET GONE - 0

ELSE
ADD 1 TO BUFFER. OVERFLOW

ALWAYS
ALWAYS
LOOP

END " CELL

ROUTINE REPORT
OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·CB SB BURST.OUT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT
PRINT 9 LINES WITH AVG.CELLS.IN.BUFFER,
MAX.CELLS.IN.BUFFER, MAX.DELAY.IN.BBN, MEAN.DELAY.IN.BBN,

NOM.CELLS.GENERATED, CELLS.LEFT, BUFFER.OVERFLOW,
BUFFER.OVERFLOW/NOM.CELLS.GENERATED THUS

AVG CELLS IN BUFFER: ***.**
MAX CELLS IN BUFFER: *****
MAXIMUM DELAY IN BBN: **** CYCLES

MEAN DELAY IN BBN: **.*** CYCLES
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NUMBER OF CELLS GENERATED: •••••••.•••
NUMBER OF CELLS LEFT: •••••••••••
CELLS LOST DUE TO BUFFER OVERFLOW: *****
CELL LOSS PROBABILITY: •••••••••••

CLOSE UNIT 1

OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT, FILE NAME IS ·SEED.DAT·
USE UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT

PRINT 1 LINE WITH SEED.V(l), SEED.V(2), SEED.V(3), SEED.V(4) THUS
********** ********** ********** **********

CLOSE UNIT 1
END "REPORT
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